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ABBREVIATIONS AND UNITS 
J: joule: the unit of energy; 1 J * 1 Na (• 0.239 cal) 
Gy: gray: the unit of absorbed dose * 1 J kg'1 (= 100 rad) 
Sv: sievert: the unit of dose equivalent « 1 J kg"1 (» 100 ren) 
Bq: becquerel: the unit *+f radioactivity * 1 s"1 (» 27 pCi) 
cal: calorie * 4.186 J 
rad: 0.01 Gy 
re«: 0.01 Sv 
Ci: curie: 3.7-1010 Bq (« 2.22-101* dp«) 
T: 
G: 
N: 
«: 
p: 
n: 
P: 
f: 
a: 
tera: 
giga: 
«ega: 
nilli: 
nikro: 
nano: 
pico: 
fe«to: 
atto: 
10^ 
TO« 
106 
: 10-3 
: 10"6 
10-9 
10-12 
t IO"1* 
10-18 
cap: caput: (per individual) 
TNT: trinitrotoluol; 1 Mt TNT: nuclear explosives equivalent 
to 109 Kg TNT. 
cpm: counts per minute 
dp«; disintegrations per minute 
OR: observed ratio 
CF: concentration factor. 
FP; fission products 
pR: micro-roentgen, 10~6 roentgen 
S.O.ipCi 9°Sr (g Ca)"1 
O.R.:observed ratio 
M.U.:pCi 137Cs (g K)'1 
- 7 -
vertebrae 
male 
female 
nSr: natural (stable) Sr 
eqv. ng KCl: equivalents nq KCl: activity as tro« 1 «g KCl 
(~ 0.88 dp«) 
S.O.: standard devia 
S.E.: standard error 
/zix-xj)1 
tion: 1/ 
V (n-1) 
V n(n-1) 
U.C.L.: upper control level 
L.C.L.: lower control level 
_ o 
S.S.D.: sum of squares of deviation: E(x-X{)* 
f: degrees of freedom 
s^: variance 
v^: ratio between the variance in question and the 
residual variance 
P: probability fractile of the distribution in question 
n: coefficient of variation, relative standard deviation 
ANOVA: analysis of variance 
A: relative standard deviation 20-33% 
B: relative standard deviation >33%, such results are 
not considered significantly different from zero 
activity 
B.D.L.: below detection limit 
In the significance test the following symbols were used: 
* : probably significant (P > 95%) 
** : significant (P > 99%) 
***: highly significant (P > 99.9%) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. 
The present report is the twenty-fifth of a series of periodic 
reports (cf. ref. 1) dealing with measurements of radioactivity 
in Denmark. The organization of the material in the present re-
port corresponds to that of last years report. After the intro-
duction and a chapter on organization and facilities there fol-
lows a chapter on environmental monitoring around nuclear facil-
ities (Risø, Barsebåck and Ringhals). Chapter four deals with 
fallout nuclides in the abiotic environment, i.e. air, water 
and soil. Chapters five and six comprise fallout nuclides in 
the human diet and human tissues, respectively. Chapter seven 
is devoted to environmental tritium studies. Plutonium and Ame-
ricium in environmental samples are treated in chapter eight, 
and external radiation in chapter nine. The names of the authors 
of each chapter appear at its head. 
The Becquerel has replaced the Curie, however, in tables (mean 
values) and figures the Curie is shown for comparison. In the 
figures we have used the right-hand ordinate for Curie. 
1.2. 
The methods of radiochemical analysis2"'' and the statistical 
treatment of the results^'^2)
 a r e still based on the principles 
established in previous reports^* 
1.3. 
The detailed tables of the environmental monitoring programme 
for Risø National Laboratory appear in the two semiannual re-
ports: Radioactivity in the Ria<z» district January-June 1981 
and July-December 1981. 
- to -
1.4. 
The report contains no information on sample collection and 
analysis except in cases where these procedures have been 
altered. 
1.5. 
In 1981 the personnel of the Environmental Control Section of 
the Health Physics Department consisted of two chemists, one 
biologist, eight laboratory technicians, two sample collectors, 
and two laboratory assistants. The Section for Electronics De-
velopment continued to give assistance with the maintenance of 
counting equipment, with the interpretation of "r-spectra and 
with data treatment. The programme (cf. 2) used in the calcula-
tions of 90Sr and the Y-analysis, as well as the programme for 
data treatment, were developed by this Section. 
1.6. 
The composition of the average Da. ish diet used in this report 
is identical with that proposed in 1962 by Professor E. Hoff-
Jørgensen, Ph.D. 
- 11 -
2. FACILITIES1'6'7'8* 
By J. Lippert 
2.1. Detectors 
The activity of the samples is Measured as follows: 
Alpha (239Pu, 2 4 1 A B ) : 20 solid-state surface barrier detectors 
connected to four multichannel analysers (€4 channels per de-
tector) and another two for total alpha counting. 
Beta (*°Y aainiy): Six "nuUidetector"-systems each containing 
5 sample counters and a common anticoincidence shield are now 
put into regular use. This type of detector has replaced the 
mechanical sample changers previously used. 
Gamma (natural and fallout isotopes): 4 Ge(Li) detectors in 10 
cm lead shields and connected to a 8192-channel analyser with 
four-input facility. One further Ge(Li) detector mounted on a 
tripod and a 4096-channel analyser are used for field measure-
ments, and a 8" " 4 " Nal(Ti) in an underground shielded room is 
used for whole-body counting. Ti.e Ge(Li) detectors have an ef-
ficiency of 2 2 0 % (relative to 3" * 3" Nal(Tl)). 
2.2. Data treatment 
Measured spectra are transferred to a Burroughs B6700 computer 
for evaluation. 
A program system STATDATA16) is developed for registration and 
treatment of environmental measurements including multichannel 
analyzer spectra. To date, approximately 53 000 sets of results 
have been registered covering the period from 1957. 
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HEALTH PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 
WASTE TREATMENT STATION 
HOT CELL FACILITY—7^ 
10 MW REACTOR -^is\ t'l' 
DR 3—r-7. ^ TrlT \ J | ' 
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p 
Fig. 3.1.1. Sampling locations at Ris« National laboratory. 
1-5: locations for rain bottles (0.03 m^ each), ion-exchange 
columns (0.06 m2 each) ar.3 grass samples. S: waste witer and 
grass. Rs 1 m2 daily rain collector. CD s 10 m2 monthly ion-
exchange rain collector. El : new air collector. 
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT RISØ, BAkSEBACK AND RINGHALS 
IN 1981 
by H. Dahlgaari 
3.1 Gross e-activity in waste water from Risø 
Fig. 3.1.2 shows the control chart for S (cf. fig. 3.1.1). The 
yearly means for S in 1981 was 47 eqv. mg KCl I-1 (1980: 55). 
Fig. 3.1.3 shows the activity in waste water. 
1 0 0 i i i i i i i 
90 
80 
20 
10 
1 — I — r 
UCL x 
LCL x 
J I I I 1 _ J L J I L 
J F M A M J J A S O N D 
MONTH 
Fig. 3.1.2. Control chart for waste water (S) 1981. 
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J—i—i—i—i i—i—i—i—i—i I—i—i i i i i i i i i i_ j—I i _ i 
60 65 70 75 80 85 
YEAR 
Pig. 3.1.3. Annual total 8 mean levels in waste water collected 
at Risø 1958-1981. 
3.2. Marine environmental monitoring at Barseback and Ringhals 
The radiological monitoring of the marine environment around 
the two nuclear power plants at horseback and Ringhals in 
Sweden1) was continued in 1981. 
Figures 3.2.1.1, 3.2.1.2, and 3.2.1.3 show the sampling loca-
tions. 
£UU 
150 
o 
O»100 
>' 
cr 
50 
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55°50N 
55%5'N 
55°50'N 
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Pig. 3.2.1.1. Sampling locations at Barseback. 49 and 50 
indicate fishing tracks. 
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Fig. 3.2.1.2. Sampling locations at Ringhals. 14 and 16 
indicate fishing tracks. 
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Pig. 3.2.1.3. Sampling locations in the Sound. 
This programme is partly sponsored by the Nordic Liaison Committee 
for Atomic Energy (Nordisk kontaktorgan for atomenergi) as part 
of a co-operative activity together with the Department of Radio-
tion Physics, University of Lund, Sweden. 
Tabia l.i.l.l. Gaam-aaittin9 radionutlidas in Pucua vaaiculoaua (Fu.va.), and loatara 
marina (xo.aa.> collactad at Baraaback in 1981 (Unit: Bq k9 - 1 frash waiflht) 
Data o( aaaptinq 7 april 23 and 24 Juna 11 and 13 Saptaabar 
station No. 24 23* 22 21* 23« 25 21* 21« 
Meiqht frash/dry 4.98 4.S? 5.OS 5.90 S. 9« 4.»7 5.01 5.79 S.33 3.57 S.aJ S.47 4.52 4.44 
Spacias Fu.va. Fu.va. Fu.va. Fu.va. Fu.va. Fu.va. Fu.va. Fu.va. Fu.va. Fu.va. lo.aa. to.aa. Fu.va. Fu. Xo.na. 
Distanca (ro* 
outlat in ka 0.« 1.4 2.9 2.8 0.6 1.4 2.« 1.5 2.8 1.4 2.« 4.0 1.5 2.1 2.4 
O 
a 3 
n ri 
0« 
rr 
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O 
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M» 
0 
c 3 
a 
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•< 
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W 
S 
o 
rr 
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B 
<t 
f t 
n 
• - « • 
o 
Ol 
3 
01 
H * 
•< 
01 
H -
w 
t— 
3 
cr ri 
0 
« 3 
ftl 
I-« 
vQ 
01 
ro 
H 
0) 
cr M 
(D (0 
Ul 
• 
N> 
• 
^ 
• 
m+ 
% 
w 
• 
ro 
• 
<-* 
• 
K ) 
% 
ft* 
3 
a 
u* 
• 
ro 
• 
• ^ 
• 
u> 
01 
3* 
O 
C 
ft-
3* 
<D 
n 
01 
O i 
H -
O 
3 
C 
O 
t-> 
K-
a 
rt> 
o 
o 3 
1 
51Cr 
*«Nn 
«Co 
*»Co 
**Co 
«5»n 
«*r 
»Hib 
'"•nu 
"0**9 
131, 
137Cs 
141C. 
l«4c, 
"«»* 
"«Th 
2MU 
122 41 11.5 11.5 
1B.0 14.4 >1.6 2.9 
0.(0 A 0.5710.06 
43 45 M.7 6.3 
550 530 »74 100 
104 •« >12 17.« 
21 17 .2 «0.16 19 .9 
22 19.2 t l . 0 7 10 .2 
3.7 3 .0 «0.14 
1.7 * 2 .0 10.00 
3 .0 B 3 .4 t i . 2 2 
4 .2 4 .9 10.84 
4 . 0 B 5.7 10.29 
6 .6 B 
3.1 
2 .2 
5 .3 
2.B 
4.li 
1.5 B 
3 .9 B 
0.46 
0 . 4 8 
13 .6 
2 . 2 
16 .0 
15 .« 
1.« B 
0 . 9 A 
2 . 9 
1 .96 
5 .0 
3 .5 
4 . 2 
1.2 A 
3 . 6 A 
12.3 9 .0 
0.30 A 0.25 li 
14.7 12 .5 
330 270 
37 30 
10 .8 9 . 2 
20 15 .« 
39 B 
0.7 B 0.6 B 
2 .5 2 . « 
5 . 3 4 . 8 
2 . « 1.80 
4 . 5 4 . 3 
4 . 4 A 4 . 1 
2.6 
2 . 1 
62 
6 .4 
13 .« 
21 
2 . « 
4.« 
1.26 
3.7 
2 .9 A 
1.25 0.72 
0 .80 
26 
3 .3 
10.4 
1«.9 
23 
0 . 4 1 
73 
11 .1 430 
1.1 A 32 
17 .5 1.9 A 
27 4 . 2 
1.0 B 
6.1 
14.2 
46 
4 .0 
1.64 
3.2 
1.88 
,65 
S 
1 
84 
• 7 
2 .1 
1.04 
3« 
2 .9 
2 . 1 
3 .3 
1.03 
0 . 1 9 A 
10.5 
0 .91 A 
2 . 0 
3 .2 
1.30 
0 .44 A 
10.3 
1 .01 
0 .56 A 
2 .3 
0 .33 A 0 .14 A 2.4 
5.4 
2.« 
4.4 
1.3 A 
5.1 
7 .2 
4 .2 
4 .« 
0 .9 A 
6.4 
1.6 B 
2 .9 
7 .0 
6 . 0 A 
1.51 0, 
0 . 9 « 0, 
1.3 A 1. 
2 . 6 A 1 . 
64 A 1.2 A 
49 1.52 
1« 6 . 5 
1.0 8 
2 8 5 .5 
1 .1 A 
2.5 
4 .9 
0 .6 B 
5 .0 
1.41 
1.13 
1.21 
0 .4 B 
2 .3 
• locations at th of tha outlati tha othar locations vara altuatad north of tho outlat. 
«*Cf. F»9. 3.2.1. 
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sampled near Barseback and Ringhals in 1981. Table 3 .2 .1 .4 
presents resul ts from the Sound (Øresund) further away from Bar-
seback . 
As noted in the preceding reports') the concentration of the 
reactor-produced nuclides, 6 0Co, 5 8Co, 54Mn, 6 5Zn, and 110"Ag, 
decreases with distance from the out le t in a similar manner. 
Table 3.2.1.1. rum• laittina radionuclide* in rucus vesiculosa* (*•.*•>.), Aacoafcyllua noÉo«ii 
(As.so.) and rucus aerratus (ru.se.) collected at ftinahala July 1«, 1HI. (Haiti Baj kaj'1 freaa 
ueiaht) 
Station N o . " 
Naiaht 
fresh/dry 
Species 
Distance trom 
outlet in ka 
7 
4.44 
Fu.ve. 
0.2 
< 
4.3« 
Pu.ve. 
1.9 
5 
S.40 
fa.«*. 
4.1 
• 
4.1? 
Pu.ve-
4.4 
12 
S.N 
ru.««. 
C.3 
9« 
4.41 
Tu.-n. 
1.1 
11» 
4.07 
Fu.se. 
1.« 
II« 
2.03 
aa.no. 
l.t 
13« 
S.34 
Fe.ve. 
4.1 
5*Hn 
*«Co 
»»Co 
«Xn 
95,r 
»S«b 
'l»«u 
"»-Ag 
134C, 
137C, 
141C, 
I44rc 
"6a. 
" " « • 
"»Th 
23«u 
1.33 
8.« 
14.9 
74 
19.4 
37 
4.S 
2.« 
4.0 
1.32 
2.1 
4.« 
0.52 
1.54 
3.7 
10.7 
21 
27 
0.52 
3.2 
4.1 
1.34 
2.7 
0.« B 
4.9 
0.27 
0.«5 
1.40 
3.7 
15.4 
23 
0.3* 
0.14 
2.4 
0.5« 
2.5 
0.43 
l.ftl 
2.C 
* 
A 
A 
0.45 
0.95 
2.0 
4.4 
10.3 
23 
0.25 A 
3.2 
4.9 
1.31 
2.3 
5.5 
0.52 
1.02 
2.9 
1.92 
'7.9 
20 
2.1 A 
3.5 
0.9 A 
4.9 
1.4« 
3.0 
0.9 A 
5.0 
0.52 
2.« 
4.4 
29 
24 
29 
!.«• 
2.4 
3.4 
0.74 
1.«2 
0.« • 
3.3 
0.5« 
3.3 
«.« 
3« 
17.2 
25 
2.« A 
0.15 
3.« 
5.3 
1.(1 
3.7 
1.0 A 
C.t 
1.29 
9.0 
41 
13.0 
19.« 
1.«4 
4.« 
2.0 
1.47 
3.0 
1.5 A 
7.5 
0.27 
0.35 
0.77 
2.4 
32 
40 
1.« » 
0.12 A 
2.1 
4.0 
1.17 
1.15 
4.4 
* Location* south of the outlet) th« other location* war* situated north of the outlet. 
•*Cf. fi*. 3.2.2. 
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Table 3-2.1.1. Ci—a-ewitt ing ra«lionuclides in Fucus vesiculosa? (Fu-ve.) and rueus 
serratus ;Fu.se.) collecteil at Ringhats September 27 and 21. 1981. (Unit: Bq kg-1 fresh 
weight) 
Station No.** 
Height 
fresh/dry 
Species 
Distance fro« 
outlet in km 
Mm, 
57 C o 
»Co 
"CO 
« Zn 
»5Xr 
9SM, 
"°"Ao 
'34C, 
»37C» 
'«<Ce 
226R. 
22>Ra 
22»Th 
23«o 
7 
3.7B 
Fu.ve. 
0.2 
12.3 
2C 
M2 
1550 
7.4 
12.4 
11.2 
1.55 
5.0 
2.4 B 
2.4 
5.4 A 
5.6 A 
6 
3.60 
Fu.ve. 
1.9 
1.91 
3.« 
10.5 
122 
4.3 
5.4 
0.1 A 
3.5 
1.59 
5.4 
6.« 
5 
4.01 
Fu.ve. 
4.1 
0.69 
1.19 
3.4 
38 
3.0 
5.0 
0.52 
2.3 
2.1 
4.4 
5.5 
• 
3.7« 
Fu.ve. 
4.0 
0.62 
0.99 
2.0 
30 
5.B 
7.2 
0.4 B 
3.4 
1.3 A 
1.28 
4.• 
8.6 
12 
3.91 
Fu.ve. 
6.3 
0.55 
1.09 
3.S 
23 
2.2 
4.0 
3.6 
2.2 
1.03 
3.9 
0.8 B 
4.6 
9* 
3.89 
Fu.ve. 
1.1 
1.2 A 
8.1 
21 
320 
2.0 
3.5 
1.32 
3.9 
1.1 A 
3.9 
5.8 A 
11« 
3.90 
Fu.se. 
1.9 
0.72 
0.12 A 
4.4 
9.4 
121 
3.3 
5.4 
1.21 
3.4 
1.4 A 
1.39 
4.9 
6.1 
13* 
4.03 
Fu.se. 
4.1 
0.79 
3.1 
7.0 
106 
4.0 
6.5 
0.67 
2.4 
1.33 
1.97 
4.8 
7.9 
* Locations south of the outlet; the other locations were situated north of the outlet. 
**Cf. Pig. 3.2.2. 
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The decrease in concentration 125 km along the Swedish West 
Coast north of the Barseback outlet has been described by a 
power function: A = k x-1«**0*1, where A is the activity con-
centration in Fucus and X the distance in k m 1 7 ) . Samples from 
Torekov (Table 3.2.1.4) on the Swedish west coast show however, 
lower levels of *>0co than expected from this relation. 
The long-distance data from the Sound (Table 3.2.1.4) indicate 
that only a minor fraction of the activity reaches the Danish 
coast, and the main part of the plume from Barseback remains 
near the Swedish west coast. 
Expressing the decrease in activity with distance from Ringhals 
by a power function, A = kX~B, gives P-values of 0.69 and 1.05 
northwards for July and September 1981, respectively. Southwards, 
the corresponding figures are 0.65 and 0.91. A pooling of the re-
sults from 1977-1981 yields fl-values of 0.82 ± 0.04 (S.E., n = 9) 
and 0.91 ± 0.05 (S.E., n = 8) northwards and southwards, respec-
tively. 
At one instance epiphytic, filamentous green algae removed from 
Fucus plants (Barseback, loc. 24, 7. April) were analyzed. For 
^
4Mn, 5^Co, 60Co and 6^Zn the concentration was only ~ 10%, 
whereas 51cr, '^gr, 95Nb, and 
144Ce 
showed up to twice the con-
centration in Fucus. Due to the low weight of the ephiphytes, 
they are thus without importarce in these measurements. 
Tables 3.2.1.6-3.2.1.8 report transfer factors calculated as 
TF = 
m 
m 
Ai . Bq Kg"1 
\ GBq month-1 / 1 '" 
1 ID 
and decay-corrected transfer factors calculated as 
Ai / Bq kg-1 
DTF, 
m
 m
 w ! ,, ' iGBq (m months)"1 / 
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Table '».2.1.6. Transfer factor, TF, without decay-correction. 
Fuctis v/esiCLilosus collected at Barseb&ck, location 24. 1.4 km 
north of the outlet 
Isotope 
»°Co 
W 
n 
*0Co man: 
5HCo 
* 
m 
58co mean: 
54Mn 
* 
m 
5*Mn mean: 
«5zn 
tt 
n 
S^Zn mean: 
HOlRAg 
n 
IIOniAg mean: 
Sampl i ns 
date _ 
7/4-81 
23/6-81 
11/9-81 
1981 
1977-1981 
7/4-81 
23/6-81 
11/9-81 
1981 
1977-1981 
7/4-81 
23/6-81 
11/9-81 
1981 
1977-1981 
7/4-81 
23/6-81 
11/9-81 
1981 
1977-1981 
23/6-81 
11/9-81 
1981 
1977-1981 
Discharge 
12 
GBq month" 
3.32 
3.54 
2.73 
0.68 
0.65 
0.47 
0.159 
0.160 
0.141 
0.53 
0.53 
0.33 
0.021 
0.6*0 
the preceding 
months 
75 
69 
77 
90 
94 
98 
76 
72 
78 
84 
83 
86 
92 
60 
G 
160 
77 
158 
132 
149 
66 
19. 
154 
80 
68 
91 
56 
161 
103 
94 
163 
56 
99 
106 
129 
29. 
47. 
38. 
19. 
TF 
Bq kg-1 
Bq month-' 
±22 (n - 2) 
±27 (n » 3) 
i16 (n » 1.9' 
*6.9(n - 2) 
3 
i39 (n « 3) 
±11 (n » 18) 
±10 (n « 2) 
431 (n « 3) 
±9.4(n - 18) 
±23 (n - 2) 
±31 (n - 3! 
±18 (n - 18) 
7 
7 
7±9.0(n » 2) 
6M.1(n « 10) 
51Cr 7/4-81 2.1 254 19.6!0.7(n » 2) 
51cr mean: 1981 19.6 (n « 1) 
1977-1981 12.2±3.7|n • 5) 
The error term wa* M 5.B. 
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Table 3. 2. ). 7. Transfer factor, TK, without decay-eorrwct ion. 9r««m altae |fp» 
Tables J.2.1.2 and 1.2.1.1) collected at Ringhil*, location 6. I.* ka north of the 
outlet and location 9. 1.1 ka south of the outlet 
Discharge the preceding |q k«|~' 
Saapliiq 12 aonths TF * 
Isotope date ft»q aonth~T 
CBq .nonth"1 rel. S.O.I Location 6 Location 9 
«°Co 
m 
6 0 C o a e a n : 
5«Co 
5
* C o a e a n : 
5 4 - „ 
• 
•**Hn w a n : 
«*Zn 
1 * 
6
^ 2 n mean: 
HOa^g 
f t 
, , 0 m A g mean: 
5 1 C r mean: 
2 9 / 7 - 8 1 
2 7 / 9 - 8 1 
1981 
1977-1981 
2 9 / 7 - 8 1 
2 7 / 9 - « ! ' 
198T 
1977-1981 
2 » , ' 7 - 8 ' 
2 7 / 9 - 8 1 
1981 
1977-1981 
2 9 / 7 - 8 1 
2 7 / 9 - 8 1 
1981 
1977-1981 
2 9 / 7 - 8 1 
2 7 / 9 - 8 1 
1981 
1977-19B1 
1978 
5 . 7 0 
5 . 0 0 
1 .51 
1.94 
0 . 2 « 
0 . 2 8 
2 . 6 2 
5 . 5 8 
0 . 1 1 2 
0 . 0 7 0 
41 
5 J 
84 
89 
57 
8« 
88 
1«! 
166 
102 
0 . 6 4 
2 . 0 9 
1 . 3 7 i 0 . 7 3 < n « 2 ) 
2 . 4 t 0 . 5 8 ( n * 9 ) 
1 .02 
1.83 
t . 4 3 * 0 . 4 l ( n * 2 } 
1 .4 t 0 . 1 7 ( n - 9 ) 
?.o 
6 . 8 
4 . 4 J2 .4 <n«2> 
3 . 1 t 0 . 7 «n=9) 
4 . 1 
22 
1 3 . 0 »9 .0 ( n - 2 ) 
9 . 7 S3.2 ( n - 9 ) 
4 . 7 
1 2 . 0 
8 . 4 »3 .6 ( n « 2 ) 
10 .6 » 3 . 3 (n»7) 
0 . 2 0 ( n - 1 ) 
0 . 7 7 
4 . 1 8 
2 . 5 J 1 . 7 ( n - 2 ) 
3 . 2 « 0 . 7 0 ( n > 1 0 ) 
1 .0« 
4 . 1 
3 . 0 ? ; . 1 ( n - 2 l 
2 . 8 * 0 . 6 (n«10 ) 
2 . 0 
4 . 2 
3 . 1 * 1 . 1 , 'n«2) 
2 . 7 J 0 . 4 { n » ! 0 ) 
1 1 . 0 
58 
34 ' 2 4 (r .»2) 
1 8 . 7 : 5 . 0 ( n - 1 0 ) 
15 .0 
18 .9 
1 7 . 0 : 2 . 0 ( n > 2 ) 
35 M 2 . 7 ( n « 8 > 
The error term was '1 S.E. 
Where Aj is the activity of the sample collected in month i (Bq 
kg"1 fresh weight), Dj is the discharge during month j (Bq 
month"1),
 m i8 t n e number of months in the calculation, and X is 
the rad ioac t ive decay constant (month"1) . Monthly discharges 
are from ?eference 36. In the TP » ca l cu la t ion m i s 12 months, 
whereas in the DTP-calculation m is chosen as the number of 
Ta»U l . l . l . * . . •aaayaarraataa' traaatar favtar«, »Tf, fitau« saMaulaaua aallaatait at aartaaatli, ( • • • l ian 14, 
1.4 km u d N af tlM • i t t lat . (Until • * (• MMIM) ha' ' W*J"'l 
Mk« • ! 
l a a l H 
• Math 
* « C 
»•c« 
» 4 * , 
•hu 
> »«•«•, 
*»Cr 
I 1 N I S 
1 
11.% 
14.4 
4 1 . • 
14.1 
1.4 
4.4 
»»1411 
» 
11.« 
11.« 
14.4 
11.4 
4 . 1 
" 1 1 0 4 
4 
11.« 
1 ) . ' 
11.« 
3 1 . • 
»444l» 
• 
1.11 
l . M 
1.11 
».14 
4.44 
4.»» 
»444 I t 
• 
1.11 
».»» 
• • •1 
».14 
»44444* 
1 
14.1 
11 .1 
I t . 4 
11.1 
»41114 
1« 
14.4 
» . 1 
14.4 
4 « . I 
l .»4 
»»•444 
11 
14, i 
14.4 
11.1 
H , » 
1.11 
14.4 
»»4414 
14 
».1« 
» . • • 
» • • • 
14,1 
1.4» 
4k4l4» 
14 
».!• 
1.4* 
».44 
11.1 
l . M 
444)441 
1« 
4 .11 
».»» 
i .»4 
U .T 
4.44 
444411 
» 
14.1 
J » , l 
14.1 
14.1 
41444»« 
4 
14.4 
l » . l 
I I . » 
44.1 
l . » 
414411 
« 
14. 7 
14,4 
14.4 
11.4 
4.4 
414411 
i 
14'' 
14* 
tv 
i4r 
i t . i 
• * • •« ol 1 aaaplaa. 
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months for which DTF-values for 60Co and 58Co are equal. The 
"integraion-time" is defined as this last m-value. If more 
months than the "integration time" are included in the calcula-
tion, DTF for 60Co (T^ ~ 1922 d) will be smaller than DTF for 
the relatively short-lived 58Co (Ti ~ 71.3 d), as 60Co-releases 
not included in the sample are included in the calculation, 
whereas the corresponding 5t*Co discharges have decayed. The 
calculation of the "integration time" by DTF-values is made on 
the assumption that the algae cannot distinguish between the 
two isotopes, i.e. they are assumed to be in the same physico-
chemical state. 
Values of the normal transfer factor, TF, and the decay-correct-
ed transfer factor, DTF, from this investigation have been re-
ported and discussed earlier1'32). 
In Tables 3.2.1.6 and 3.2.1.7 normal transfer factors, TF, from 
Barseback and Ringhals from 1981, and mean values from 1977-
1981 are reported. These values can be extrapolated to other 
distances by the power function mentioned above. As the month-
ly discharges are very different the TF-values will vary even 
if the plants accumulate the same fraction of the discharged 
nuclides throughout the year. Differences in growth and per-
haps ?n temper';.ure also con.ribute to the variation. The fair-
ly good reproducibility of the TF-value for most nuclides from 
both Barseback and Ringhals is therefore remarkable. These TF-
values, calculated on the basis of controlled discharges during 
several years, can be used to estimate the magnitude of an un-
controlled release of the basis of a few Fucus samples. A bias 
may occur due to differences in chemical speciation. However, 
this will not be serious as bioindicator data reports the bio-
logically available fraction and thereby the potential trans-
port to man. 
A comparison of the TF-values from Barseback and Ringhals indi-
cates that even if the values are calculated for the same dis-
tance, or transformed to the same distance by the power func-
tions established above, the TF-values for radiocobalt, 54^n, and 
^
5Zn are much higher in the Barseback than in the Ringhals area, 
whereas the 11^mAg values are of the same order of magnitude. 
- 27 -
Furthermore, at Barseback the TF-values for 65Zn are of the 
same magnitude as those for ^uCo and 54j|nr whereas at Ringhals 
the 65Zn values are higher than those of *>nCo and 5*Mn. Thus, 
it is evident that differences between Barseback and Ringhals 
are not limited to absolute values of the transfer factors (e.g. 
due to hydrodynamical differences) but extend to ratios between 
different pairs of radionuclides. 
These apparent differences in accumulation of the various nu-
clides between the two sites could be explained by differences 
between the environments. For instance, salinity is higher, 
approx. 20 o/oo, in the Ringhals area, whereas it is lower, 
averaging approx. 10 o/oo, in the Barseback area. However, a 
more reasonable explanation is that the radionuclides may be 
discharged in different physico-chemical forms from the two 
plants due to differences in waste-water treatment. 
Decay-corrected transfer factors, calculated for the number of 
months, m, that make ^Co and 58Q 0 values apporximately equal, 
are reported in Table 3.2.1.8. "m" is denoted the "integration 
time", which was described previously*»32). AS the DTF-values 
are independent of the physical decay of the nuclides, they are 
supposed to show the transfer of the metals independently of 
the decay constants. Small unaccuracies in the estimation of 
58co/6nCo-ratios in samples and discharge can, however, in some 
instances give rise to a considerable variation in m and thereby 
3.2.2. Y-emitting radionuclides in benthic invertebrates 
In 1981, 5 mussel samples from Barseback were analysed (cf. 
Table 3.2.2.1); of these two are comparable with Fucus samples 
(cf. Table 3.2.1.1). Activity ratios between Mytilus and Fucus 
samples from Barseback are shown in Table 3.2.2.3. 
In Ringhals, 3 mussel samples were collected at the same sites 
as brown algae, and activity ratios were calculated as previous 
ly1) (Table 3.2.2.4). The mean values from 1977-1981 indicate 
that, on a fresh weight basis Fucus from Ringhals concentrates 
- 28 -
Table 3.2.2.1. Gamma-emitt i.*q radionuclides in Mytilus edulis (soft part) 
collect«*! at Rars«bacSc in J981. (Unit: Bq *4 - 1 fresh weight) 
Station No.« 
Weight 
fresh/dry 
Distance fro« 
outlet in km 
Depth in .TI 
5'cr 
»Mn 
5«Co 
'Oco 
65j„ 
»5«r 
95m> 
110«*, 
137Cs 
'*'ce 
M4Ce 
226Ra 
228Ra 
228TH 
2J80 
24 
12.6 
1.4 
0.5 
19.3 
0.3 B 
3.6 
40 
12.4 
1.86 
3.6 
0.48 
1.0 
A 
A 
26 
10.9 
4.0 
0.5 
3.2 
1.93 
1.61 
3.1 
0.31 
0.7 B 
20 
10.6 
4.0 
10 
0.05 B 
0.32 
0.19 A 
0.54 
1.07 
0.37 
0.22 A 
0.76 
0.30 A 
1.1 B 
49 
9.9 
- 4 
8 
0.14 A 
2.5 
1.04 
0.70 
1.09 
0.39 
0.26 A 
0.74 
0.38 
0.71 A 
0.3 B 
24 
9.2 
1.4 
0.5-1.0 
3.2 A 
0.69 
18.0 
40 
19.7 
0.67 
1.25 
0.52 
0.77 A 
•Cf. Pig. 3.2.1.1. 
the corrosion products to a level approximately 5 times higher 
than Mytilus, although some variation between nuclides is ob-
served. Apparently this pattern is similar at Barseback (Table 
3.2.2.3). The dose commitment to a hypothetical critical in-
dividual consuming 20 kg Mytilus edulis soft parts yearly would 
be approximately 7 uSv y"1 based on measurements of 
58Co, 65Zn and I^O^Ag in the 3 Ringhals-samples. Thus, this ex-
treme approach gives less than 1% of the yearly background radi-
ation dose. 
Tab!« 3.2.2.2. 
fresh weight) 
-witting radionuclides in benthlc animal« collected at Ringhals in 1981. (unlti Bq Kg" 
Species 
Date 
Station No.* 
"eight 
fresh/dry 
Distance froa 
outlet in ku 
Depth in "> 
Cyprina 
islandica 
(soft part) 
20/7 
1« 
6.3« 
- 2 
20 
III 
2)/7 
)4 
2.»7 
- 2 
18 
•uccinua 
undatun 
(soft part) 
21/7 
14 
«.59 
- 2 
ia 
Mterias 
rubens 
21/7 
14 
3.57 
- 2 
IB 
Nytilus 
edulis 
(soft part) 
21/9 
8 
6.51 
4.8 
O.S 
Nytilus 
edulis 
(soft part; 
28/9 
12 
8.2« 
«.3 
0.5 
Nytllus 
edulis 
(soft part) 
28/9 
7 
9.80 
0.2 
0.5 
Buccinua 
undatua 
(soft part) 
29/9 
1C 
5.54 
- 2 
20 
Cyprina 
islandica 
(soft part) 
29/9 
1« 
7.12 
- 2 
20 
Asttrla« 
rubens 
29/9 
1« 
1.97 
- 2 
20 
Cancer 
pagurus 
(total) 
30/9 
14 
2.74 
- 2 
18 
Bucclnua 
undetur 
(soft p.irt) 
30/9 
14 
5.01 
- 2 
18 
5«t* 
5«CO 
*0co 
"in 
»*»r 
«Nb 
10**1 
"0«Ag 
134CS 
'"Cm 
1««Ce 
**•*• 
"•ita 
««Th 
23«u 
0.35 
0.54 
0.38 
0.78 A 
0.24 
0.7« 
0.51 
2.« 
0.70 
0.55 
1.81 
0.38 
0.79 A 
1.39 
0.9 B 
1.19 
1.79 
0.*7 
2.3 
0.52 
9.5 
0.4 
1.27 
0.13 A 
0.C2 0.«4 
7.00 20 
4.3 A 0.42 
5.0 0.80 
0.26 
0.11 A 
0.43 
15.3 
0.27 A 
0.48 
0.3 A 
2.2 
13.1 
490 
0.73 
0.88 
0.54 
0.52 
0.12 B 
0.32 A 
1.63 
0.149 
0.5« 
0.50 
0.162 
0.24 A 
0.5 B 
5.7 
0.35 
0.59 
0.«3 
0.33 
4.4 
0.39 
0.85 
4 B 
0.27 
0.72 
0.117 
0.59 
0.30 
2.5 
0.«1 
0.5« 
0.9 A 
0.87 0.37 0.34 
«.« 0.«1 2.« 
1.2 B 
0.«« 
0.12« 
1.65 
0.35 
1.05 
1.56 1.09 
2.4 1.71 0.47 A 
2.7 A 0.9 B 
to 
•Cf. »I«. 3.2.1.2. 
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table 3.2.2.3. Activity ratios on fresh weight basis, Mytilus edulis soft part (fro« Tabic 
3.2.2.1) --> Pucus vesiculosa* (fro« Table 3.2.1.1) collected at Barseback in 19*1 
Location 
24 
24 
Dat* 5 V „ 60r-„ 58P„ 54,,„ «5.„ »5, "Cr "Co " C o Hn 3ln " Z r 137, Cs 
7/4 0.47 0.07S 0.0» 0.021 0.15 C.11 0.16 0.29 
14/9 0.093 0.25 0.030 0.62 0.14 1.25 
Mean 1980-19*1 0.5 0.07 0.12 0 0 3 0.34 0.11 0.12 1.3 0.29 
S.E. 0.02 0.07 0.005 0.14 0.03 
n 1 3 3 2 3 1 3 1 1 
Table 3.2.2.4. Activity ratios on fresh xeiqht basis. Hyt i lus edulis soft part (frost Table 3.2.2.2) 
to Brown algae (frost Table 3.2.1.3) collected at Ringhals in 1911 
Brown algae Location Date *°Co **Co *«"n *52n »**T I J 7Cs IJ*Cs "°"»g '**C* 
Pucus 
vestculosus 7 
12 
20/9 0.12 0.01 0.02 0.32 
0.23 0.13 0.67 0.07 
* 0.11 0.10 0.67 0.12 
0.12 
0.16 
0.16 
0.25 
0.0S 
10 
0.23 
0.23 
0.51 
0.65 
0.3« 
0.06 
7 
0.26 
0.40 
0.23 
0.30 
0.05 
3 
Mean 1977-19S1 
S.E. 
0.19 0.15 0.06 0.53 0.11 
0.04 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.02 
15 12 4 13 4 
3.2.3. Y-emitting radionuclides in fish 
Corrosion-product levels in fish caught near Barseback and Ring-
hals are low (Tables 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2). The dose commitment 
to a hypothetical critical individual consuming 100 kg fish meat 
yearly from the vicinity of Barseback or Ringhals would be 
approximately 5 uSv y~1 and 4.4 uSv y_1, respectively, based on 
the results shown here. Of this dose the power plants are respon-
sible for only approximately 0.07 and 0.2 wSv, respectively as the 
radiocesiufn originates mainly from Windscale and from fallout. 
Table 3.2.3,1. Gamma-emitting radionuclides in fish meat collected at BarsebSck, 
location 50, June 26, 1981. (Unit: Bq kg'1 fresh weight) 
Species 60Co 134C8 137Ca 65Z„ 95„b 134C8/137Cg 
Cod 
P l a i c e 
Dab 
B r i l l 
0 .07 A 
0 .05 A 
0.110 
0 .05 A 
0.101 
0.131 
3.9 
1.67 
2.6 
7.3 
0 .12 A 
0.2 B 
0.09 B 
0.028 
0.029 
0.038 
0.018 
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Table 3.2.3.2. Gamma-emitting radionuclides in fish meat collected at 
Ringhals, location 14, in 1981. (Unit: Bq kg-1 fresh weight) 
Species Date 60Co 65Zn 134Cs 137Cs 134Cs/137Cs 
Plaice 
Dab 
Sole 
Cod 
Plaice 
Dab 
Sole 
21/7 
n 
* 
30/9 
II 
II 
M 
0.08 A 
0.07 A 
0.17 A 
0.08 A 
0.04 A 
0.63 
0.46 
0.55 
0.71 
0.45 
0.72 
0.124 
0.141 
0.15 A 
0.09 A 
0.155 
0.104 
2.7 
3.8 
3.0 
3.9 
2.3 
4.2 
2.8 
0.046 
0.037 
0.039 
0.040 
0.037 
0.038 
3.2.4. Y-emitting radionuclides in sea sediments 
As previously sediments sampled by the HAPS bottom corer were 
sliced in 3-cm thick sections and analysed by Y-spectrometry 
(cf. Tables 3.2.4.1-3.2.4.4). 60Co originating from the power 
plants was detectable at both sites, and at Barseback 125Sb was 
observed. 
Table 3.2.4.1. Gamma-emitting radionuclides in sediment samples 
collected at Barseback, location 38, in 1981. (Unit: Bq kg-1 dry weight) 
Depth 60Co 125sb 134Cs 137Cs 226Ra 228Ra 228Th 2380 
Date in cm 
8/4 0-3 4.6 5.5 1.7 A 64 25 27 32 52 
" 3-6 26 23 34 32 42 
6-18 3.1 21 34 36 55 
25/6 0-3 10.9 1.6 A 61 23 24 29 70 
3-6 24 22 26 29 72 
" 9-18 4.2 20 32 33 101 
13/9 0-3 6.9 5.9 73 24 29 37 80 
3-6 3.9 50 27 32 36 79 
6-21 15.2 24 35 40 87 
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Table 3.2.4.2. Gamma-emitting radionuclides in sediment samples collected at 
Barseback, location 38, in 1981. (Unit: Bq m-2) 
Depth 
Date in cm 60Co 125sb 134Cs 137Cs 226Ra 228Ra 228Th 2380 
8/4 0-3 45 S3 16.6 A 620 240 260 320 500 
3-6 320 270 400 390 510 
" 6-18 155 1050 1700 1810 2800 
8/4 r 0-18 45 53 16.6 noo 1560 2400 2500 3800 
25/6 0-3 119 
3-6 
9-18 
17.2 A 660 
270 
230 
250 
250 
1110 
260 
300 
1740 
320 
330 
1790 
760 
810 
5600 
25/6 I 0-18* 119 17.2 1160 1610 2300 2400 7200 
13/9 0-3 66 
3-6 46 
6-21 
56 700 
580 
990 
230 
310 
1530 
270 
370 
2300 
350 
420 
2600 
760 
920 
5600 
13/9 t 0-21 112 56 2300 2100 2900 3400 7300 
*6-9 cm is lost. 
Table 3.2.4.3. Gamma-emitting radionuclides in sediment samples col-
lected at Ringhals, location 2, in 1981. (Unit: Bq kg-1 dry weight) 
Date 
Depth 
60co 137cs 226Ra 228Ra 228Th 238o 
20/7 
It 
•f 
29/9 
M 
•V 
0-3 
3-6 
6-12 
0-3 
3-6 
6-12 
12.1 
1.25 
10.6 
2.7 
23 
9.9 
2.8 
26 
19.5 
5.8 
20 
21 
22 
22 
22 
22 
17.2 
18.7 
21 
16.2 
16.1 
20 
24 
24 
27 
25 
22 
23 
35 
39 
25 
40 
40 
46 
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Table 3.2.4.4. Ganma-eaitting radionuclides in sediiaent samples col-
lected at Ringhals, location 2, in 1981. (Unit: Bq a~2) 
Depth 
Date in c* 
60Co 137Cs 226m 228R, 228^ 2380 
20/7 0-3 280 530 470 400 560 820 
3-6 42 330 690 620 790 130 
6-12 230 1760 1710 2200 2000 
20/7 Z 0-12 322 1090 2900 2700 3600 4100 
29/9 0-3 250 610 511 370 570 940 
3-6 80 590 670 480 660 1200 
6-12 440 1670 1520 1690 3400 
29/9 t 0-12 330 1640 2800 2400 2900 5500 
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4. FALLOUT NUCLIDES IN THE ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT 
by A. Aarkrog and J. Lippert 
4.1. Air 
4.1.1. Strontium-90 
The mean air activity level for 1981: 25 wBq 90Sr »~3, i.e. 2.5 
times the 1980 level. The maximum activity in 1981 was measured 
in May at 68 uBq 90Sr m"3. 
Figure 4.1.1 shows the quarterly levels of 9^Sr in air since 
1957. 
Table 4.1.1. Strontiu»-90 in air collected at Ris* in 
1981. (Unit: wBq «r3) 
Daily air Cilters Weekly air filters 
Month 
Paper Class 
January 
Pe jruary 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
8.2 
16.9 
30 
48 
68 
43 
33 
18.3 
12.9 
7.1 
7.9 
6.4 
7.3 
13.7 
32 
60 
75 
45 
39 
26 
19.7 
(7.8) 
8.0 
(7.0) 
1981 25 28 
1981 fCi m~3 0.68 0.76 
Figures in brackets calculated from VAR3'2'. 
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The mean ratio between the monthly 9nsr air concentrations meas-
ured in the "weekly" and "daily" air samples was 1.12±G.07 (1 SE, 
N = 10), i.e. not significantly different from one. 
4.1.2. Cesium-137 
Air samples were collected weekly by means of a "new" air sampler 
installed in 1979 at Risø. The sampler collects the air dust on 
6 glassfibre filters each 56 x 48 cm2. The filters collect ap-
proximately 275,000 m-3 jn o n e week. Similar samplers have been 
operated during the first half of 1981 in Bornholm and in Mors 
(NW-Jutland). 
Table 4.1.2.1 shows the monthly 1^7 C s concentrations in air 
from the three stations. It is evident as in 1980^) that there 
Table 4.1.2.*. Cesium-137 in glass-fibre air filters 
collected once a week at three locations in Denmark 
in 1981. (Unit: wBq m-3) 
•tonth 
January 
Pebruary 
March 
April 
Hay 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1981 
1981 fCi m-3 
Rise 
6. 
23 
36 
68 
85 
54 
34 
22 
17. 
6. 
3. 
3. 
30 
0. 
9* 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
± 
It 
,0± 
6± 
,6± 
81 
1.0 
8.1 
6.0 
8.6 
16.8 
6.2 
7.0 
4.8 
3.9 
0.70 
0.27 
0.38 
NW-Jutland 
5.8 
14.2 
25 * 4.2 
50 ± 8.8 
77 ±21 
40 ± 2.3 
Bornholm 
6.9 
15.2 
41 ± 9.5 
75 ±13 
89 *19 
54 t 4.9 
The error term only for Risø is the S.K. of the mean 
of the activity found in 4 or 5 filters collected 
during a month. 
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was no significant local variation between the three. Hence 
global air activity in Denmark seems adequately monitored by 
one sampling station. 
Table 4.1.2.2 shows the annual *37cs concentrations in air col-
lected at Risø since 1958. 
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fig. 4.1.2. Cesiua-137 in ground level air at Rise in 1981. 
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Table 4 . 1 . 2 . 2 . Cesiua-137 in 
a i r c o l l e c t e d a t Ris« 1958-1981 
Year K i •"* »Bq
 B - 3 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
4.2 
13.1 
1.98 
2.3 
23 
66 
31 
10.6 
5.7 
2.1 
2.4 
2.4 
3.4 
2.7 
1.37 
0.47 
1.96 
1.30 
0.42 
1.62 
1.70 
0.62 
0.24 
0.81 
155 
480 
73 
84 
850 
2400 
1150 
390 
210 
79 
88 
91 
127 
98 
51 
17.3 
73 
48 
15.5 
60 
63 
23 
8.7 
30 
4.2. Strontium-90 and various Y-emitters in precipitation 
Samples of rain water were collected in 1981 from the State ex-
perimental farms (cf. fig. 4.2) in accordance with the principles 
laid down in Risø Report No. 63, p. 51 M . 
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10°E 12°E 
10°E 12°E 15°E 
Pig. 1.2. State experimental farss in Demaark. 
Table 4.2.1 shows the results of the 9oSr determinations and 
Tables 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 the analysis of variance of the results. 
The maximum concentration in precipitation occurred in Hay-June 
when the mean content in precipitation was 34 Bq 90Sr m"3 (cf. 
also the Tir measurements in 4.1.1), and the maximum fallout 
rate also occurred in May-June, 5.2 Bq 90Sr m~2. The mean levels 
for ten State experimental farms were 13.1 Bq *°Sr m~2 and 16.9 
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T.Ma 4 . 3 . 1 . StrontiUB-90 t a l l - o u t in Danaark in 1981 ( saapl ina araa a t aach loca t ion: 0.147 at2) 
Pario-i Unit Tylatrup Borris **•=. aakov S t . Jyn- Blano- Tyatofr* Abad JUirkaby l*4ra- Naaa 
davad s tadolrd bora 
Bq B"3 5.9 8.0 5.1 10.9 11.3 7 .9 11.9 7.9 13.2 6.1 S .* 
Jan-Fab 
Bq «~ 2 0.17 0.74 0.31 0.81 0 .89 0.55 0.44 0.67 0 .69 0.49 0.60 
Bq B " 3 33 36 27 39 37 28 39 27 41 14.2 32 
Narch-April 
Bq a r 2 3 .0 5 .2 2 . 1 5 .0 4 - 3 2 . 4 3.0 1 .94 2 . 4 1 .81 3 - 1 
May-Juna 
July-Auq 
Bq aT3 35 28 35 29 29 33 42 39 43 37 34 
Bq «" 2 5.3 4.0 5.2 6.2 5.9 6 .9 6.0 5 .1 3 .6 4 .0 5 .2 
Bq B * 3 22 14.2 13 . ' . 18.9 14 .8 13 .3 15.8 22 30 15 .6 1 7 . 2 
Bq a T 2 2 . 7 1.78 3 . 1 2 . 6 3 -0 2 . 2 2.4 3 . 6 2 . 9 2 . 8 2 . 7 
Bq » _ 1 6 .2 4.7 5 .2 4.7 3.7 5 .2 7.4 6 .9 7 .6 6 .9 5 .8 
Bq a r 2 1.40 0.90 0.81 0-97 0.81 0.64 0.87 0.81 1.98 0.94 1.01 
Sapt-Oct 
Nov-Dac 
Bq n-> 4 .0 3 .3 3.0 4.7 3.6 2 .9 2.8 3 .2 4 .5 3 .2 3 .6 
Bq aT2 0.52 0.57 0.32 0.77 0.50 0.36 0.30 0 .39 0.61 0.29 0 .46 
Bq m' X 17 .6 1«.2 15.2 17 .7 16 .1 1 6 . 8 20.6 1 8 . 1 17 .8 14 .4 1 6 . 9 
Bq B * 2 t 13 .3 13 .2 11 .8 16 .4 15 .4 13 .0 13.0 12 .5 12 .2 10 .3 1 3 . 1 
Bl 
pCi 1*' x 0.48 0 . 4 ! 0 . 4 . 0.48 0 .44 0.45 0.56 0 .49 0.48 0.39 0 .46 
BCi k a - 2 t 0.36 0.36 0.32 0.44 0.42 0.35 0.35 0.34 0 .33 0.28 0 .35 
prac lp l ta t lon I 0.746 0.873 0.775 0.921 0.952 0.783 0.632 0.692 0.689 0.724 0.779 
Table 4.2.2. Analysis of variance of In Bq m-3 precipitation 
in 1981 (from Table 4.2.1) 
Variation SSD f s* v2 P 
Between months 44.105 5 8.821 177.397 > 99.95% 
Between locations 1.385 9 0.154 3.094 > 99% 
Remainder 2.238 45 0.050 
Table 4 .2 .3 . Analysis of variance of In Bq m~2 precipitation 
in 1981 (from Table 4.2.1) 
Variation SSD f s2 v2 
Between months 
Between locations 
Remainder 
50.884 
1.448 
3.721 
5 
9 
45 
10.177 123.086 > 99.95% 
0.161 1.946 
0.083 
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Bq 90Sr m~3. The fallout rate in 1981 was 3.05 times that ob-
served in 1980. The 90Sr deposition in 1981 was 1.15 times higher 
in Jutland than in the Islands. 
A comparison between the yearly amounts of precipitation found 
in the rain gauges used by the Danish Meteorological Institute9) 
and the amounts collected in our rain bottles at the same ten 
locations in 1981 showed a mean ratio of 1.22±0.27 (1 S.D.) be-
tween the two sampling systems. 
In order to determine the annual ^3'Cs fallout in Denmark, 10% 
of all rain samples from the ten state experimental farms were 
pooled into a single sample for 1981. 
The concentration in this sample was 19.8 Bq ^37Cs
 m-3 an<j the 
deposit was 15.4 Bq 137Cs m~2. Hence the observed 137Cs/90Sr 
in fallout became 15.4/13.1 = 1.18 in 1981. 
The ratio: *37Cs/^Sr measured in monthly rain at Risø was 1.28± 
0.41 (1 S.D.), i.e. similar to the ratio found at the experimen-
tal farms; in air we found the ratio as 0.95±0.24. In general 
the 137Cs/90Sr ratios are lower than the theoretical one of 
1.454>. 
The washout ratios calculated for Risø was 1|g3 * 0.65 for ^°Sr 
and -'§u* = 0.64 for Cs, these values were also lower than 
the usually observed washout ratio of 1.02*). As suggested in 
19801) these deviations from the "normal" values may be due to 
the relative large amounts of precipitation in 1980 and 1981 
(- 30% more than normal). 
Tables 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 show the 90Sr and 137Cs levels in rain 
water collected at the 10 m2 rain collector at Risø. As compared 
with the State experimental farms in Zealand (Tystofte and 
Ledreborg in Table 4.2.1) the 9&Sr fallout {Bq m~2) measured at 
Risø was only 79% and the concentration (Bq m"3) was 93%. The 
amount of precipitation at Risø was 0.566 m which was 83% of the 
mean of Tystofte and Ledreborg. 
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Table 4.2.4. Strontium-90 in rain water collected in 
a 10 i»2 ion-exchange column collector at Risø in 1981 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
Nay 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1981 
m 
0.055 
0.022 
0.053 
0.016 
0.056 
0.046 
0.090 
0.046 
0.043 
0.071 
0.036 
0.032 
t 0.566 
Bq IB-3 
4.3 
7.6 
26 
34 
40 
42 
16.8 
5.9 
6.9 
3.9 
4.9 
(6.7) 
x 16.3 
Bq m~2 
0.24 
0.171 
1.36 
0.57 
2.2 
1.93 
1.52 
0.27 
0.30 
0.28 
0.177 
(0.214) 
Z 9.2 
1981 pCi 1_1: 0.44 mCi km-2: 0.25 
Figures in brackets calculated from VAR212). 
(From Tables 4.2.4 and 4.2.5). 
The surface of the 10 m^ rain collector is washed every month 
with diluted HNO3 and after evaporation the washwater is added 
to the ion exchange resin before the analysis. 
In order to see if any activity passed through the ion exchange 
column the effluent was precipitated by Pe(0H)3. Table 4.2.6 
shows the radionuclides measured in this Pe(OH)3 fraction from 
September to November. The results indicate that the column 
was inefficient with respect to 125Sb where one-third of the 
activity passed unretained. In the case of ^6pu^ 1$% w a s found 
in the Pe(0H>3 precipitate. 
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Table 4.2.5. Cesium-137 in rain water collected in a 
10 m 2 ion-exchange column collector at Risø in 1981 
Month .a Bq »~3 Bq m~2 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
0.055 
0.022 
0.053 
0.016 
0.056 
0.046 
0.090 
0.046 
0.043 
0.071 
0.036 
0.032 
5.3 
6.4 
26 
30 
44 
37 
26 
10.8 
14.2 
6.0 
5.6 
8.2 
0.29 
0.145 
1.41 
0.50 
2.4 
1.71 
2.3 
0.49 
0.61 
0.43 
0.20 
0.27 
1981 Z 0.566 i" 19.1 I 10.8 
1981 pCi 1 _ 1: 0.52 mCi km-2: 0.29 
Table 4.2.6. Percentage of total activity (ion exchange 
resin + Fe(0H)3) in a Fe(0H)3 precipitate "n the effluent 
from the ion exchange column (cf. the text) 
Isotope Sept Oct Nov x SD 
7Be 
54Mn 
95Zr 
95Nb 
106Ru 
125Sb 
137Cs 
H 4 C e 
0 
14 
16 
14 
15 
29 
2 
16 
0 
12 
16 
11 
16 
27 
0 
8 
3 
14 
0 
7 
16 
34 
1 
11 
1 
13 
11 
11 
16 
30 
1 
12 
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Table 4.2.7. Strontium-90 in rain water collected in 
ion-exchange column collectors at Rise in 1981. 
(Sampling area 0.325 m2) 
Month m 
January-March 0.116 
April-June 0.081 
July-Sept 0.115 
Oct-Dec 0.125 
Bq 90 S r 
24 
44 
12 
3.6 
m' -3 Bq 90sr m-2 
2.8 
3.6 
1.42 
0.45 
1981 
1981 
Z 0.437 x 18.9 
pCi 1 _ 1: 0.51 
£ 8.3 
mCi km-2: 0.22 
4.3. Fresh water 
4.3.1. Strontium-90 in ground water 
As in previous years1), ground water was collected in March 
from the nine locations selected by the Geological Survey of 
Denmark. Figure 4.3.1.1 shows the sample locations and Table 
4.3.1 the results of the 90gr analysis. 
The median level of 90Sr in 1981 was compatible with the values 
found since 1967 (cf. fig. 4.3.1.2). 
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Pig. 4.3.1.1. Ground water sampling locations in Denmark. 
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Table 4.3.1. Strontium-90 in ground water 
collected in March 1981 
Location Bq m~3 kg Ca m-3 
Hvidsten 
Feldbak 
Rømø 
Rønne new 
Rønne old 
Hasselø 
Påretofte 
Kalundborg 
Ravnholt 
Fredericia 
0.011 
113±9 
0.021 
0.020 
0.049 
0.048 
0.148 
4.2 
0.173 
0.72 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
0.073 
0.032 
0.039 
0.0073 
0.038 
0.194 
0.148 
0.088 
0.121 
0.088 
Geometric mean 
Hedian 
Geometric 
mean: pCi l-' 
Median: pCi 1_1 
0.098* 
0.098 
0.0026 
0.0026 
0.083** 
0.080 
A sample of ground water from Maglekilde in 
Roskilde collected in August 1981 contained 
1.22 Bq 9<>Sr m-3 and 0.156 kg Ca m~3. 
* Feldbak was not included in the geometric 
mean. 
••Arithmetic mean. 
The error term is 1 S.E. of the mean of 
double determinations. 
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90 Fig. 4.3.1.2. Hedian *uSr levels in Danish ground water, 1961-1981. 
As appears from fig. 4.3,1,3, the 90Sr levels in ground water 
from Peldbak have been in the order of 50-100 Bq m~3 in later 
years. 137Cs was not measurable in 45 1 samples of Feldbak water 
from 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981; the levels must have been 
less than 7.4 Bq 137Cs m"3. 
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Pig. 4.3.1.3. Strontium-90 in ground water at Feldbak 1961-1981, 
4.3.2. Strontium-90 in fresh water from Danish lakes and streams 
In June 1981 we collected fresh water from Danish lakes and 
streams (Pig. 4.3.2.1). 
As shown in Fig. 4.3.2.2, the ^°Sr concentrations in streams 
have been nearly constant since 1970. The levels in lakes have 
shown a decreasing tendency and have dropped by a factor of al-
most two since 1970. 
As previously noted the 9^sr conce. rations in lakes are sig-
nificantly higher than those in streams. 
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Fiq. 4.3.2.1. Sample locations for fresh water from Danish 
streams (å) and lakes (sø). 
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Pig. 4.3.2.2. Strontimi-90 concentrations (±1 SE) in 8 Danish 
streaas and 8 Danish lakes collected every second year since 
1971. 
Table 4.3.2. Strontiun~90 in Danish strraas and lakes in Ju.ie 1981 
Streams 
Bq *°Sr m"J teg Ca nT3 ^Sr a"' kg Ca a"3 
I: 
II: 
III: 
IV: 
V: 
VI: 
VII: 
VIII: 
Mean 
11 S. 
North Jutland 
East Jutland 
West Jutland 
South Jutland 
Funen 
Zealand 
Lolland-Falster 
Bornholm 
E. 
Bangsbo a 
Guden 1 
Skjern a 
Ribe * 
Odense a 
Susi 
HaIsted å 
Lata 
10.2 
7.3 
12.2 
9.1 
9.1 
11.8 
10.0 
16.9 
10.8 
1.0 
3.051 
0.050 
0.022 
0.058 
0.112 
0.109 
0.172 
0.078 
0.082 
0.017 
Norssa 
Hossa 
Flynders« 
..ostrup sa 
Arreskov sa 
Arres« 
Sanders* 
Almindingen sa 
50 
12.5 
7.B 
0.05« 
0.045 
0.03* 
0.038 
0.012 
0.074 
0.108 
0.022 
0.057 
0.010 
Mean: pCi 1' 
:l S.C. 
0.29 
0.03 
0.71 
0.13 
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4.4. Strontium-90, Cesium-137 and Cesium-134 in sea water 
in 1981 
As in previous years, sea water samples were collected by H/S 
Fyrholm in the summer from inner Danish waters (cf. Table 4.4.1 
and figs. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). Furthermore, sea water samples were 
collected at Barseback in the Sound (Table 4.4.2), and at Ring-
hals in the Kattegat (Tables 4.4.3 and 4.4.4). Samples from the 
North Sea were obtained from the State ships "Nordjylland" and 
"Havørnen". Finally, the new research vessel DANA came into op-
eration in 1982 and have collected samples from the Danish 
straits as well as from the North and the Baltic Seas (Tables 
4.4.5 and 4.4.6). 
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1 2 .« 
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I 4 .O .L . 
4 .D .L . 
1 1 . 0 . 1 . 
1.4 
2 .J 
4 . 0 . 1 . . 
> 1.0 * 
t . 7 » 
1 4 .O.L . 
1 O .D . t . 
* . B . L . 
> 4 .D .L . 
24.4 
14.4 
22.4 
22.« 
24.5 
14.4 
14.4 
11 .1 
14.4 
14.4 
17.7 
14.2 
14.1 
• 4.4 
4 .7 
14.4 
4 .4 
4.4 
TTI4 Sound - Hortn • 5 5 " i 4 ' I2™42' 
P4»«n 
s.o. 
S , I . 
">4n 
S .0 . 
i.t. 
*«••«: r<"> 1 ' ' 
S.D. 
» , t . 
H»«n: p<-| ( • ' 
s.o. 
0 
17 
fltjrr*?* 24 
1.4 
0 .4 
10 
1.« 
1.5 
0.45 
O.Oi 
0 .02 
1.40 
o. m 
44 
17 
14.« 
4 . 4 
IT 
22 
4 . I 
1.00 
0 . I . 
0 .12 
2.14 
n.44 
4 . 4 
14.0 
! 1 . 4 
4 .7 
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24.7 
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2 .2 
14 
4 . 2 
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Fig. 4 . 4 . 1 . Strontiua-90 in surface sea water from inner Danish 
waters, 1962-1981. (1 S.D. indicated) (fro« Table 4 . 4 . 1 ) . 
I'abls 4 . 4 . 2 . Cesiu»-137 and Cesiuun-134 in sea water co l l e c t ed 
in the 
Date 
8/4 
1« 
25/6 
• 
13/9 
ff 
8/9 
Sound in 19£>1 
Location No** 
or position 
Location 38 
• 
m 
m 
n 
n 
5S°53'76H 
12°45'35E 
Depth 
i.: m 
0 
18 
0 
18 
0 
20 
0 
137Cs 
Bq m-3 
17.6 
96 
18.6 
74 
18.1 
70 
19.7 
»«Cs 
Bq m-3 
B.D.L. 
4.3 
B.D.L. 
2.7 
B.D.L. 
i.6 
B.D.L. 
Salinity 
o/oo 
7.9 
33.8 
11.1 
31.2 
8.2 
25.3 
8.6 
*Cf. Pig. 3 . 2 . 1 . 
- *1 _ 
Pigure 4.4.2 shows that the oaxiaua 137Cs concentration in bott 
water occurred in 1979, since then the levels have decreased. 
- o Surface 
V Bottom 
100 
S 
50 
~i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ? 1 r 
- i i_ 
75 
- 2 "1 
a i i i • • 
u a. 
80 85 
YEAR 
Pig. 4 . 4 . 2 . Ce*ion-137 in surface and bottoa water collected 
in i iK^r Danish waters 1972 - IM1 . 
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Table 4.4.3. Cesiua-137 and Cesiua-134 in sea water collected at R-nahals in 1981 
Saali 
(cf. 
0* 
• 
2 
m 
Mean 
S.D. 
5.E. 
Mean 
S.D. 
S.E. 
Nean: 
S.D. 
S.E. 
Mean: 
S.D. 
S.E. 
nq location 
Fig. 3.2.2) 
pCi l-» 
— * — 
- " -
pCi i"» 
- • -
Depth 
in m 
0 
62 
0 
23 
Surface 
Bottom 
Surface 
BOttOK 
July 20 
'3'Cs 
Bq a"3 
58 
102 
53 
101 
56 
3.5 
2.5 
102 
0.7 
0.5 
1.50 
0.10 
0.07 
2.74 
0.02 
0.01 
'
3
«Cs 
Bq a*3 
2.2 
3.7 
1.60 
4.1 
Salinity 
o/oo 
r 
20.2 
34.2 
19.3 
34.2 
19.8 
0.6 
0.4 
34.2 
0 
0 
Depth 
in a 
0 
66 
0 
25 
Surface 
Bottoa 
Surface 
Bottoa 
September 30 
Bq a-3 
48 
94 
52 
107 
50 
1.8 
2.0 
100 
9.2 
6.5 
1.35 
0.08 
0.05 
2.72 
0.25 
0.18 
134Cs 
Bq a-3 
2.0 » 
3.5 
2.1 K 
3.4 
Salinity 
o/oo 
17.0 
33.5 
17.6 
33.1 
17.3 
0.4 
0.3 
33.3 
0.3 
0.2 
•STOWN 11°53'7E 
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Table 4.4.4. Strontium-90, Cesium-137 and Cesium-134 in sea 
water collected at Cattegat in 1981 
Position Depth Date Salinity 
N E in m Bq m--* Bq m~' o/oo 
57043. 
57042'30 
S7042' 
57041'30 
57041• 
57O40« 
_ » — 
57°40' 
57039*30 
57044144 
57034'14 
57024'84 
57°20*01 
56°53'39 
56047M2 
56°25'85 
56°24*18 
56°09'30 
Roskilde 
10°37': 
10°46' 
10O55'30 
11°04'30 
11014" 
11025' 
_ •• — 
11°32'18 
II04T 
11O24'70 
10O55'08 
10O51'47 
11°18'41 
12°10'52 
11039'31 
12°05'00 
11019*92 
II05I'79 
fjord 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
90 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
23/7 
It 
n 
•* 
* 
H 
M 
m 
n 
31/8 
1/9 
H 
31/8 
1/9 
n 
2/9 
H 
n 
Dec 
101 
97 
97 
65 
59 
77 
104 
64 
58 
82 
94 
82 
83 
51 
60 
33 
52 
52 
16.1 
3.0 
3.7 
3.8 
2.3 
2.6 
3.0 
4.2 
1.92 
2.1 
3.8 
3.1 
3.7 
3.2 
1.9 A 
3.0 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
30.0 
29.6 
32.0 
21.2 
20.3 
26.0 
33.7 
21.4 
19.1 
26.7 
34.3 
28.4 
26.4 
18.8 
21.6 
13.3 
18.8 
17.8 
8.4 
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Table 4.4.5. Strontium-90, Cesium-137 and Cesium-134 in surface 
sea water collected in the North Sea in 1981 
Position 
N E or W 
Date 9°Sr 137Cs 134Cs Salinity 
Bq m-3 Bq m~3 Bq m~3 o/oo 
55013' 
55055' 
57059' 
57042'89 
57022'12 
57030*17 
57052'09 
57057'67 
57O50'15 
57045'14 
58O34'20 
58039'83 
58Q13' 
57038'44 
56023'8 
56O10'6 
56O20'4 
56025'9 
58°12'2 
57O30' 
57055' 
08O12' E 
05°57'5 E 
10O14' E 
09O02'46E 
08°23'66E 
07O13'39E 
02°25'09E 
01O10M3E 
01Oi9'01W 
02O27'00W 
C1031'29K 
03O34'01W 
00O54' E 
09O27'58E 
07O08'6 E 
01O26'2 E 
03O07'8 E 
05°27'5 E 
04Ol4'6 E 
09O44' E 
04O50- E 
26/1 
27/1 
18/5 
25/8 
26/8 
16/9 
17/9 
17/9 
17/9 
17/9 
26/9 
28/9 
28/9 
29/9 
15/10 
19/10 
20/10 
21/10 
26/10 
7/12 
8/12 
18.8 
35 
21 
43 
22 
44 
117 
128 
75 
80 
82 
77 
82 
66 
105 
168 
103 
250 
240 
73 
132 
96 
140 
160 
80 
98 
97 
6.0 
6.8 
3.3 
3.4 
2.9 
3.0 
4.6 
3.2 
5.2 
8.4 
5.4 
13.2 
10.4 
2.5 A 
5.2 
5.2 
5.5 
5.4 
2.8 
3.6 
3.8 
34.2 
34.2 
26.5 
25.6 
28.9 
23.5 
33.7 
34.8 
34.5 
34.5 
35.0 
34.3 
34.4 
31.7 
34.0 
34.7 
34.5 
34.4 
33.6 
33.8 
33.3 
Table 4.4.6. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in surface sea 
water collected at the Baltic Sea in 1981 
Position 
N E 
Date *°Sr 
Bq m~3 
137Cg 
Bq m" 
Salinity 
0/00 
54049*45 14054M7 8/11 
54045*33 15017*81 
55043*35 16010*02 9/11 
55050*19 17039*99 10/11 
56O01M8 18°37 '20 
57018'40 19038*31 11/11 
28 
28 
20.8 
18.2 
16.5 
15.3 
16.3 
16.2 
8.1 
7.8 
7.3 
6.3 
7.3 
7.2 
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11°E 12°E 13°E 
56°N 
30' 
55°N 
56°N 
30' 
55°N 
11°E 12°E 13°E 
Fiq. 4.4.3. Sea water locations around Zealand. 
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As earlier (Risø Reports Nos. 421 and 447)*) we found in 1981 
that the transport time of radiocesium from Sellafield (Wind-
scale) to the Danish straits was approximately 4 years and that 
about 1% of the 137Cs released from Sellafield enters the Baltic 
Sea. From the regression given in Fig. 4.4.7 the ^ 7Cs concen-
tration in 35 o/oo sea water was estimated at 101 Bq m~3 and we 
found 101 Bq m~3 according to the equation for 137cs related to 
salinity in 1981. 
150 
100 
m 
i 
E 
o 
r-
-^
a 
CD 
50 
0 
1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 
Fig. 4.4.6. Cesium-137 in inner Danish waters of 3 different 
salinities (1972-1981). The values were calculated from the 
regression equations in 4.4. 
^ I I I I I 1 1 1 
D 35%o (North Sea water) 
O 16%o (typical surface water) 
V 10%o (Baltic water) 
1
 =1 4 
2 5 
O 
n 
a. 
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150 
100 
ro 
t 
E 
O" 
CD 
50 
0 
0 1 2 3 A 5 
PBq y"1 
Pig. 4.4.7. Cesium-137 in 35 o/oo Danish sea water (Bq «~3) 
during 1975-1980 related to the Windscale discharges of 137Cs 
{PBq y - ' j 4 years earlier (1971-1976)37). 
As was done e a r l i e r we ca lcu la ted the regress ion equations be-
tween s a l i n i t y and 90sr and 1 37cs a c t i v i t y in the sea water: 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
90 S r 
90 S r 
90 S r 
90 S r 
90Sr 
90 S r 
90 S r 
90 S r 
90 S r 
90Str 
90 S r 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
m-3 
= 
= 
= 
• 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
34.8-0.67 
35.9-0.74 
35.2-0.52 
34.4-0.37 
29.2-0.22 
26.3-0.074 
26.3-0.056 
27.8-0.107 
27.8-0.31 
20.8+0.159 
26.1+0.135 
o/oo 
o/oo I 
o/oo I 
o/oo 
o/oo 
o/oo 
o/oo 
o/oo 
o/oo 
o/oo 
o/oo 
1967-1971) 
1972) 
1973) 
1974) 
[1975) 
[1976) 
[1977) 
[1978) 
[1979) 
[1980) 
[1981) 
The regress ion a n a l y s i s showed only s i g n i f i c a n t regress ion in 
1967-1971, 1972 and in 1974. 
Bq 1 3 7Cs m~3 * 29 .6 -0 .16 o/oo (1972) 
Bq 137Cs m-3 * 22.2+0.44 o/oo (1973) 
Bq 1 3 7cs in"3 = 20.0+0.67 o/oo (1974) 
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Bq 137Cs ro-3 = 23.7+0.37 o/oo (1975) 
Bq 137Cs m-3 = 19.6+0.70 o/oo (1976) 
Bq 137Cs m-3 = 15.2+1.00 o/oo (1977) 
Bq 137Cs m-3 = -10.4+2.85 o/oo (1978) 
Bq 137Cs m~3 = -33.3+4.44 o/oo (1979) 
Bq 137Cs m-3 = - 9.1+3.26 o/oo (1980) 
Bq 137Cs nT3 = - 5.0+3.04 o/oo (1981) 
The regression analysis showed significant or probably signifi-
cant regression in all years except in 1972. 
4.6. Sediments 
4.6.1. Cesium-137 in sediments collected in Roskilde Fjord 
The integrated 137Cs level (1070 Bq 137Cs m~2) in sediments from 
loc. I (cf. Fig. 4.6.1) in the Roskilde Fjord corresponded to 
the observation in 1979^) but was two times higher than the 
level in 1980''). This shows the inhomogenities encountered in 
sediment sampling. 
Table 4.6.1. Cesium-137 in sediment samples collected in 
Roskilde fjord, I, June 9, 1981. (HAPS) (Area 0.0145 m2) 
Depth Bq kg-1 dry Bq m~2 
in cm 
0-3 13.4 310 
3-6 18.3 430 
6-12 5.4 330 
0-12 r 1070 
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l i l i l . h l i l 
O 5000 m 
55°48"N 
- 55%6'N 
55°38'N 
Pig. 4.6.1. Roskilde fjord. 
4.6.2. Cesium-137 and Cesium-134 in sediments collected in 
inner Danish waters 
Sediments were collected from two positions in the Northern 
Cattegat and one in the Great Belt in 1981. 
Table 4.6.2. Cesium-137 and Cesiua-134 in sediaents collected in inner Danish waters in 1911 
Location 
57o40'N l l ^ S ' E 
-
• 
57°M'N 1K>5J'07E 
* 1* 
• m 
55°23'N 11°03'E 
. . 
. . 
Date 
July 23 
- - -
- " -
July 23 
— • — 
- " -
June 17 
— . — 
- • -
Depth 
in cm 
0-3 
3 -6 
6-18 
0-18 
0-3 
3 -6 
6-21 
0-21 
0-3 
3 -6 
6-16 
Bq ' " c » k," ' 
71 
36 
12.7 
64 
50 
11.1 
34 
23 
S . I 
dry •q 137C , . - 2 
1010 
$80 
900 
I 2490 
780 
830 
1100 
£ 2710 
520 
440 
490 
•q , 3 4Cs kg"1 dry 
2.S 
2 .1 
1.4 A 
•q " « C s - - 2 
36 
t 34 
26 
24 a 
I 51 
0-18 t 1550 
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Table 4.6.2 shows that the deposition of 137Cs at the two pos-
itions in Cattegat averaged 2600 Bq m~2 (70 mCi km-2); approx-
imately 60% were found in the upper six cm. Cesium-134 was found 
in both these samples, and the ratio in the upper 3 cm between 
^*Cs and *37Cs was 0.034 indicating the presence of radiocesium 
from Sellafield as also observed in 1979 in "Dybe Rende" in Cat-
tegat (cf. Risø-R-421, p. 681)). 
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5. DANISH FOOD AND VARIOUS VEGETATION 
by A. Aarkrog 
5.1. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in dried »ilk from the 
entire country 
As in previous years, monthly samples of dried milk were col-
lected from seven locations in Denmark (cf. fig. 5.1.1). Table 
5.1.1 shows the results of the 90Sr determinations and Table 
5.1.2 the analysis of variance of the results. As in recent years, 
the local variation was significant for Bq 90Sr (kg Ca) - 1. Milk 
Table 5.1.1. Strontiua-90 in Danish dried aiIk in HIT. (Unit: Bq (kg C«)"') 
Month Hjerring Arhus videbek Abenra Odense Ringsted Lolland- Hoan 
Falster 
Jan 
Haren 
Hay 
July 
Sept 
Nov 
117 
14« 
12* 
140 
13« 
Ml 
105 
99 
lit 
111 
144 
129 
115« 
99 
161 
127 
112 
136 
104 
•2 
137 
167 
114 
158 
91 
56 
62 
to 
94 
121 
101 A 
S3 
76 
07 
90 
111 
IK 
55 
74 
• 5 
90 
84 
107 
•5 
10« 
114 
112 
121 
Hean Hq (kg Ca>~' 130 
Mean pCi (a Ca)~' 3.5 
117 
3.2 
125 
3.4 
127 
3.4 
84 
2.J 
86 
2.3 
86 
2.3 
108 
2.9 
As 1 cubic meter of »ilk contain* 1.2 kg Ca, the mean '°Sr content in Danish milk 
produced in 1981 »a* 130 Bq «T3 (3.5 pCi l"'l. 
•Collected in February. 
Table 3.1.2. Analysis of variance of In Bq 90gr (kg Ca)"1 in 
Danish dried milk in 1981 (from Table 5.1.1) 
Variation SSD 
Between months 0.708 5 
Between locations 1.644 6 
Remainder 1.044 30 
0.142 
0.274 
0.035 
4.071 
7.877 
> 99% 
> 99.95% 
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10°E 12°E 
57° N 
56°N 
55°N 
10° E 12°E 15° E 
Fig. 5.1.1. Dried milk factories in Denmark. 
from eastern Denmark showed as usual lower levels than the milk 
from Jutland. The Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)"1 mean level in 1981 wis 108 
Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)"1 , i.e. the same as the 1979 and 1980 means. 
Table 5.1.3 shows the results of the 137Cs determinations and 
Table 5.1.4 the analysis of variance of the results. The 137Cs 
mean level in 1981 was 81 Bq 137cs (kg K)" 1, or 1.2 times the 
1980 level. 
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Table S. 1.3. Cesium-!!? in Danish dried milk in 1MI. »Unit: Bq {ke Bl"') 
Month Hjexring Krhus Videbek Abenra Odense Rinqsted Lolland-
Falster 
Jan 
Peb 
March 
Apri l 
Hay 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
1 
— 
• 
Weighted 
mean 
Weighted 
mean 
(pCi (g K l " ' 
63 
• 3 
172 
157 
149 
(130) 
(102) 
( S3) 
( 73) 
' 0 0 
2 . 7 
61 
144 
17« 
127 
116 
(136) 
(107) 
( 87) 
( 77) 
101 
2 . 7 
66 
78 
220 
168 
210 
(153) 
(120) 
( 98) 
[ 86) 
116 
3 .1 
53 
»5 
210 
220 
151 
(157) 
(123) 
(100) 
( 88) 
113 
J . I 
27 
42 
• 9 
93 
(69) 
(71) 
(52) 
(51) 
(45) 
52 
1.41 
23 
36 
77 
67 
64 
(60) 
(43) 
(42) 
(38) 
43 
1.1« 
26 
46 
68 
64 
41 
(55) 
(40) 
(39) 
(34) 
41 
1.11 
46 
75 
145 
126 
114 
109 
84 
71 
63 
t t 
2 . 2 
As 1 cubic meter of milk contains approx. 1.66 kg K, the mean 1 3 7Cs content in Danish 
milk produced in 1981 was estimated at 134 Bq m~3 or 3.6 pCi l" 1 . 
In Sept-Dec samples were bulked in a monthly sample from Jutland and one from the 
Islands. The figures in the brackets were calculated from these measurements and the 
results from the previous month by an ANOVA12!. 
Table 5 . 1 . 4 . Analysis of variance of In Bq 1 3 7Cs (kg K)"' in 
Danish dried milk May-August 1981 (from Table 5 .1 .3) 
Variation SSD S ' 
Between months 
Between l o c a t i o n s 
Remainder 
1.996 
5 .639 
0 .719 
3 
6 
17 
0.665 15.726 > 99.95% 
0.940 22.216 > 99.95% 
0.042 
-I 1 1 (
 r - T - r - r - r - f T - , —J~ i — p - T I , y~f 1 1 , r~.p-.y--,- - T T . T . ~ 1 , f p - 7 T ..T - r T 
LlJ—I I I ' • ' i I L_J l_ l—I I—I I 1—I I—L_4_-1—I L. J—L_J—I. . .4- 4_4- .4~.4_ 4.. 
55 60 65 70 75 
YEAR 
80 85 
. 4 . 4 I—L 
90 
Hg. S.I.2. Predicted (eurvt) and obaarved •°*r/C« leveU In 
dried milk from the I »Unde (Nay lt«2-Aprll 1912). 
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Fig. 5.1.4. Predicted (curve) and observed 137cs/K levels in 
dried milk from the Islands (May 1962-April 1982). 
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Pigures 5.1.2-5.1.5 show the 90gr and 137Q S ievels in dried milk 
compared with the predicted values (cf. Appendix C). The ob-
served 'uSr levels in 1981 were 1.13 times the predicted, while 
the observed 137cs levels were 0.88 times the predicted ones 
(means of Jutland and the Islands). 
5.2. Fresh milk 
No samples in 1981. 
5.3. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in grain from the entire country 
As in previous years, grain samples were obtained from the State 
experimental farms (cf. fig. 4.2). Strontium-90 was determined as 
previously (Risø Report No. 63^), and 137cs was measured on ashed 
samples by y-spectrometry on a Ge(Li) detector. 
Tables 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 show the measurements of 90Sr in grain in 
1981. According to Appendix B, approximately 2/3 of all rye in 
Denmark is grown in Jutland and 1/3 in the eastern part of the 
country. As regards wheat, 4/5 is produced in eastern Denmark and 
1/5 in Jutland. In the calculation of the means ir Tables 5.3.1 
and 5.3.2 and in Tables 5.3.5 and 5.3.6 Jutland is represented by 
four rye samples and five wheat samples, while eastern Denmark 
contributes ten wheat and four rye samples. Thus the means in 
Table 5.3.1 for wheat are higher than the production-weighted 
means for the country while the mean for rye is lower because 
the levels in Jutland are higher than those in East Denmark. 
Table 5.3.4 gives the analysis of variance of the Bq ^nSr (kg 
Ca)~1 figures and Table 5.3.3 that of the Bq 9°Sr kg"1 grain 
figures. 
Table 5.3.4 shows that the variations in Bq 90gr (kg Ca)~1 be-
tween species and locations were significant. Oats showed the 
lowest Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)-1 levels. The Bq 90gr kg-1 figures did 
not show any significant difference between species (cf. Table 
5.3.3). 
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Table 5.3.1. Strontiua-90 in Danish grain in 1981. (Unit: Bq kg-1) 
Tylstrup 
Ødum 
Askov 
Borris 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgird 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Rønne 
Mean Bq kg'1 
Mean pCi kg - 1 
Rye 
Winter 
1.06 
2.3 
1.41 
1.40 
0.99 
0.71 
0.52 
0.45 
Rye; 1.10 
Rye: 30 
Barley 
Spring 
1.43 
0.78 
1.18 
1.85 
1.13 
0.77 
0.89 
0.90 
0.31 
0.52 
Barley: 
Barley: 
Winter 
1.B1 
1.16 
1.40 
1.57 
0.68 
0.83 
0.79 
1.06 
29 
Wheat 
Winter 
0.78 
1.46 
1.44 
0.65 
0.62 
0.78 
0.47 
0.56 
Wheat: 
Wheat: 
Spring 
1.22 
1.03 
0.42 
1.14 
0.55 
0.50 
0.58 
0.81 
22 
Oats 
Spring 
0.97 
0.96 
1.63 
1.22 
1.45 
0.63 
1.18 
1.01 
0.57 
0.72 
Oats: 1.03 
Oats: 28 
Table 5.3.2. Strontium-90 in Danish grain in 1981. (Unit: Bq (kg Ca)"1) 
Tylstrup 
Ødum 
Askov 
Borris 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgard 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Rønne 
Mean Bq (kg C a ) - 1 
Rye 
Winter 
1420 
6000 
4200 
3100 
2400 
2100 
1270 
1470 
Rye: 2700 
Bar] 
Spring 
3400 
1760 
2700 
4000 
2600 
156C 
2300 
1800 
830 
980 
Barley: 
Ley 
Winter 
3200 
2400 
3000 
3900 
1410 
1500 
1130 
2300 
Wheat 
Winter 
2800 
3300 
6500 
1«.80 
25)0 
2200 
1100 
1310 
Wheat: 
Spring 
2900 
3500 
520 
3500 
1380 
1380 
1590 
2400 
Oafi 
Spring 
1370 
1270 
2400 
1860 
I960 
870 
1440 
1490 
680 
840 
Oats: 1420 
Mean pCi (g Ca)'1 Rye: 73 Barley: 61 Wheat: 65 Oats: 38 
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Table 5.3.3. Analysis of variance ot In Bq 90Sr kg-1 in grain 
in 1981 (from Table 5.3.1) 
Variation SSD 
Between species 
Between locations 
Spec. » loc. 
Remainder 
0.223 
6.793 
1.554 
0.683 
3 
9 
23 
14 
0.074 
0.755 
0.068 
0.049 
1.099 
11.174 
1.385 
-
> 99.95% 
-
Table 5.3.4. Analysis of variance of In Bq 90Sr (kg Ca) _ 1 in 
grain in 1981 (fro« Table 5.3.2) 
Variation SSD 
Between s p e c i e s 
Between l o c a t i o n s 
Spec , x l o c . 
Remainder 
1.823 
8 .825 
2 .203 
1.517 
3 
9 
23 
14 
0 .608 
0 .981 
0 .096 
0 .108 
6 .342 
10.235 
0.884 
> 99.5% 
> 99.95% 
-
Table 5.3.5. Cesiua-137 in Danish grain in 1981. (Unit: Bg kg-1) 
Tylstrup 
ødu« 
Askov 
Borris 
St . Jyndevad 
Blangstedglrd 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Ranne 
Mean Bg k g ' 1 
Rye 
Hinter 
1.39 
1.42 
1.18 
3.8 
1.34 
1.12 
1.05 
0.86 
Rye: 1.52 
Barley 
Spring 
0.79 
0.93 
0.65 
0.83 
0.68 
0.79 
0.61 
0.63 
0.54 
0.72 
Barley: 
Winter 
1.12 
1.07 
1.03 
1.20 
0.91 
0.76 
0.73 
0.82 
Wheat 
Winter 
0.56 
0.81 
0.57 
0.70 
0.50 
0.45 
0.62 
0.40 
Wheat: 
Spring 
0.71 
0.56 
0.64 
0.55 
0.40 
0.41 
0.36 
0.55 
Oats 
Spring 
0.45 
0.63 
0.82 
0.64 
1.19 
0.52 
0.33 
0.57 
0.55 
0.41 
Oats: 0.61 
Mean pci Kc"1 Rye: 41 Barley: 22 Wheat: 14.8 Oats: 16.5 
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Table 5.3.6. Cesium-137 in Danish grain in 1981. (Unit: Bq (kg K)~') 
Tyl s t rup 
Ødum 
Askov 
Borr i s 
S t . Jyndevad 
Blangstedgård 
T y s t o f t e 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Ratine 
Mean Bq (kg K) _ 1 
Mean pCi (g K) _ 1 
Rye 
Ninter 
310 
340 
290 
750 
240 
220 
210 
177 
Rye: 320 
Rye: 8 .6 
Barley 
Spring 
166 
152 
126 
167 
141 
142 
167 
136 
112 
113 
Bar ley : 
Bar ley: 
Winter 
230 
280 
250 
270 
250 
200 
154 
180 
4 . 9 
Wheat 
Winter 
138 
175 
137 
146 
117 
107 
108 
108 
Wheat: 
Wheat: 
Spring 
174 
120 
139 
134 
86 
107 
96 
126 
3 .4 
Oats 
Spring 
109 
150 
195 
138 
290 
140 
95 
135 
147 
119 
Oats : 152 
Oat s : 4.1 
Table 5.3.7. Analysis of variance of In Bq 1'7Cs kg-1 in 
grain in 1981 (from Table 5.3.5) 
Variation SSD 
Between species 
Between locations 
Spec, x loc. 
RemainJer 
4 . 3 7 6 
2 . 1 1 3 
1 . 6 2 9 
0 . 4 7 0 
3 
9 
23 
14 
1 . 4 5 9 
0 . 2 3 5 
0 . 0 7 1 
0 . 0 3 4 
2 0 . 6 0 0 
3 . 3 1 6 
2 . 1 0 9 
> 99.95% 
> 99% 
-
Table 5.3.8. Analysis of variance of In Bq 137cs (kg K ) - 1 in 
grain in 1981 (from Table 5.3.6) 
Variation SSD 
Between species 
Between locations 
Spec. x loc. 
Remainder 
3.047 
1.830 
1.615 
0.824 
3 
9 
23 
14 
1.016 
0 .203 
0 .070 
0 .059 
14.463 
2.895 
1.193 
> 99.95% 
> 97.5% 
-
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An in previous years, the variation with location was highly 
stgnificant; the mean Bq 90Sr kg-1 level for grain from Jutland 
was 1.9 times that in eastern Denmark. The observed Bq 90Sr kg-1 
levels in grain from 1981 were 1.54±0.48 (1 S.D.) times those 
predicted (cf. Appendix C). 
Tables 5.3.5 and 5.3.6 show the measurements of 137Cs in grain in 
1981. The 137Cs mean level in grain from 1981 was 3.2 times the 
level in 1980. The fallout in Hay-August 1981 was 3.4 times that 
of the fallout in M?.y-August 1980. 
The ANOVA's (Tables 5.3.7 and 5.3.8) showed significant variation 
between species (rye > the other species) and between locations 
(Jutland = 1.55 * The Islands). 
The observed pCi 137Cs kg"1 levels in grain from 1981 were 1.10± 
0.36 (1 S.D.) times those predicted (cf. Appendix C). 
In Tables 5.3.9-5.3.12 the concentrations of some short-lived 
radionuclides in grain are shown. These tables should be compared 
with that for barley straw (Table 5.12.2). The mean ratio between 
activity in grain and straw were 27±6 (1 S.D., N = 10) for 144Ce 
and 18±5 for 95Zr, while *37Cs showed a mean ratio of only 
1.9to.5. This illustrates the importance of translocation of 
Table 5.3.9. Cerium-144 in Danish grain in 1981. (Unit: Bq kg"1) 
Barley Wheat Oats 
Rye Spring 
Winter 
Spring w'r'.-r Winter Spring 
Tylstrup 
Ødum 
Askov 
Borris 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgård 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Rønne 
0.39 A 
0.49 A 
0.27 A 
1.17 
0.76 
0.42 A 
0.39 
B.D.L. 
1.39 
1.27 
1.64 
1.31 
1.20 
1.33 
0.82 
0.88 
1.34 
0.98 
4.1 
3.0 
3.1 
2.7 
1.84 
2.09 
2.49 
B.D.L. 
0.39 B 
B.D.L. 
0.29 B 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
0.22 B 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
0.51 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
0.37 A 
0.37 A 
0.55 A 
0.40 A 
B.D.L. 
0.60 A 
0.54 A 
0.57 A 
0.65 
0.48 
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137Cs from other parts of the barley plant to the grain. Cesium 
and zirconium are not translocated to any significant degree. 
The concentrations of 144Ce, 95Zr (and 95Nb) in grain of winter 
barley wore more than two times higher than those in spring 
barley and the other species. Winter barley was harvested at the 
Table 5.3.10. Hanganese-54 in Danish qrain in 1961. (Unit: Bq k g - 1 ) 
Tylstrup 
Od uro 
Askov 
Borris 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgård 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Rønne 
Rye 
Winter 
0.136 A 
0.123 A 
0.137 A 
0.097 B 
0.140 A 
0.127 A 
0.163 
0.165 A 
Barley 
Spring 
0.186 
0.182 
0.164 A 
0.189 
0.199 
0.187 
0.090 B 
0.169 
0.120 A 
0.153 B 
Winter 
0.20 
0.22 
0.24 
0.21 
0.189 
0.181 
0.140 A 
Wheat 
Winter 
0.102 A 
B.D.L. 
0.09 B 
0.087 B 
0.108 A 
0.081 A 
0.117 A 
0.108 A 
Spring 
0.080 B 
B.D.L. 
0.O90 B 
B.D.L. 
0.066 B 
0.084 B 
0.080 A 
Oats 
Spring 
0.133 A 
0.101 A 
0.110 A 
0.076 B 
B.D.L. 
0.083 A 
B.D.L. 
0.138 A 
0.148 A 
0.111 
Table 5.3.11. Zirkonium-95 in Danish grain in 1981. (Unit: Bq kg"') 
Tylstrup 
Ødum 
Askov 
BorriB 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgård 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Rønne 
Rye 
Winter 
0.27 A 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
0.28 A 
0.36 
B.D.L. 
0.16 B 
B.D.L. 
Barley 
Spring 
0.49 
0.47 
0.48 A 
0.53 
0,32 
0.44 
B.D.L. 
0.28 
0.43 
0.45 
Winter 
1.28 
1.02 
1.00 
1.00 
0.89 
0.81 
0.70 
Wheat 
Winter 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
Spring 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
Oats 
Spring 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L, 
B.D.L. 
0.29 A 
0.23 
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beginning of August while the harvest of spring barley took place 
during the last half of August. The fallout rate of ***Ce and 
^
5Zr decreased fro« July to August by a factor of 5 and 3, re-
spectively. As the field loss half-life in grain is approximate-
ly 20 days it is evident that winter barley is expected to con-
tain higher concentrations than spring barley of these radionu-
clides. 
Table 5.3.12. Miobiua-95 in Danish grain in )MI. (Unit: Bq kg-') 
Barley Wheat Oats 
Bye Spring 
Winter 
Tylstrup 
M o . 
Askov 
Borris 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstcdglrd 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Bernt« 
0.20 
0.23 
0.24 
0.75 
0.55 
0.32 
0.20 
0.24 
A 
A 
Spring 
0.14 
0.94 
1.15 
0.04 
0.43 
0.90 
0.40 
0.C7 
9.02 
0.(4 
Winter 
2.4 
2.1 
2.1 
2.0 
1.40 
1.C2 
1.C1 
Winter 
0.13 B 
B.D.L. 
0.1« 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
0.20 A 
B.D.L. 
Spring 
B.D.L. 
0.27 
B.D.L. 
0.00 B 
B.D.L. 
0.0« 
0.1« B 
0.21 A 
0.13 A 
B.D.L. 
0.24 
0.37 
0.3« 
0.31 
0.34 
0.33 
We did not find a similar difference between winter- and spring 
barley in case of 5*Mn, 13^Cs and '°Sr. This was probably due to 
the translocation of these nuclides from other parts of the plant 
to the grain, which Makes the deposition just before harvet re-
latively less important than older deposits. 
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Pig. 5.3. Fallout radionuclides in air samples collected 
at Risø in 1981. 
5.4. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in bread from the entire country 
In 1981, samples of white bread (75% extraction) and dark rye 
bread (100% extraction) were collected all over the country (cf. 
fig. 5.4) in June, and ^nSr
 an<j 137Cs w e r e determined on pooled 
samples from Jutland and the Islands respectively. Samples from 
Copenhagen were analysed separately. The '37cs determinations 
were carried out on the ash by Ge y-spectroscopy. 
Table 5.4.1 shows the results. It is assumed that 1 kg flour 
yields approximately 1.35 kg bread11) and that wheat flour of 75% 
extraction contains 20% of the 90Sr and 50% of the 137cs found in 
wheat grain1), while rye flour is 100% extraction. Hence we can 
compare the 1981 bread levels with the 1980 grain levels (cf. 
Table 5.4.2). The above assumptions for transfer of 13?Cs from 
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10°E 12°E 
10°E 12°E 15°E 
Fig. 5.4. Sample locations for bread and total diet. 
grain to bread seem justified, however, the transfer o f 90 S r from 
wheat to white bread may be underestimated. This has in fact been 
envisaged in Risø-R-437 p. 862^) where it is predicted that the 
transfer will increase from 20 to 33%. 
Table S.4.1. Strontiua-90 and Cesiw»-137 in Danish bread collected in June 19B1 
Rye bread White bread 
Zone 
Bq 9«Sr kg"1 Bq 9°Sr Bq 137 C S kg-1 B q 137C» ^ 90Sr kg"' Bq »°Sr Bq '"Cs kg"' Bq '37Cf 
(kg Ca)~' (kg K)-' (kg Ca>"' (kg K)"' 
Jutland 
The Islands 
n*an 
Nean 
Copenhagen 
0.57 
0.37 
0.47 
12.7 pci kg"' 
0.47 
189 
136 
164 
4.4 pCi (g Ca)"' 
470 
0.38 
0.20 
0.29 
7.8 pCi kg"' 
Included 
The Islands 
125 
80 
102 
2.8 pCi (g K)-' 
Included 
The Islands 
0.33 
0.29 
0.31 
8.4 pCl kg"' 
0.10 
103 
91 
97 
2.« pii (g Ca)"' 
41 
0.089 
0.062 
0.076 
2.1 pCi kg"' 
Included 
The Islands 
58 
46 
52 
1.40 pCi (g K)-' 
Included 
The Islands 
Population-
w*i9ht*d mean 0.49 250 0.2S 100 0.26 83 0.074 52 
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Table S.4.2. A comparison Between *°Sr and ' *7Cs levels in bread and 
g r a i n 1981 
N u c l i d e 
*°Sr 
' 3 7 C s 
S p e c i e s 
Wheat 
Rye 
Wheat 
Rye 
Bread a c t i v i t y 
in June 1981 
c a l c u l a t e d a s 
g r a i n in Bq kg"1 
( e f . t e x t ) 
2 .09 
0 .63 
0 .22 
0 .39 
A c t i v i t y i n 
g r a i n froa 
harves t 19B0 
Bq kg"1 
0 . 8 3 
0 . 7 4 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 3 3 
1) 
"Bread' /gra in 
r a t i o 
2 . 5 
0 . 9 
1 .0 
1 .2 
5.5. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in potatoes from the entire 
country 
The samples of potatoes were collected in September from ten of 
the State experimental farms (cf. fig. 4.2) and analysed for 90gr 
and ^ 7Cs ( Y-spectroscopy of bulked samples of the ash). 
Tabic 5.5.1. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in Danish potatoes in 1981 
Bq 90Sr kg-1 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)"1 Bq 137Cs kg-1 Bq 137Cs (kg K ) - 1 
T y l s t r u p 
B o r r i s 
Ødum 
Askov 
S t . Jyndevad 
B l a n g s t e d g å r d 
T y s t o f t e 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Rønne 
0 .081 
0 .050 
0 .092 
0 .138 
0 .070 
0 .071 
0 .065 
0 .073 
0 .047 
0 .072 
1700 
1640 
1710 
4900 
1930 
1030 
900 
1280 
800 
3700 
0.148 
0.074 
41 
17.1 
Mean 0.076 1960 0.111 29 
Mean 2.1 pCi kg" 53 pCi (g Ca) 3.0 pCi kg-1 0.78 pCi (g K ) _ 1 
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Table 5.5.1 shows the ,0Sr and 1J/Cs contents in potatoes. The 
Mean contents for the cruntry were 0.076 Bq 'uSr kg-*, or 1955 Bq 
90Sr (kg Ca) - 1, and 0.11 Bq 137Cs kg-1 or 28.8 Bq l37Cs (kg K)" 1. 
The 90Sr levels were nearly equal to those in 1980, but the 137Cs 
concentrations were approximately 50% higher in 1981. 
The aean ratio between observed and predicted 90Sr concentrations 
in potatoes was 0.72 and for 137Cs we found 0.94 (cf. Appendix C). 
5.6. Strontium-90 and Cesiurn-137 in vegetables and fruits fro« 
the entire country 
In 1981, as in previous years, vegetables and fruit were collected 
in the autumn from eight larger provincial towns* one in each of 
the eight zones (cf. fig. 5.4). 
The Y-measurements were performed on bulked ash samples represent-
ing the entire country (cf. Table 5.6.2). 
Table 5 . 4 . 1 . Stroetiuaj-90 in n q e t a b l e s and f r u i t « c o l l e c t * * i* IH1 
Jut land 
The I s lands 
H«an 
Mean 
Caboaqe 
• q k q " ' 
0 .24 
0 . * « 
0 .45 
12.2 pCi 
Kq* 1 
• q (kq C a r ' 
400 
15*0 
1020 
2« oCi 
(q C a r ' 
C a r r o t 
• q * • - ' 
0 . 5 ) 
0 .4« 
0.50 
11.5 pCi 
•q (kq C a r ' 
1710 
U40 
1540 
42 pCi 
(q C a ) " ' 
• q fcq-' 
0 .174 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 1 * 1 
5 .2 pCi 
• * a * 
aq ( M c a ) " ' 
T5fl 
T M 
10 .9 fC i 
(q C a r ' 
Bq « q - ' 
• . • 4 5 
0 .929 
• . • I T 
1.« (C» 
M"1 
«•»«•» 
Bq I k « C a ) ~ ' 
I 2 W 
• M 
»» 
25 K > 
Cq C a r ' 
Tablt 5 . 6 . 2 . Cesiua-117 in vegetables and f r u i t ' c o l l e c t e d in IM1 
Jut land 
The I s lands 
Bean 
c, 
Bq k q " ' 
0 .145 
0 .021 
0 . 0 « ) 
abbaq« 
•q (H9 « ) " ' 
4 ) 
10.« 
JT 
Bq * q " ' 
0.104 
0.052 
0 .07« 
Car ro t 
1
 Bq (kq « ) " ' 
5« 
10 
41 
Bq * q - ' 
• . I D 
0.057 
0 .095 
Fees 
Bq (kq « ) - ' 
4« 
24 
M 
Bq k q - 1 
• .152 
0 . I 0 J 
• . I M 
Aaales 
1
 Bq (kq • ) " ' 
I M 
M 
124 
2.2 BCi 1 p e t , 2.1 (Ci I .1« pCi 2 . * eCi *-9T act »-5 aft I . « pCl 
k q ' 1 (q * ) " ' k q " 1 (q » I " ' kq T ( q « ! " ' k q " 1 (q « ) - ' 
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Tabic 5.6.3 shows a calculation of the mean contents of 90Sr and 
*37cs in Danish vegetables collected in 1981. The ^Sr levels are 
similar to those in 1978-1980 suggesting that most of the 90Sr 
activity in vegetables depends upon the accumulated activity in 
the soil. 
Table 5.6.3. Calculated ,0Sr and 137Cs mean levels in vegetables in 1981 
Daily intake 
in g 
50 leaf vegetables 
(cabbage) 
30 root vegetables 
(carrot) 
40 pea 
120 
Bq 90Sr kg"1 
0.45 
0.50 
0.19 
0.38 
Bq 90 Sr (kg 
1020 
1540 
700 
1040 
Ca) - 1 Bq 137CS kg-1 
0.083 
0.078 
0.095 
0.086 
Bq 137 Cs (kg K)" 1 
37 
43 
6 
38 
The 137cs concentrations in 1981 were generally higher than in 
1980. 
The 1981 levels in Danish fruit were calculated from apples and 
the mean levels in Danish fruit were thus 0.037 Bq ^Sr kg"1 and 
0.128 Bq 137Cs kg"1. The observed Bq 90Sr kg"1 levels in veg-
etables and fruit in 1981 were 1.57±0.68 (1 S.D.) times those 
predicted (cf. Appendi: C). In the case of 137Cs, the observed 
values were 2.02±0.45 times the predicted ones. 
5.7. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in total diet from the entire 
country 
In 1981 total-food samples representing an average Tanish diet 
according to E. Ho€f-Jørgensen (cf. Appendix B in Risø Report No. 
631)) were collected from eight towns each ropresenting one o if 
the eight zonos (cf. fig. 5.2.1) and from Copenhagen. The sampling 
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Tables 5.7.1 and 5.7.2 show the r e s u l t s . The y uSr d ie t leve ls from 
Jutland were 9% higher than those from the I s lands , and the ^^Cs 
leve l s were 19% higher. 
Table 5.7.1. stro.->tiu»-»0 and Cesium-137 in Danish total diet collected in June 1981 
Zone Bq ,0Sr (kg Ca)~' Bq 9 0Sr d"1 g Ca d"' Bq , 3 7Cs (kg K) " ' Bq '*7Cs d~' 
I: 
II: 
lit: 
IV: 
V: 
VI: 
VII: 
VIII: 
N. Jutland 
E. Jutland 
W. Jutland 
S. Jutland 
Funen 
Zealand 
Lolland-Falster 
Bornholn 
138± 1 
1r.5S 1 
13t* 7 
144« 5 
122*11 
130* 2 
143t 4 
1311 6 
0.22*0.00 
0.25*0.00 
0.21*0.01 
0.23*0.01 
0.21*0.02 
0.20*0.00 
0.22*0.01 
0.20*0.01 
1.«0 
1.54 
1.58 
1.62 
1.68 
1.54 
1.52 
1.55 
100 
122 
7« 
86 
96 
88 
63 
76 
0.38 
0.48 
0.29 
0.32 
0.36 
0.33 
0.23 
0.29 
lean 
Nean 
Copenhagen 
Population-
weighted nean 
Relative error 
to analysis 
d ue 
139 
3.8 S.U. 
135* 8 
!40 
61 
0.22 
5.9 pCi d"' 
0.20*0.01 
0.22 
61 
1.58 
1.50 
1.56 
88 
2.4 H.D. 
67 
88 
0.34 
9.2 pCi d"' 
0.24 
0.33 
Table 5.7.2. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in Danish total diet collected in December 1981 
Zone Bq *°Sr (kq Ca)"1 Bq 90Sr d"1 9 Ca d"1 Bq 137Cs (kg K)"' Bq 137C» d"' 
1: 
II: 
III! 
IV: 
v: 
VI: 
VII: 
VII t: 
N. Jutland 
E. Jutland 
tf. Jutland 
S. Jutland 
Funen 
Zealand 
Lolland-Falster 
Bornholm 
97*0 
165*10 
173*17 
151*5 
164*6 
149*1 
148*6 
178*4 
0.31*0.00 
0 18*0.02 
0.28*0.03 
0.25*0.01 
0.28*0.01 
0.24*0.00 
0.26*0.01 
0.28:0.01 
1.56 
1.69 
1.64 
1.65 
1.73 
1.57 
1.78 
1.58 
118 
136 
135 
131 
139 
98 
107 
90 
0.42 
0.45 
0.48 
0.48 
0.50 
0.32 
0.38 
0.32 
Mean 
».»an 
Copenhagen A 'imall shops) 
Copenhagen B (IRMA) 
Copenhagen C (Brugsen) 
Population-
velnhted mean 
166 
4.5 S.U. 
167*16 
1*117 
165*9 
168 
0.27 
7.4 pCi d"' 
0.28*0.03 
0.30*0.01 
0.28*0.02 
0.28 
1.65 
1.67 
1.60 
1.69 
1.65 
119 
3.2 H.U. 
100 
107 
138 
122 
0.42 
11.3 pCi d"' 
0.36 
0.42 
0.51 
0.43 
Relative error du? 
to analysis 84 8* 
T—i—i—i—r n—i—i—r i r i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—r i — i — i — i — i — i — r i—r 10
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5x10 
S 2*1 0 t> 
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Fig. 5.7.1. Predicted and observed 90Sr levels in the Danish total 
diet. The dotted curve represents the predicted values for "Diet C" 
(cf. Tables 5.7.1 and b.7.2) and the circles are the corresponding 
observed values. The unbroken curve represents the predicted values 
for "Diet P" (cf. Table 5.9.3), and the triangles the corresponding 
observed values. 
101 
J I I I I L 10c 
90 
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Figure 5.7.1 show the zone mean Bq 90sr (^g ca)~1 levels (not 
population-weighted) in total diet compared with the predicted 
values (cf. Appendix C), the observed value was 0.86 times that 
predicted. 
The 9nSr 1981 levels (June and December values) in the total diet 
were nearly equal to the 1980 levels, and the 1;*7Cs levels were 
approximately 33% higher. 
From tha total-diet sampling it is possible to estimate the mean 
levels of 90Sr and 137Cs in the Danish diet in 1981. For the 
period January-March 1981, the 90Sr level in the total diet is 
assumed to have been equal to that measured in December 1980, 
Risø Report No. 447'). For the period April-September we assume 
the level to have corresponded to that measured in June 1981. 
The December 1981 figures are taken to represent the last three 
months of the year. Hence the mean content in the total diet in 
1981 was 147 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca) - 1, or 0.24 Bq 9°Sr (day)-1. 
Similarly, the 13?Cs content in the Danish diet in 1981 was «-sti-
mated to be 0.35 Bq 137Cs (day)-1 or 93 Bq 137cs (kg K)~ 1. The 
observed 137Cs fallout level in total diet was equal to that 
predicted (cf. appendix C.2) (corrected for *37cs from Sellafield 
cf. 5.8.2). 
5.8. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in miscellaneous foodstuffs 
5.8.1. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in meat 
Pork and beef samples were collected in Copenhagen in three large 
shops in March and September. Table 5.8.1 shows the results. As 
compared with 1980, the mean levels had not changed. 
The mean ratio between observed and predicted (cf. Appendix C.2) 
137Cs levels in meat was 0.82. As observed values we used those 
from September 198 i, as the meat models cover the period April(^)-
March(i+i)• 
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T t l « i . 1 . 1 . Strontiua-90 *nd Os iua-13? in Danish • • * : c o l l e c t e d in Copenhagen in IMI 
Honth 
l u r c h 
Scpt 
Kean 
He an 0. 
»q»?Sr 
0.0146 
0.004« 
0.0123 
.11 pCi k g " ' 
• q »"Sr, 
t k * C « ) - 1 
240 
» I 
I t * 
4 .« S . U . 
Pork 
Bq ' " c . 
kq~ ' 
0.24 
0 . 1 * 
0 .12 
• . S pCi kq" 
• q , J T C . 
<k« » ) " ' 
• 9 
117 
M l 
1
 l . t H.U. 0 
•q*?sr 
0.020 
0 .010 
0.025 
. » • pCi k , - ' 
B, » S i -
l k * C « ) " ' 
210 
250 
240 
t . 5 S .U. 
»» • f 
• q « " C 
k q - ' 
0 .3« 
0.51 
0.44 
I I . • pCi kg 
• q ' " C . 
(kq « ) " ' 
»4 
1 M 
112 
"' l . ( H.U. 
5.8.2. Strontium-90, Cesium-137 and Cesium-134 in fish 
Fish samples were collected in the North Sea and in inner Danish 
waters. Tables 5.8.2.1 and 5.8.2.2 show the results. The mean 
levels of the two samplings were 0.031 Bq 90Sr kg-1 and 5.7 Bq 
137Cs kg"1 (0.84 pCi 90Sr kg"1 and 154 pCi 137Cs kg - 1). In the 
fish from the North Sea the 134Cs/137Cs mean ratio was 0.042 
while it was 0.033 for fish from inner Danish waters. 
The ratio: 134Cs/137Cs in North Sea water was 0.044±0.007 (1 S.D., 
N = 21) (cf. 4.4) in 1981, i.e. the same as found in fish from 
there. 
The contribution to the water concentrations observed in the 
North Sea and in the Danish Straits of 137Cs from fallout have 
(Risø Report No. 4471) p. 80) been estimated earlier at 5 and 
30%, respectively. From 4.4 we estimate the contributions from 
fallout at 4.5/101 ~ 4% and 14/45 ~ 31%, respectively, i.e. in 
agreement with the estimate from 1980. The annual Danish catches 
of fish from consumption from the two areas are approximately 
180,000 and 130,000 tonnes. Hence, the weighted contribution of 
from fallout in the consumption of fish in Denmark becomes 
15%, or in other words, the contribution of 137Cs from Sella-
field and perhaps other non-falloat sources are 85% or 4.85 Bq 
137Cs kg-1. For an annual fish consumption of 10.9 kg per caput 
in Denmark the total intake by 5*106 Danes becomes 264*10^ Bq. 
This corresponds to a collective dose to the Danish population 
.05 r.ianSv ~ 3 manSv, as the ALI for oral intake of 
•
37Cs is 4 •10'' Bq. 
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Table 5.8.2.1. Strontium-90, Cesium-137 and Cesium-134 in fish meat from the North Sea 
purchased in Esbjerg in September 1981 
Species Bq 90Sr kg"1 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca) _ 1 Bq ,37Cs kg-1 Bq 137Cs (kg K ) - 1 ,34Cs/137Cs 
Cod (17) 8.9 2300 0.037 
Plaice 0.010 B 19 B (17) 2.3 640 0.046 
Bone levels ace shown in brackets. 
Table 5.8.2.2. Strontium-90, Cesium-137 and Cesiura-134 in fish meat from inner Danish 
waters purchased in Hundested in September 1981 
Species Bq 90Sr kg-' Bq 90Sr (kg Ca) _ 1 Bq 137Cs kg-1 Bq ,37Cs (kg K ) _ 1 134Cs/137Cs 
Cod 
Plaice 
Herring 
Herring* 
O.053 A 
0.051 
0.011 B 
45 A (21) 
56 (36) 
33 B (6.0) 
7.4 
4.5 
5.4 
5.7 (1. .7 A) 
1730 
1060 
1400 
1330 (1520 A) 
0.033 
0.026 
0.039 
0.035 
•Collected in Roskilde Fjord in June. 
Bone levels are shown ir brackets. 
As in 19801) w<* measured a number of garpikes caught in April 
and May. The mean isotopic concentration in flesh was 13.4±4.7 
Bq 137Cs kg"1 (±1 S.D., n = 3), i.e. a little lower than in 1980, 
but as in 1980 this suggested a short circuting of the transport 
of radiocesium from Sellafield to Danish waters. 
Table 5.8.2.3. Cesium-137 and Cesium-134 in garpike caught in the Cattegat in 
April-May 1981 
Sample Date Bq 137Cs kg"1 Bq ,37Cs (kg K)""' 134Cs/137Cs 
Flesh 
Bone 
Flesh 
Bonp 
Liver 
Plesh 
Bone 
Liver 
Flesh mean 41 
April 
-
May 11 
* 
n 
May 21 
M 
" 
S.O. 
22 16.6 
2.6 
15.5 
2.3 
14.8 
8.0 
1.45 
7.0 
13.4M.7 
4200 
3400 
3600 
3000 
3600 
2100 
1790 
2000 
33001 1080 
0.040 
0.041 
0.043 
0.033 
0.03810.004 
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Table 5.8.2.4. Ganwa-e*itting radionuclides in Hytilus edulis flesh 
collected in inner Danish waters in 1981. (Unit: 3q kg-1 fresh weight) 
Location 
Date 
Weight 
fresh/dry 
Depth 
in m 
57°39 •30 N 11°41"E 
July 23 
6.76 
0.5 
Skagen 
July 25 
6.03 
0.5 
Skovshoved havn 
April 8 
8.63 
0.5 
60Co 
S5Zn 
95Zr 
95Nb 
106Ru 
137Cs 
H4Ce 
226Ra 
2^Ra 
0.080 A 
0.23 A 
1.04 
1.72 
0.99 A 
0.66 
1.38 
0.49 
0.66 
< 0.03 
0.12 B 
0.31 
0.73 A 
a.76 
0.63 
0.51 A 
1.18 
0.43 
0.21 
5.8.3. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in eggs 
Eggs were collected in Copenhagen in 1981. They contained 0.026 
Bq 90Sr kg-1 (48 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)_1) and 0.029 Bq 137Cs kg-1 (22 
Bq 137Cs (kg K)~1). The predicted values for eggs (cf. Appendix 
C) were 0.023 Bq 90Sr kg-1 and 0.032 Bq 137Cs kg. 
5.9. Estimate of the mean contents of 90Sr and 137Cs in the 
human diet in Denmark in 1981 
5.9.1. The annual quantities 
The annual quantities are calculated by multiplication of the 
daily quantities by 365 (as stated by E. Hoff-Jørgensen, cf. 
Risø Reporc No. 63, Table B1)). 
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5.9.2. Milk and cream 
The 90sr and 137Cs contents per kg milk were calculated from the 
annual mean values for dried milk (cf. Tables 5.1.1 and 5.1.3). 
1 kg ~ 1 1 milk, containing approximately 1.2 g Ca and 1.66 g K. 
Hence the mean contents in milk were 0.130 Bq ^ nSr kg-1 and 0.134 
Bq 137Cs kg-1. 
5.9.3. Cheese 
One kg of cheese contains approximately 8.5 g Ca and 1 2 g K. 
The 90gr and ^37Cs contents in cheese were calculated from these 
figures and from the 90Sr/Ca and 137Cs/K ratios in dried milk 
(cf. TaDles 5.1.1 and 5.1.3). One kg of cheese appeared to con-
tain 0.92 Bq 90Sr and 0.097 Bq 137Cs. 
5.9.4. Grain products 
Tables 5.9.1 and 5.9.2 show the estimates of 90Sr and 137Cs, re-
spectively, in grain products consumed in 1981. From these tables 
the activity levels in grain products were estimated at 0.42 Bq 
90Sr kg-1 and 0.33 Bq 137Cs kg-1. 
Table 5.9.1. Estimate of the '"Sr content in grain products consumed per caput 
in 198! 
Type 
Rye tlour 
100% extraction 
Wheat flour 
75% extraction 
Grits 
Fraction 
kg flour 
21.9 
32.9 
5.5 
from harvest 
Bq kg"1 
o.74 
0.17 
0.31 
1980 
Bq 
10.22 
5.59 
1.71 
Traction 
kg flour 
7.3 
10.9 
1.8 
from harvest 
Bq kg"1 
1.10 
0.16 
0.35 
1981 
Bq 
8.03 
1.74 
0.63 
Total 
Bq 
24.25 
7.33 
2.34 
Total 60.3 0.39 23.52 20.0 0.52 10.40 33.92 
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Table 5 .9 .2 . Estiaate of the " 7 C s content in grain products corTii—ri per caput 
in 1M1 
Type 
Rye flour 
100% extraction 
Wheat flour 
75% extraction 
Grits 
Total 
Fraction 
k? flour 
21.9 
32.9 
5.5 
CO.) 
fro« harvest 
Bq ko"' 
0.J3 
0.12 
0.13 
0.1* 
19*0 
•q 
7.23 
3.95 
0.72 
11.90 
Pract ion 
kg flour 
7.3 
10.9 
1.0 
20.0 
fro« harvest 1931 
Bq kq"1 
1.52 
0.20 
0.27 
0.73 
*! 
11.10 
3.05 
0.49 
14.64 
Total 
Bq 
10.33 
7.00 
1.21 
2*. 54 
5 . 9 . 5 . Potatoes 
The figures in Table 5.5.1 were used, i.e. 0.076 Bq 90Sr kg"1 and 
0.11 Bq 137Cs kg"1. 
5.9.6. Vegetables 
Table 5.6.3 shows the calculation of 90Sr and 137Cs in Danish 
vegetables consumed in 1981. The mean contents were 0.38 Bq 90sr 
kg"1 and 0.086 Bq 137Cs kg-1. 
5.9.7. Fruit 
The levels in imported fruit in 1981 are assumed to be equal to 
the mean levels found in oranges and bananas collected in Copen-
hagen in 1980, i.e. 0.06 Bq 9nSr kg"1 and 0 Bq 137Cs kg-1. The 
mean levels in Danish fruit (apples) in 1981 were 0.037 Bq 9nSr 
kg-1 and 0.13 Bq 137Cs kg-1 (cf. 5.6). The daily mean consump-
tion of fruit consisted of 100 g of Danish and 40 g of foreign 
origin. Hence the mean contents in fruit were 0.044 Bq 9nSr kg"1 
and 0.09 Bq J37Cs kg-1. 
5.9.8. Meat 
The annual mean values of 9^3r and 137Cs in meat were calculated 
from Table 5.8.1: 0.017 Bq 90Sr kg-1 and 0.36 Bq 137Cs kg"1. (In 
a Danish diet meat comprises 2/3 pork and 1/3 beef). 
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5.9.9. Fish 
The 90Sr and 137Cs contents in fish are estimated fro* 5.8.2 at 
0.031 Bq 90Sr kg"1 and 5.7 Bq 137Cs kg-1. 
5.9.10. Eggs 
The contents of activity in eggs were estimated from 5.8.3. The 
levels were 0.026 Bq 90Sr kg-1 and 0.029 Bq 137Cs kg-1. 
5.9.11. Coffee and tea 
One third of the total consumption consists of tea and two thirds 
of coffee. W» ise the mean contents from 1980: 0.66 Bq 90Sr kg"1 
and 2.21 Bq ' 37Cs kg"1.1) 
5.9.12. Drinking water 
The 9nSr level (population-weighted mean) found in drinking water 
collected in April 19791) was used as the mean level for drinking 
water, i.e. 0.0007 Bq 90Sr kg"1. The 137Cs content in drinking wa-
ter is assumed to be negligible. 
5.9.13. Discussion 
Tables 5.9.3 and 5.9.4 show the estimates of 90Sr and 137Cs in 
the Danish diet in 1981. The figures should be compared with the 
levels calculated from the total-diet samples (cf. 5.7). The 9&Sr 
estimates obtained by the two methods (cf. also fig. 5.7.1) were 
151 Bq (kg Ca)-1 and 147 Bq (kg Ca)~1, respectively, and the 
137Cs estimates were 0.44 Bq 137Cs (day)"1 and 0.35 Bq 137Cs 
(day)"1. 
The ratio between observed and predicted (cf. Appendix C) diet 
levels was 0.99 for 90Sr and 0.93 for 137r!s {corrected for Sella-
field n 7 C s ) . 
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Table 5.9.3. Estimate of 
•liet in 1981 
Type of food 
Milk and cream 
Cheese 
Grain products 
Potatoes 
Vegetables 
Fruit 
Meat 
Eggs 
Pish 
Coffee and tea 
Drinking water 
Total 
Annual 
quantity 
in kg 
164.0 
9.1 
80.3 
73.0 
43.8 
51.1 
54.7 
10.9 
10.9 
5.5 
548 
the mean 
Bq 90Sr 
per kg 
0.130 
0.92 
0.42 
0.076 
0.38 
0.044 
0.017 
0.026 
0.031 
0.66 
0.0007 
content 
Total 
Bq 9QSr 
21.32 
8.37 
33.92 
5.55 
16.64 
2.25 
0.93 
0.28 
0.34 
3.63 
0.38 
93.61 
of *uSr in the human 
Percentage of total 
Bq 90Sr in food 
22.8 
8.9 
36.2 
5.9 
17.8 
2.4 
1.0 
0.3 
0.4 
3.9 
0.4 
The mean Ca intake was estimated at 0.62 kg y_l (approx. 0.2-
0.25 kg cr_-ta praeparata). Hence the 90Sr/Ca ratio in total 
diet was 151 8q 90Sr (kg Ca) - 1 (4.1 S.0.) in 1981. 
The relative contributions of 90Sr from milk products (~ 32%) and 
from grain (36%) were similar to those in 1978-1980. The con-
tribution from potatoes, other vegetables, and fruit was ~ 26%, 
i.e. nearly the Same as in 1981. The relative contribution of 
137Cs in the total diet changed from 1980 tc 1981 as follows: 
milk products (13 to 14%), grain products increased from 14 to 
17%, and meat decreased (22 to 12%). Pish contributed 39% to the 
total 137Cs intake in 198', and is thus the moot important source 
of 137cs. This is, however, due to the 13?Cs contribution from 
Selldfield. If this was excluded, milk products would contribute 
with 21%, grain: 25%, meat: 18% and fish: 9%. 
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Table 5.9.4. Estimate of the mean cor.to.it of 137C3 in the lu 
diet in 1981 
Type of food Annual Bq ^^Cs "Total Percentage of total 
quantity per kg Bq ,3'Cs Bq 13'Cs in food 
in leg 
Hi Ik and cream 
Cheese 
Grain products 
Potatoes 
Vegetables 
Fruit 
Neat 
Eggs 
Pish 
Coffee c.d tea 
Drinking water 
Total 
164.0 
9.1 
80.3 
73.0 
43.8 
51.1 
54.7 
10.9 
10.9 
5.5 
548 
0.134 
0.097 
0.33 
0.11 
0.086 
0.09 
0.36 
0.029 
5.70 
2.21 
0 
21.98 
0.88 
26.50 
8.03 
3.77 
4.60 
19.69 
0.32 
62.13(9.32) 
i 2.16 
0 
160.06 
(107.25) 
13.7 
0.5 
16.6 
5.0 
2.4 
2.9 
12.3 
0.2 
38.8 
7.6 
0 
(20.5) 
( 0.8) 
(24.7) 
( 7.5) 
( 3.5) 
( 4.3) 
(18.4) 
( 0.3) 
< 8.7) 
(11.3) 
( 0 ) 
In brackets are shown the values if the contribution of Sellafield 
'37Cs in fish is excluded. This contribution is approx. 85% of the 
,37Cs content in Danish fish. Sellafield thus contributed with ap-
proximately 33% of the total 1-*^ Cs content in Danish diet in 1981. 
As the approximate intake of potassium was 1.365 kg y"' the '^7Cs/K 
ratios were 117 (78.6) Bq '37Cs (*9 * ) " ' or 3.2 (2.12) H.U. in 1981. 
5.10. Grass samples 
5.10.1. Grass collected around Risø 
Table 5.10.1.1 shows the 90Sr content in grass ash from Zealand 
in 1981. The mean 90Sr activity was 57 Bq 90Sr (kg ash)-1, or 
1240 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca) _ 1, i.e. the 1981 level was 10-15% higher 
than the 1980 level. Figure 5.10 shows the 90sr concentration 
in grase since 1957. The ratio between observed and predicted 
(cf. Appendix C.I) 90Sr level in grass in 1981 was 1.60. 
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Table 5.10.1.1. Strontium-90 in grass from Zealand, 1981 
Jan-March 
April-June 
July-Sept 
Oct-Dec 
Bq 9°Sr (kg ash)"1 Bq 9°Sr (kg Ca)"1 
46 
73 
58 
51 
1500 
1420 
910 
1120 
Mean 
Mean 
57 
1 .54 pCi g " 1 
1240 
33 S . O . 
Table 5.10.1.2. Cesium-137 in grass from Risø, 19B1 
Month Bq 137Cs kg"' fresh Bq 137Cs m-2 Bq 137Cs (kg K)" 1 
March 
A p r i l 
May 
June 
J u l y 
Aug 
S e p t 
Oct 
Nov 
10 
9 
4 
4 
4 
5 
3 
3 
4 
2 . 3 f 0 . 3 3 
4 . 1 ± 0 . 4 6 
1 . 7 2 1 0 . 2 9 
1 . 2 1 ± 0 . 2 2 
1 . 0 9 ± 0 . 2 0 
0 . 9 7 ± 0 . ! 3 
0 . 7 8 1 0 . 0 8 
0 . 8 4 1 0 . 3 0 
0 . 7 4 1 0 . 0 4 
1 . 4 0 ± 0 . 1 4 
1 . 7 7 ± 0 . 2 2 
1 . 0 3 1 0 . 1 : 
1 . 3 5 * 0 . 2 4 
1 . 0 9 * 0 . 1 7 
1 . 0 2 ± 0 . 0 9 
0 . 8 3 * 0 . 2 0 
0 . 7 7 1 0 . 2 6 
0 . 9 6 1 0 . 3 2 
1 0 4 0 * 1 2 3 
9 4 5 H 0 7 
4 5 0 1 82 
3 2 0 1 6« 
2 2 0 1 27 
2 4 0 1 29 
2 0 8 1 40 
1 9 7 t 42 
230± 29 
The error term is 1 S.E. of the mean. 
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Fig. 5.10. Quarterly 90Sr levels in grass, 1957-1981. 
5.10.2. Grass collected at the state experimental farms in 
July 1981 
As in 1977 (Risø Report No. 3861>) and 1962-19701), we collected 
grass at the state experimental farms in order to measure the 
90sr and ^?Cs concentrations, and compared the results with 
those predicted from our models. As compared with 1977, the con-
centrations in 1981 were approximately 10% lower. The predicted 
90Sr 
values for 1981 were definitely lower than those observed 
(cf. Appendix C). This may be due to an underestimate of the 
root uptake of 90sr from the soil in grass. This uptake war, re-
latively low when the models were made in 1962-1970. A revision 
of the grass model for ^^Sr may thus be justified. In the case 
of 137cSf the predicted value was higher than that observed. To 
a minor extent this is due to some loss of Cs with the ashing 
of grass before the y-measurement in 1981. For a single sample 
the loss was estimated at 20-25%. 
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Tabl« 5.10.2.1. Strontiua-90 and Cesiua-137 in grass froa th« Stat* experimental faras 
collected in July 1981 
Bq »«Sr 
•Bi- trest! 
Bq * 0 S r Bq »°Sr 
(kg C a ) " ' «q 
Bq 137 C, 
1
 tresh 
Bq 13^CS 
•-2 
Bq " 7 C , 
<kq Kl"' 
Tylstrup 
Borris 
Askov 
Mia 
St. Jyndevad 
Blanqste^nard 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Tornbygård 
lean 
Mean 
2.4 
1.75 
1.50 
1.0* 
i.at 
1.23 
1.5» 
1.53 
0.47 
1.14 
1.4* 
39 pCi kq"' 
2.4 
1.42 
1.«2 
1.12 
2.0« 
1.1« 
1.01 
1.31 
0.(8 
1.21 
1.41 
38 pCi a~ 2 
2(00 
I7«n 
1920 
11«« 
2519 
132« 
1390 
1390 
440 
1000 
1550 
*2 J.n. 
0.(2 
(".72 
0.99 
0.66 
0.99 
1.00 
0.C1 
0.72 
0.2« 
0.32 
0.(9 
10.« pCi K9-' 
0.(2 
0.5S 
1.07 
0.67 
1.11 
0.97 
0.39 
0.(2 
0.42 
0.35 
0.(8 
18.4 pCi a~2 
84 
153 
» 0 
90 
185 
197 
(( 
109 
45 
50 
123 
3.3 M.U. 
Table 5.10.2.2. -eaitting radionuclides in grass froa the state experiæntal faras 
in July 19^1. (Unit: Bq kg"' fresh) 
Location 54- 88« «2r »»Mb 103. 10(a '"Sb 1C, 144C, 
Tylstrup 
Ødua 
Askov 
Borris 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgtrd 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Tornbygard 
Mean: Bq kg'' 
8/7 
7, ; 
1/7 
9/7 
2/7 
1/7 
11/7 
3/7 
.'7 
26/5 
fresh 
20 
22 
28 
8.9 
27 
35 
14.7 
21 
8.1 
7.8 
19.3 
0.21 
0.30 
0.30 
0.20 
0.45 
0.42 
0.24 
0.29 
0.11 
0.14 
0.27 
A 
A 
A 
A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
08 
OS 
10 
12 
B 
A 
A 
A 
3.2 
3.1 
4.« 
1.71 
5.3 
(.0 
3.0 
3.9 
1.94 
2.8 
3.6 
(.3 
7.8 
9.7 
3.4 
10.8 
12.3 
6.4 
8.2 
3.7 
5.5 
7.4 
0.95 
0.93 
1.24 
0.43 
1.09 
1.24 
0.61 
0.99 
0.62 
0.90 
2.3 
2.3 
3.1 
1.4 
2.6 
3.2 
1.7 
3.2 
1.2 
0.9 
2.2 
A 
A 
A 
A 
0.4 A 
0.56 
0.50 
0.74 
0.75 
0.85 
0.57 
0.2 A 
0.3 A 
0,54 
0.(5 
0.73 
1.09 
0.33 
1.02 
i.3( 
0.47 
0.67 
0.38 
0.83 
0.75 
9.0 
10.7 
13.5 
5.1 
12.8 
16.3 
8.2 
8.3 
4.8 
5.0 
9.4 
Means pCi kg'1 fresh 520 7.2 96 200 24 59 14.7 20 250 
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~able 5. 10.2.J. Gi—ii fitting radionuclides in grass froa the state experimental firm 
in July 1981. (Unit: Bq a~2) 
Location 88v »Sir »5m> >«3|,u '0*Ru >25Sb '«1C, 1«*Ce 
Tylstrup 
Ødua 
Askov 
Borris 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedglrd 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Tornbyglrd 
8/7 
7/7 
1/7 
9/7 
2/1 
1/7 
11/7 
3/7 
2/7 
26/5 
20 
23 
30 
7.2 
30 
34 
9.4 
17.9 
11.8 
8.3 
0.21 
0.30 
0.32 
0.16 
0.51 
0.41 
0.15 
0.25 
0.16 
0.15 
A 
A 
A 
A 
0.08 B 
0.09 A 
0.11 A 
C.11 A 
3.2 
3.2 
5.0 
1.38 
6.0 
5.8 
1.88 
3.3 
2.8 
3.C 
6.3 
8.0 
10.4 
2.8 
12.1 
11.8 
4.1 
7.0 
5.4 
5.9 
0.95 
0.95 
1.34 
0.3S 
1.22 
1.20 
0.39 
0.85 
0.67 
2.3 
2.3 
3.3 
1.1 
2.9 
3.1 
1.1 
2.8 
1.8 
1.0 
A 
A 
A 
A 
0.4 A 
0.57 
0.54 
0.83 
0.72 
0.54 
0.49 
0.3 A 
C.3 A 
0.65 
0.74 
1.16 
0.27 
1.15 
;.3i 
0.30 
0.58 
0.55 
0.89 
9.0 
10.9 
14.6 
4.1 
14.3 
15.7 
5.2 
7.1 
6.9 
5.4 
lean: 
Mean: 
Bq it"2 
pCi St"2 
19.2 
520 
0.26 
7.1 
3.6 
96 
7.4 
200 
0.88 
24 
2.2 
59 
0.53 
14.3 
0.76 
21 
9.3 
250 
Table 5.10.2.4 Radionuclide ratios i.i air samples, grass and straw in May-.. ;g 1992 
Sample Month Location 
1«'Ce 
K«Ce 
103p, 
1««Ce 
«2r 5«Mn 106Ru 
144Ce ,4*Ce 144Ce 
125«, 
1««Ce 
137C, 
«««Ce 
M S r 
'««Ce 
Air 
Grass 
it SO 
N 
Straw 
*1 SO 
N 
" Hay " 
June 
July 
Aug _, 
priiio" 
July 
Jit 
-
' Ris* 
Country-
wide 
> except 
Bornholm 
Country-
• wide 
0.19 
0.110 
0.064 
0.036 
0.074 
0.009 
9 
-
-
0.39 
0.25 
0.17 
0.10 
0.090 
0.015 
8 
-
-
0.96 
0.72 
0.5C 
0.43 
0.37 
0.05 
9 
0.22 
0.018 
10 
0.02« 
0.027 
0.030 
0.029 
0.029 
0.006 
9 
0.033 
0.003 
10 
0.47 
0.48 
0.52 
0.50 
0.25 
0.06 
9 
0.22 
0.02 
10 
0.052 
0.053 
0.059 
0.068 
0.056 
0.022 
8 
0.055 
0.016 
10 
0.069 
0.073 
0.087 
0.104 
0.077 
0.021 
9 
0.042 
0.008 
10 
0.058 
0.059 
0.092 
0.104 
0.18 
0.09 
9 
0.21 
0.08 
10 
As direct contamination is the most important pathway to grass 
and straw for a nuclide such as 144Ce, it is interesting to com-
pare the ratios between other nuclides and *44Ce in air with 
those in grass and straw. It appears from Table 5.10.2.4 that 
the 54Mn/144Ce, 125sb/144Ce and 137Cs/144Ce ratios in grass all 
are in close agreement with those in air samples. This suggests 
that direct contamination is the dominant way of contamination 
of grass for ^4Mn, 125gjj
 an<j 137£g# Furf-hermore, we may assume 
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that the field loss from grass is the same for these radionu-
clides as for ^*Ce. In general, the short-lived nuclides: 
14
*Ce, 1°3RU and 95Zr show lower 144Ce ratios in grass than in 
air. This may be due to their shorter half-lives, which make 
older deposits relatively less important for these nuclides than 
for 144ce. As the fallout rate of all nuclides decreased from 
May to August, the observed lower ratios in the grass become in-
telligible. The 90Sr/144Ce ratio in grass is two to three times 
higher than that in air, because in the case of 9uSr, indirect 
contamination (root uptake) contributes significantly to the 
contamination of grass. 
The ratios for straw corresponds with those observed for grass 
except for 137cs/144ce. This is explained by the translocation 
of 137cs from straw to grain, which depletes the straw with 
respect to 1;*7Cs. The 95Zr/144Ce ratio in straw was lower than 
that in grass due to the decay of 95Zr from the beginning of 
July to the last half of August. 
5.11. Sea plants 
5.11.1. Sea plants collected in Roskilde Fjord 
Figure 5.11.1 shows the Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)""1 levels in sea plants 
since 1959 and Table 5.11.1 the results for 1981. The mean level 
in Fucus vesiculosus was 370 Bg 90Sr (kg Ca)"1 (8.1 Bq kg-1 
fresh weight), and in Zostera marina 87 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)~1 (2.1 
Bq kg-1 fresh weight). The mean ratio between observed and pre-
dicted 90Sr levels in sea plants was 0.88. 
Zostera marina contained 0.16 Bq kg"1 fresh weight and 
Fucus vesiculosus 1.49. The concentration ratio between sea 
plants and sea water is thus an order of magnitude higher for 
90Sr than for 137Cs. 
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Pig. 5.11.1. Strontium-90 in sea plants from Roskilde fjord, 
1959-1981. 
Table 5.11.1. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in sea plants fro* Roskilde Fjord in 1981 
Location Species Date Bq ,0Sr (kg Ca)"1 Bq 90Sr kg"1 Bq 137C« (kg K)"' Bq ,37Cs kq-1 
fresh weight fresh weight 
III 
IX 
III 
I 
I 
I 
Zostera 
marina 
_ • — 
— " — 
Fucus 
vesiculosus 
- <* _ 
_ . — 
10/6-81 
3/6-81 
1/3-82 
29/4-81 
1/3-82 
»/*-»! 
81 
76 
104 
370 
370 
1.36 
2.1 
2.8 
5.8 
10.3 
23 
38 
183 
320 
260 
340 
o..; A 
0.21 
0.15 A 
1.3f< 
1.33 
1.7» 
5.11.2 Brown algae collected in Danish waters in 1981 
In Table 3.2.1.4 measurements on fucoids collected in the Sound 
are presented/ and Table 5.11.1 shows the data from Roskilde 
Fjord. Besides *-hese samples, brown algae have been collected in 
the Baltic Sea at Bornholm and Stevns, in the Kattegat at Anholt, 
Goteborg and Skagen, in the Great Belt at Halskov Rev and in the 
Limfjord at Thisted (cf. Table 5.11.2). 
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Table 5.11.2. Cl—••»•itting radio nuclides in brown algae collected in inner Danish 
waters (except the Sound) in 1*01 
Location Species Date 
fresh weight 
Bq '37Cs (kg It)"1 •a »»Co kg"1 
fresh weight 
harbour 
- - -
Halskov rev 
—
 m _ 
Thisted 
_ m _ 
Stevns 
Skagen 
Bornhol* 
Svenskehavn 
57°39,H 
«1*41*8 
(Swedish 
west coast) 
Pucus vs. 
_ » _ 
_ . _ 
Pucus ser. 
Pucus ves. 
Pucus ser. 
Pucus ves. 
Lasunaria 
Pucus ves. 
_ w _ 
Hay 16 
Oct 20 
Sept 17 
Sept 17 
June 7 
_ .
 — 
June 21 
July 25 
Hay 26 
July 23 
1.76 (13.6) 
2.2 (13.4) 
2.6 (15.6) 
2.0 (10.7) 
1.4* ( 7.3) 
1.M*( 6.5) 
2.3 (15.4) 
2.3* (13.2) 
1.10 ( 6.0) 
4.0 (16.•} 
430 
350 
370 
390 
240 
320 
460 
300 
260 
470 
< 
< 
< 
< 
< 
0.00 A 
0.17 A 
0.06 
0.07 
3.06 
0.07 
0.04 
0.29 
In bracket« are shown Bq 
137CS 
kg"' dry weight. 
•134Cs/137Cs , 0.036 
a
 - - - * 0.029 
The mean ^Tcg concentration of the ten samples in Table 5.11.2 
was 12.1±3.6 (1 S.D.) dry weight basis and 2.2±0.8 for fresh 
weight. Compared with the measurements in 1980 the levels in 
1981 for similar locations were nearly unchanged. The concentra-
tion ratio between fucus dry weight activity and sea water in-
creased, as also observed in 1980, from approximately 0.2*10^ 
in the Kattegat to C.7»103 in the Baltic Sea. 
5.12. Various fodder products collected at the state 
experimental farms 
Samples of fodder: straw, beets and beet leaves have been sam-
pled occasionally throughout the years. The prediction models 
for 90Sr and 137Cs activity21) in these samples are therefore 
encumbered with greater uncertainty than the models for human 
diet. 
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In August-September 1981 fodder samples were collected fro« tht 
10 state experimental farms and analysed for 9^Sr and !37cs. 
Furthermore, we determined short-lived radionuclides in straw 
and in some of the sugerbeet leaf samples. The results are given 
in Tables 5.12.1-5.12.5. Table 5.12.6 shows a comparison between 
predicted and observed 
90Sr 
and !37cs levels in straw, beet and 
beet leaves. The prediction models gave acceptable predictions 
except for 9nSr in sugarbeet leaves and for 137Cs in sugarbeets. 
Table 5.12.1. Strontiun-90 and Ccsiua-137 in straw of barley in August-September 1981 
Location Bq *°Sr kg-1 Bq »°Sr (kg C a ) - 1 Bq 137Cs kg-1 Bq ' 3 7Cs (kg I ) - 1 
Tylstrup 5.6 2200 0.94 119 
•du« 5.7 1450 1.70 161 
Askov 7.9 2400 1.45 260 
Borris 12.9 5600 1.13 215 
S». Jyndevad 7.0 2300 1.86 129 
Blangstedgird 7.5 2300 1.35 194 
Tystofte 5.3 1400 1.66 290 
Ledreborg 5.7 1270 1.15 70 
Abed 3.6 770 1.17 230 
Tornbygard 4.5 1200 1.02 119 
near. 
Mean 
6.6 
178 pCi kg"1 
2100 
56 pCi (g Ca) _ 1 
1.34 
36 pCi kg"1 
179 
4.8 pCi (g K)" 1 
In order to evaluate the importance of direct and indirect con-
tamination we have compared the 9nSr
 an<3 137cs concentration in 
beet leaves with those of the ™4 C e. 
On comparing Tables 5.12.7 and 5.10.2.4 we note that both ratios 
were higher in beet leaves than in air. Furthermore, it is evi-
dent that the difference was most pronounced for the 9nSr/14*Ce 
ratio and that Jutland showed higher ratios than the Islands. 
This reflects the higher indirect contamination of beet leaves 
with 9nSr than with 13?cs, and furthermore that the root uptake 
of both radionuclides is higher in Jutland (3 times for 90gr and 
2 times for ^ 7Cs) than in the Islands. 
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Table 5 . 1 2 . 2 . Saasu-emitting radionuclides in straw of barley in 1981. 
(Unit: Bq k g - 1 ) 
Location Date 54Hn , 5 Zr 95Mb t0*Ru 1 2 5 Sb 1 4 4Ce 
T y l s t r u p 
Ødiw 
Askov 
B o r r i s 
S t . Jyndevad 
B l a n g s t e d g a r d 
T y s t o f t e 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Tornbygard 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Sept 
25 
26 
23 
25 
24 
26 
27 
28 
27 
0 . 8 4 
1.06 
1.23 
1.13 
1.22 
1 .19 
1.09 
0 . 8 2 
1.08 
0 . 9 3 
6 . 6 
8 . 1 
8 . 5 
7 . 6 
8 . 0 
7 . 7 
6 . 8 
5 . 0 
6 . 7 
6 . 8 
1 3 . 0 
1 5 . 9 
1 6 . 2 
1 4 . 5 
1 9 . 3 
1 5 . 9 
1 5 . 2 
1 1 . 3 
1 4 . 5 
1 3 . 3 
7 . 4 
6 . 9 
8 . 9 
7 . 0 
8 . 6 
8 . 0 
6 . 1 
5 . 5 
7 . 2 
5 . 7 
1 .30 
1 .51 
1 .97 
1 .78 
1 .85 
1 .59 
1 .76 
2 . 3 
1 .83 
1 .27 
JO 
32 
40 
31 
38 
36 
35 
J.2 
31 
28 
Mean: Bq k g - 1 
Mean: pCi k g - 1 
1.06 
29 
7 . 2 
194 
14 .9 
400 
7 . 1 
193 
1 .72 
46 
32 
870 
Table 5.12.3. Strontiun-90 and Cesium-137 in sugar beet in August-September 1981 
Locations Bq , 0Sr kg -1 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)"1 Bq '37Cs kg -1 Bq , 37Cs (kg K)"1 
Tylstrup 
ødun 
Askov 
Borris 
S t . Jyndevad 
Blangstedgard 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Tornbygård 
0.58 
0.63 
0.98 
1.13 
0.90 
0.39 
0.43 
0.25 
0.42 
0.35 
3200 
3000 
4000 
6300 
4900 
2300 
1580 
1300 
890 
2400 
0.050 A 
0.060 
0.077 
0.1»0? 
0.092 
0.031 
0.043 
0.026 
0.038 
0.031 
11.4 A 
21 
19.7 
16.8 
35 
8.1 
15.7 
7.1 
16.2 
8.7 
Mean 0.61 3000 0.052 16.0 
Mean 16.4 pCi kg"' 81 pCi (g Ca)-1 1.41 pCi kg -1 0.43 pCi (g Kp1 
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Table 5 .12 .« . Strontiua-90 and Osiuat-137 in sugar beet leaves in August-Sepeeaber 1911 
Locations Bq , 0 S c kg - 1 Bq , 0 S t (kg Ca) _ l Bq n 7 C s kg - 1 Bq , 3 7 C» (kg R)~ 
T y l s t r u p 
MIMI 
Askov 
B o r r i s 
S t . Jyndevad 
Blangstedgard 
T y s t o f t e 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Tornbygard 
1.44 
1.27 
1.07 
2 . 4 
1.33 
0 . 5 3 
0 .65 
0 .38 
0 .44 
0 .50 
970 
»•0 
910 
1350 
980 
«90 
410 
400 
350 
410 
0 . 1 7 2 
0 . 2 0 
0 . 2 8 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 4 9 
0 . 1 0 A 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 1 0 A 
0 . 1 6 9 
0 . 1 6 8 
33 
58 
61 
56 
96 
21 A 
33 
21 A 
30 
31 
Mean 
He an 
1.00 
27 pCi k g - 1 
740 
20 pCi (g Ca)" 1 
0.22 
5.9 pCi k g - 1 
44 
1.19 pCi (g K)" 1 
Table 5 . 1 2 . 5 . Gamma-emitting r a d i o n u c l i d e s in sugar beet 
l e a v e s in 1981. (Un i t : Bq k g - 1 ) 
Locat ion Date 9 5 Zr 9 5Nb 1 4 4 C e 
0 .56 A 
0 . 8 5 
0 . 7 0 A 
0 .68 A 
1.74 
0 . 6 9 A 
1.03 A 
0 . 6 9 A 
0 .88 
0 . 6 0 
1.01 
1.56 
1.40 
1.12 
2 .8 
1.11 
1.62 
1.23 
1.50 
1.27 
T y l s t r u p 
Ødum 
Askov 
B o r r i s 
S t . J y n d e v a d 
B l a n g s t e d g å r d 
T y s t o f t e 
L e d r e b o r g 
Abed 
T o r n b y g å r d 
Aug 25 
Aug 26 
Aug 23 
Aug 25 
Aug 24 
Aug 26 
Aug 27 
Aug 28 
Aug 27 
S e p t 7 
Mean 0 .84 1.46 
Mean pCi kg"' 23 40 
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Table 5.12.6. Coapari»)n between predicted and observed *°Sr and concent rat ions 
in fodder 
Staple 
Straw 
_ • _ 
Beet 
.. • _ 
products 
Beet leaves 
_ » _ 
»q 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Unit 
»°Sr kg"1 
137Cs kg-1 
»«Sr kg"' 
'37Cs kg"' 
»°Sr kg"' 
"
7 C s kg"' 
Observed 
±1 St 
(N - 10) 
178 *22 
36 t 2.7 
16.4 ± 2.6 
1.41* 0.19 
27 * 5.4 
5.9 * 1.0 
Predicted 
18« 
40 
19.4 
0.41 
120 
6.3 
Obs. 
Pred. 
0.95 
0.90 
0.85 
3.2 
0.23 
0.94 
Model in reference (21) 
C.2.4.3 No. 4 
C.2.4.4 No. 4 
C.2.4.3 No. 1 
C.2.4.4 No. 1 
C.2.4.3 No. 3 
C.*.4.4 No. 2 
Table 5 . 1 2 . 7 . Strontium-90 aiid Cesium-137 r e l a t i v e to 
144Ce in beet leaves 
90Sr/144Ce 137Cs/144Ce 
Jutland 
Islands 
1.12*1'.67 
0.37*0.08 
0.19±0.05 
0.11±0.02 
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6. STRONTIUM-90 AND CESIUM-137 IN MAN IN 1981 
by A. Aarkro? and J. Lippert 
6.1. Stronium-90 in human bone 
The collection of human vertebrae from the institutes of forensic 
medicine in Copenhagen and Arhus was continued in 1981. As in the 
total-diet survey (cf. 5.7), the country was divided into eight 
zones. The samples were divided into five age groups: new-born (< 
1 month), infants (1 month-4 years), children and teenagers (5-19 
years), adults (£ 29 years), and adults (> 29 years). 
Tables 6,1,1-6.1.5 show the results for the five groups. The 90gr 
concentrations in human bone collected in 1981 were unchanged 
from those observed in 1979 and 1980. 
Table 6.1.1. PTontium-90 in bone fro« new-born children 
(< 1 month old) in 1981 
Zone 
I 
Age in 
days 
19 
Month of 
death 
8 
Sex 
P 
Bq (kg Ca)"1 
17.7 
Table 6.1.2. Strontium-90 in bone fro« infants (£ 4 years) 
in 1981 
Zone Age in Month of Sex Bq (kg Ca)~ 
years and death 
months 
I 2 m 9 P 63 
II 1 m 9 F 39 
III 2 m 3 N 27 
III 1 y 6 m 8 M 36 
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Table 6.1.3. 5tra»tium-9© in hose frox cfcildrea aad 
teenagers 
tone 
II 
-
Ill 
IV 
m 
m 
(£ 19 years) 
Aae in 
years 
• 
19 
IS 
13 
14 
17 
in IM1 
llonth of 
death 
• 
9 
0 
3 
1 
5 
Ses 
n 
n 
n 
H 
n 
r 
•«. (ke Ca»-» 
33 
40 
42 
21 
3« 
22 
Table (.1.4. Stront ius»-90 in vertebra* frost adults 
(£ 2« 
Zone 
II 
m 
in 
Vi 
•V 
m 
years) in 
age in 
years 
21 
27 
20 
20 
21 
25 
190? 
Honth of 
death 
9 
3 
9 
3 
0 
1 
Sex 
K 
r 
M 
p 
n 
H 
•q (•« Ca)"1 
32 
40 
30 
35 
27 
25 
The concentrations in infants, children and adults were not sig-
nificantly different. The Mean level was 35 Bq *°Sr (kg Ca)'1 or 
0.96 pCi 90Sr (g Ca)" 1. 
The observed mean concentration in adults (^  30 years) was 88% of 
tha: predicted (cf. Appendix C). 
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Table 6.1.5. Strontium-90 in vertebrae from adults 
(> 29 
Zone 
I 
II 
M 
N 
N 
K 
N 
H 
III 
n 
N 
N 
IV 
VI 
years) in 1981 
Age in 
years 
42 
35 
41 
42 
59 
58 
70 
78 
36 
45 
58 
69 
42 
32 
Month of 
death 
3 
10 
5 
3 
5 
9 
10 
10 
3 
2 
3 
3 
9 
6 
Sex 
F 
F 
F 
N 
F 
N 
P 
N 
P 
F 
F 
H 
P 
F 
Bq (kg Ca)"1 
44 
50 
16.7 
30 
29 
45 
36 
37 
40 
45 
35 
47 
38 
19.7 
Table 6.1.6. Strontium-90 in human vertebrae collected in 
Denmark in 1981. (Unit: Bq (kg Ca)_1) 
Age group Number of Min. Max. Median Mean 
samples 
New-born 
(< 1 month) 
Infants 
(£ 4 years) 
Children 
(£ 19 years) 
Adults 
(£ 29 years) 
Adults 
(> 29 years) 
1 
4 
6 
6 
14 
17. 
27 
21 
25 
16. 
7 
7 
17.7 
63 
42 
40 
50 
17.7 
38 
32 
34 
38 
17.7 
41 
31 
33 
37 
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Fig. 6.1.1. Strontium-90 levels (sample number weighted mean) in 
bone from newborn (< 1 month) 1961-1981. 
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Fig. 6.1.2. Strontium-90 levels (sample number weighted mean) in 
bone from infants (> 1 month <. 4 years) 1962-1981. 
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Fiq. 6.1.3. 3tro.it*-m-90 levels (sample number weighted mean) in 
bone from children (> 4 years £ 19 years) 1961-1981. 
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Pig. 6.1.4. Strontium-90 levels (sample number weighted mean) in 
bone from adults (> 19 years £ 29 years) 1961-1981. 
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Fig« 6.1.5. Strontium-90 levels (sample number weighted mear.) in 
bone from adults (> 29 years) 1961-1981. 
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Fig. 6.1.6. Strontium-90 in human bone from Danish cohorts 
1960-1966. Abscissa: age in years. Ordinate: bone level in 
Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)" 1. 
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6.2. Cesium-13? in the human body 
Whole-body measurements were initiated at Risø in July 1963 (cf. 
2.3 in Risø Rcpo-t No. 85 1). A control group from the Health 
Physics Department was selected and has since then been measured 
as far as possible three times a year. 
However, due to the decreasing 137Cs content in the body the 
contribution from interfering radionuclides to the T-spectra 
has made the determination of 137Cs unreliable and since 1978 
we have not published whole-body measurements. Prom the predic-
7x103 -
6x103 -
5x103 -
£Ax10 3 
o 
§3x10 3 
2x10* t-
1x103 -
200 
- 150 
- 100 
a* 
in o 
u a. 
- 50 
Pig. 6.2. A comparison between observed (*1 S.B.) and calculated21) 
Bq 137Cs (kg K)" 1 levels in whole-body from the Islands. 
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tion model2*) for whole body *37Cs
 w e have estimated the level 
in 1981 at 147 Bq 137Cs (kg K)"1 (= 4.0 pCi 137Cs (g K)"1) and 
from the diet measurements for the Islands our estimate becomes: 
2.85-85 = 242 Bq 137Cs (kg K ) _ 1 (= 6.5 pCi 137Cs (g K)" 1 , where 
2.85 is the observed ratio between *37Cs/K in body and diet2*). 
The difference between the two estimates is mainly due to the 
fact that the latter includes the contribution of radiocesium 
from Sellafield whereas the former estimate is based on fallout 
137Cs only. 
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7. TRITIUM IN THE ENVIRONMENT 
by Heinz Hansen 
7.1. Introduction 
Tritium is produced naturally in the atmosphere by the interac-
tion of cosmic-ray protons and neutrons with nitrogen, oxygen 
or argon. Surface waters contain about 0.4 kBq m~3 from this 
source^). Tritium is also produced and injected into the stra-
tosphere as the result of thermonuclear explosions. At present, 
this latter source has enhanced the natural inventory by about 
a factor of ten25). Finally, tritium is produced as a by-product 
of the peaceful uses of atomic energy: it is released both dur-
ing reactor operation and fuel reprocessing. 
Before Denmark builds any nuclear power stations of her own, it 
is of interest to know the general trit'.um levels in the en-
vironment that could be affected by this new energy source. 
Also, an assay of the current tritium levels can be used 
already now to control any tritium which may be released from 
the Swedish nuclear power stations at Barseback and Ringhals, 
and from the reprocessing plants at Sellafield and La Hague. 
7.2. Assay of tritium in low-level amounts 
The present assays of tritium levels in water are based on a re-
lative enrichment of -^O by electrolysis and subsequent liquid 
scintillation counting as previously described (Risø Reports 
Nos. 386 etc. 1 ) . 
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7 . 3 . Resu l t s 
Local p r e c i p i t a t i o n va lues at Risa> were a f f e c t e d by minor 
ex tra r e l e a s e s of H^ O to the environment from the reactor 
DR3. The 10 m' rain c o l l e c t o r i s s i t u a t e d c l o s e r t o the 
reac tor s i t e than the 1 m2 rain c o l l e c t o r . 
A r e g r e s s i o n a n a l y s i s of the oveirall r e l a t i o n between sea 
water s a l i n i t y (0 /00) and t r i t i u m content (KBq H^ m~3) shows: 
10.4 - 0.24 0 /00 (1979) 
12.6 - 0.26 0/00 (1980) 
9 . 3 - 0 . 2 2 0 / 0 0 ( 1 9 8 1 ) 
Table 7 . 3 . 1 . Tritium in prec ip i ta t ion co l l ec ted at Rise in 1981 
Month 
Jan 
Feb 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
Aug 
S^ ;-t 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
The error 
1 
m 
0.047 
0.033 
0.064 
0.019 
0.055 
0.055 
0.094 
0.046 
0.037 
0.075 
0.048 
0.032 
tm 0.605 
term is 1 
m2 rain collector 
kBq m"3 
4.3*1.7 
7.2*0.69* 
8.7*0.56 
13.5*0.18 
15.4*0.56 
8.3*0.56 
8.1*0.37 
7.2*0.56 
7.9*1.05* 
5.2*0.74 
4.1*0.00 
4.4*0.00 
x 7.7 
kBq m~2 
0.20 
0.24 
0.56 
0.26 
0.85 
0.46 
0.76 
0.33 
0.29 
0.39 
0.197 
0.141 
t 4.7 
S.E. of the mean of double 
*m 
10 
m 
0.055 
0.022 
0.053 
0.016 
0.055 
0.046 
0.090 
0.046 
0.043 
0.071 
0.036 
0.032 
0.565 
m2 rain collect«? 
kBq m~3 
13.5*1.3 
14.1±2.2 
17.0*1.40** 
8.1*0.74 
6.5*0.92 
12.3*0.69 
9.4*0.56 
67 *1.19* 
4.6*0.56 
determinations. 
kBq m~2 
0.72 
0.78 
0.78 
0.73 
0.30 
0.53 
0.67 
2.4 
0.147 
* Triple determinations. 
**Four determinations. 
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Table 7.3.2. Tritium in precipitation collected in 
Denmark in 1981. (Unit: kBq m~3) 
Month Tylstrup Jyndevad Bornholm 
Peb 
March 
June 
Nov 
Dec 
5.6 
5.4±1.30 
2.8±0.18 
3.5±0.18 
4.8±0.37 
4.1±0.00 
5.7*0.92 
3.3i0.00 
4.3i0.18 
2.8t0.18 
5.0±0.56 
6.1±0.18 
3.7±0.37 
The error term is 1 S.E. of the mean of double 
determinations. 
This indicates again that the tritium contamination of Danish 
waters is predominantly due to fallout 3H20 in precipitation. 
It is not affected to any significant extent by tritium from 
Sellafield or from Swedish nuclear plants. However, the some-
what higher results in Roskilde fjord (Table 7.3.5) in 1981, 
compared partly to the same location in 1980 (Risø-R-447^) 
and partly to other locations in 1981 (Table 7.3.6), do point 
to a very slight local contamination of the marine environ-
ment by the new cooling system of the reactor DR3, which was 
installed in late 1980. 
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Table 7.3.3. Tritium in ground water 
collected in March 1981 (cf. 4.3.1) 
Location kBq JH m~ 
Hvidsten 
Feldbak 
KOM« 
Renne new 
Renne old 
Hassele 
Fåretofte 
Kalundborg 
Ravnholt 
Fredericia 
0.92*0.18 
6.3 
1.41 
±0.74 
1*0.21* 
1.11*0.00 
4.4 
4.« 
12.2 
6.3 
10.7 
S.4 
10.37 
t0.37 
t0.74 
tO. 00 
tO.00 
t0. 56 
Nean 
Mean: nCi 1' 
Hed i an 
Median: nCi 
A sample of 
in Roskilde 
-1 
I"1 
5.4 *3.l (1 S.D.) 
0.145*0.103 (1 S.D.) 
5.1 
0.131 
ground water fro« Ma^lekilde 
contained 9.2i0.00 kBq 3R »~3. 
The error term is 1 S.E. of the »ean of 
double determinations. 
•Triple determinations. 
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Table 7 . 1 . « . T r i l * « • » • M a i s * , s t r e a m e*4 l a t e * »• Jeae i * 0 i . 
l O a i t : k*a * • » _ , J l e f . 4 . 1 . 2 ) 
X««* S t r e a m 
I : Berth J e t l a M • • • • • • • * %-• BKT4 • l l l l l S.« t t . M 
I I : I » t J w t l a M Cedea a 4 .0 10.77* U w e * 5.7 tS .S* 
I I I : nest J e t l a e * Skjere a ».4 * • - * • r i y e m r e a 4 .1 « • . ! • 
IV : Seeth J e t i a M l i k e 1 S.2 lO.OO teetrm a * 
V: r i M M Oaem« * 5.7 t « . M Arrestee * • 4.4 *0.74 
V I : See laM See« S.2 *«.7« Jlrreee S.e *«.17 
V I I : be l laeevra ls ter m i s t e d A 4 .4 ta.se t e e « i n « 4 . 1 M.74 
V I I I : terete l e U e l S.2 »1.44 A leamieee* set 7.4 t0 .»2 
S . I »0.14 ( 1 S . C I S . * t » . j * ( I S .C . ) 
Mean: aCi 1~< ft. 141« .444 ( I S . t . l 4 . 1 * 1 tO.010 ( I S . K . I 
Tee e r r e r t e r e is 1 S .C. mt the aean ef a m b l e m t e r s t i m t i e m . 
• T r i p l e ee te ra iee t i« 
Table 7.2.5. T r i t i m in sea water 
c o l l e c t e d in Roskilde fjv>c«i ( I ) 
( c f . Pi«,. 4 . 4 . 2 ) , 1HI 
Month kaq Hi e,"J 
January-
February 1S.St0.74 
March 
April 13.7t0.37 
Ray It.3*2.00*« 
June '5.4*2.22* 
July 
Aueust 12.2t0.S0* 
September 
October 14.0tl.J0 
Noveeber 13.0*0.10 
DeceMber 
The error tera is 1 S.E. of the 
man of double dcterainations. 
* Triple deteraination«. 
**Pour determinations. 
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Table 7.3.6. T. itium in sea water collected in 1981 
Locat ion Position or Depth 
station number in m 
N E 
Date kBq m* 3 
•1 S . E . 
6 . 8 
2 . 2 
5 . 6 
2 . 6 
3 . 7 
4 . 4 
5 . 7 
• 0 . 9 2 
40 .74 
± 0 . 7 4 
± 0 . 3 7 
±0 .37 
± 0 . 3 7 
± 1 . 3 0 
1 . 6 7 * 0 . 5 6 
3 . 9 
4 . 1 
3 . 2 
5 . 7 
3 . 9 
5 . 9 
2 . 6 
4 . 1 
3 . 7 
4 . 3 
5 . 0 
4 . 4 
6 . 3 
4 . 4 
9 . 6 
4 . 1 
8 . 3 
6 . 5 
5 . 0 
7 . 2 
7 . 8 
1 0 . 4 
9 . 2 
2 . 0 
1 1 . 1 
3 . 5 
± 0 . 1 9 
-
± 1 . 1 1 
± 0 . 1 9 
± 0 . 1 9 
± 0 . 1 9 
± 1 . 1 1 
± 0 . 7 4 
±1 .85 
-
± 0 . 3 7 
± 1 . 6 7 
± 0 .56 
± 0 . 0 0 
± 1 . 4 8 
± 0 . 5 6 
± 0 . 1 9 
± 2 . 0 3 
-
± 1 . 6 7 
± 1 . 4 8 
-
± 1 . 4 8 
± 1 . 4 8 
±0 .56 
±0 .00 
± 0 . 9 2 
S a l i n i t y 
o / o o 
1 3 . 3 
3 3 . 9 
1 7 . 6 
3 2 . 9 
2 4 . 6 
2 4 . 8 
1 7 . 0 
3 3 . 7 
2 ; . 9 
2 2 . 9 
1 7 . 7 
3 3 . 0 
2 0 . 5 
2 0 . 8 
1 8 . 7 
3 2 . 7 
2 0 . 6 
2 1 . 2 
2 0 . 6 
3 1 . 4 
19 .4 
1 9 . 6 
1 3 . 9 
2 6 . 8 
9 . 3 
2 6 . 0 
7 . 8 
1 1 . 4 
9 . 7 
1 0 . 8 
9 . 5 
1 5 . 0 
9 . 8 
9 . 8 
8 . 0 
3 3 . 5 
8 . 4 
3 4 . 0 
Kulien 
Hessele 
Kattegat Sw 
Asncs rev 
Halskov rev 
Langeland bait 
Peroern bait 
Gedser odde 
Møen 
The Sound - South 
The Sound - North A 
- * -. - •» _ 
The Sound - North a 
56°15' 12°25' 
5b°10' 11°47' 
56°07' 
55°38' 
55°23' 
54°52' 
54»36' 
54°28' 
54°57' 
_ H __ 
_ •» _ 
_ It _ 
55°25' 
- »» — 
55048* 
- " _ 
55°59' 
IIOIO1 
10O47' 
1IO03' 
10°50* 
11O05' 
11°59' 
12°41' 
12°39' 
12044' 
12°42' 
0 
22 
0 
24 
0 
24 
0 
36 
0 
36 
0 
45 
0 
45 
0 
22 
0 
22 
0 
45 
0 
50 
0 
22 
0 
20 
0 
20 
0 
21 
0 
13 
0 
13 
0 
20 
0 
27 
June 
June 
Dec 
uune 
Dec 
June 
Dec 
June 
Dec 
June 
Dec 
June 
June 
June 
Dec 
June 
Dec 
June 
June 
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Table 7 .3 .6 . continued 
Location 
Barseback 
- " -
- * -
- - -
- " -
- " -
The Sound 
Ringhals 
_ m _ 
_ t> _ 
_ m _ 
_ » _ 
— •* — 
_ • _ 
_ •• _ 
Cattegat 
_ •• _ 
_ * — 
. * . 
. *• _ 
_ m _ 
— •• — 
™ " — 
— " — 
_ •* — 
— * — 
— * — 
-, * • 
— ** — 
- * * 
— * — 
- •» — 
— * — 
Roskilde fjord 
Position or 
station number 
N E 
38 
M 
• 
• 
• 
55°53*76 
57°14* 
— •» — 
— • — 
— •• — 
2 
• 
m 
m 
57043• 
57042 * 30 
57°42' 
57041*30 
57041* 
57°40* 
— m _ 
57°40 * 
57039'30 
57044*44 
57034*14 
57°24*84 
57020*01 
56°53 * 39 
56°47'12 
56025*85 
56°24*18 
56°09*30 
12°45'35 
11°53*7 
— • • 
— • — 
10°37'30 
10O46* 
10°55*30 
11°04*30 
11°14* 
11°25' 
— •» — 
11°32*18 
11°41* 
11°24'70 
10°55*08 
10°51*47 
11018*41 
12«>10*52 
11039'31 
12005*00 
11°19'92 
11°51'79 
Depth 
in • 
0 
18 
0 
18 
0 
20 
0 
0 
62 
0 
66 
0 
23 
0 
25 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
90 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Date 
6/4 
• 
25/6 
m 
13/9 
M 
8/9 
20/7 
« 
30/9 
" 
20/7 
m 
30/9 
m 
23/7 
• 
n 
ft 
* 
1* 
n 
m 
n 
11/8 
1/9 
f* 
31/8 
1/9 
ft 
2/9 
* 
if 
Dec 
kBq 
•1 
9.8 
3.3 
9.2 
3.0 
7.8 
3.5 
6.1 
6.C 
3.0 
4.6 
3.2 
7.4 
3.1 
5.7 
2.0 
4.1 
3.0 
3.0 
5.0 
6.5 
4.1 
1.85 
5.2 
3.9 
3.2* 
3.0 
3.3 
4.3 
5.4 
3.9 
5.6 
5.2 
3.3 
8.1 
•-3 
S.6. 
i0.19 
tO.74 
40.74 
»0.37 
tO.37 
»0.19 
tO.92 
t0. 86* 
t0.43« 
tl.67 
M.30 
tO.43* 
tO.33* 
tO.19 
tO.19 
tl.11 
tO. 37 
tO. 37 
tO.19 
iO.19 
to. 74 
tO. 37 
tO. 00 
tO.92 
1.67 
tO.00 
tl.11 
tO.56 
tO. 56 
tO.92 
tO.74 
tl.11 
tO.00 
•0.00 
Salinity 
0/00 
7.9 
33.8 
11.1 
31.2 
8.2 
25.3 
8.6 
20.2 
34.2 
17.0 
33.5 
19.3 
34.2 
17.6 
33.1 
30.0 
29.6 
32.0 
21.2 
20.3 
26.0 
33.7 
21.4 
19.1 
26.7 
34.3 
28.4 
26.4 
18.8 
21.6 
13.3 
18.8 
17.8 
8.4 
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Table 7.3.6. continued 
Locat ion Position or 
station number 
N E 
Depth 
in • 
Date kBq ra"J 
•1 S.E. 
1.56*0.56 
2.0 *0.18 
3.9 t0.56 
3.1 *0.92 
3.0 t0.74 
4.6 to.18 
1.66to.56 
0.74*0.00 
3.3 t0.37 
2.0 to.56 
2.0 to.18 
1.66 to.56 
2.2 tl.11 
1.30*0.18 
1.48*0.37 
1.85t0.74 
1.36*0.54* 
2.6 *1.11 
0.37*0.00 
5.9 t0.00 
7.0 tl.11 
6.5 *0.56 
7.8 *0.00 
7.0 to.74 
B.I to.74 
Salinity 
o/oo 
34.2 
34.2 
26.5 
25.6 
28.9 
23.5 
33.7 
34.8 
34.5 
34.5 
35.0 
34.3 
34.4 
31.7 
34.0 
34.7 
34.5 
34.4 
33.6 
8.1 
7.8 
7.3 
6.3 
7.3 
7.2 
The North Sea 
The Baltic Sea 
55°13* 
55°55* 
57059* 
57042*89 
57°22*12 
57030*17 
57O52'09 
57057*67 
57050*15 
57045*14 
58°34'20 
58°39'83 
58°13* 
57038*44 
56°23*8 
56°10*6 
56020*4 
56025*9 
580i2*2 
54°49 * 45 
54045'33 
55043*35 
55°50* 19 
56°01'18 
57018*40 
08°12* 
05°57'5 
10°14* 
09°02*46 
08°23*66 
07O13'39 
02025*09 
01°10*13 
01o19*01W 
02O27'00W 
01°31*29W 
03°34*01W 
OOO54 * 
09O27 * 58 
07008*6 
01°26'2 
03°07*8 
05°27*5 
04°H*6 
14°54*17 
15°17'81 
16Ol0'02 
17°39* 99 
18°37*20 
19°38'31 
26/1 
27/1 
18/5 
25/8 
26/8 
16/9 
17/9 
17/9 
17/9 
17/9 
26/9 
28/9 
28/9 
29/9 
15/10 
19/10 
20/10 
21/10 
26/10 
8/11 
m 
9/11 
10/11 
1* 
11/11 
•Triple determinations. 
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8. TRANSURANICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES 
by Karen Nilsson, Henning Dahlgaard, and Asker Aarkrog 
8.1. Materials and methods 
As in 1980 the studies comprised four types of marine samples in 
sea water, marine sediments, brown algae (Pucoids and Laminaria), 
and mussels (Mytilus edulis mostly). The samples were collected 
in Danish waters from Skagen to Bornholm by the reseaich vessel 
Fyrholm (fig. 8.1). 
The methods used are described in Risø R-4471). 
8.2. Results and discussion 
8.2.1. Sea water 
As in 1980 the Pu concentrations in sea water (Table 8.2.1) in-
crease with increasing salinity in the Danish waters. If the 
data from both 1980 and 1981 were combined the 239,240Pu con-
centration in Danish waters followed the regression: mBq m~3 = 
2.15 + 0.38 o/oo salinity. 
Table 8.2.1 shows a comparison between two determinations of 
particulate Pu-activity in sea water, carried out by Lund Uni-
versity and by Risø. At Barseback the Millipore (Lund) filter 
gave 32% higher particulate activity than the Gelman (Risø) 
whereas at Ringhals the Gelman filter gave 22% more than the 
Millipore. We conclude that there was no systematic difference 
between the two methods applied. From the four determinations of 
particulate 239,240pu in Danish waters we estimate the concen-
tration to be 0.50 mBq m~3 at Ringhals and 0.65 mBq m~3 at Barse-
back. This corresponds to 6-12% particulate Pu in Danish waters, 
calculated from the regression above and assuming the salinity 
at Barseback to be 8.2 o/oo (Table 4.4.2) and at Ringhals 17.1 
o/oo (Table 4.4.3). 
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8°E 9°E 10°E 11°E 12°E 13°E 1A°E 15°E 
57°N 
56°N 
55°N 
57°N 
56°N 
55°N 
8°E 9°E 10°E 11°E 12°E 13°E U°E 15°E 
Fig. 8.1. Sampling locations for marine samples in July-August 1981, 
The first nine samples in Table 8.2.1 were taken between Skagen 
and Goteborg, i.e. at the inlet to the Danish straits. At the 
Danish coast the salinity was approximately 32 o/oo but at the 
Swedish coast it had decreased to approximately 20 o/oo. The 
table shows that the Pu concentrations decrease with the salinity 
when w go from west to east. The corresponding 137cs concentra-
tions are shown in Table 4.4.4. 
The mean ratio between 239,240pu ano> 137£S activity of the 8 
samples collected between Skagen and Goteborg was (0.49±0.08) #10~3 
(±1 S.D.). 
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Table 8.2.1. Plutonium in sea water collected in inner Danish waters in 1981 
Position or location Sample 
Barsebåck st. 38* 
Dat« 
57°43* N 10°37'30E 
57°42,30N J0°46' E 
57°42" N 10°55'30E 
57o41'30N 11°04'30E 
S7°41' N 11014' E 
57O40' N 11°25' E 
_ •• — _ * — 
57°40' N 1l°32'18E 
57039"30N 11041« E 
55°23' N 11O03' E 
5eO15'30N 12°32' E 0.188 m3 surface water 21/6 
- " - - - - 0.185 m3 bottom water 
(21 m) 
- " - - " - 0.9 m3 bottom water 
(21 m) 
Gelmann filter " 
1.703 m3 surface water 
(~ 1.5 m) 
Millipore filter 14/9 
0.2 m-
0.2 m-
0.2 m-
0.2 m-
0.2 m-
0.2 m-
0.2 m3 
0.2 m-
0.2 m-
0.193 
0.191 
1
 surface 
' surface 
surface 
surface 
1
 surface 
surface 
water 
water 
water 
water 
water 
water 
bottom water 
(90 m) 
surface 
surface 
water 
water 
m3 surface water 
m3 bottom water 
(20 m) 
23/7 
17/6 
n 
Ringhals 
1.0320m3 s u r f a c e water 
(~ 1.5 m) 
Gelmann f i l t e r " 
1.269 m3 s u r f a c e water 
(~ 1.5 m) 
M i l l i p o r e f i l t e r 3 0 / 9 
0 .845 m3 s u r f a c e water 
(~ 1.5 m) 
Gelmann f i l t e r " 
S a l i n i t y 
in 
0 / 0 0 
2 3 9 . 2 4 0 P u 
mBq m - 3 fCi 1 _ 1 
3 0 . 0 
2 9 . 6 
3 2 . 0 
2 1 . 2 
2 0 . 3 
2 6 . 0 
33.7 
21.4 
19.1 
14.9 
17.6 
13.9 
13.7 
12.5 
12.4 
12.6 
9.3 
8.S 
11.3 
14.8 
6.0 
0.40 
0.48 
0.38 
0.37 
0.34 
0.34 
0.34 
0.25 
0.23 
0.31 
0.40 
0.162 
5.4 
0.44 
0.74 
0.146 
0 .0119 
0.0200 
0.56 0.0151 
0.45 0.0122 
0 . 5 5 0 .0149 
*Cf. F ig . 3 . 2 . 1 . 1 , 
8 .2 .2 . Sea p lan ts 
The plutonium concentration in sea plants varies with its con-
centration in sea water. However, salinity, temperature and 
plant growth may also influence the Pu-levels in the plants. We 
have been looking at the variations with time at two locations: 
Helsingør (Table 8.2.2.1) and Ringhals (Tables 8.2.2.2 and 
8.2.2.3). 
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Table 8.2.2.1. Plutonium-239,240 in fucoids and laminaria collected 
in 1981 in Danish waters 
Location Species Date mBq kg-1 dry 
Halskov rev 
_ n _ 
Skagen 
_ •
 — 
Rødvig 
Barseback* 
_ » _ 
Ringhals** 
— " _ 
_ •• — 
_ N _ 
_ •* _ 
Helsingør 
_ * — 
—
 n
 — 
— » _ 
— " — 
25 
24 
9 
11 
11 
2 
8 
Pucus 
PUC'3 
Fucus 
serratus 
vesiculosus 
vesiculosus 
Laminaria 
Pucus 
Pucus 
Pucus 
Pucus 
Pucus 
vesiculosus 
vesiculosus 
vesiculosus 
vesiculosus 
serratus 
Ascophyllum nodosum 
Pucus 
Pucus 
Pucus 
Fucus 
Fucus 
Fucus 
Fucus 
vesiculosus 
vesiculosus 
serratus 
serratus 
serratus 
serratup 
serratus 
17/9 
* 
23/7 
25/7 
21/6 
7/4 
11/9 
19/7 
m 
n 
28/9 
n 
20/5 
23/6 
23/7 
11/8 
20/11 
120 
80 
102 
117 
84 
91 
58 
114 
171 
73 
109 
122 
193 
141 
152 
130 
125 
* Cf. Pig. 3.2.1.1. 
**Cf. Fig. 3.2.1.2. 
The samples at Helsingør were sampled from May-November and they 
showed a tendency towards decreasing concentrations during this 
period. However, at Ringhals there seemed to be no systematic 
decrease from spring to autumn. 
The mean level at Helsingør (Fucus serratus) was 148±27 mBq 
239,240pu kg-1 dry weight, and at Ringhals (Fucus vesiculosus) 
for the Sept. 1978-Sept. 1981 period: 97±52 (±1 S.D.). If the 
salinity at Helsingør was the mean of the surface water at the 
two stations: The Sound-North A and the Sound-North B in Table 
4.4.1, i.e. 8.2 o/oo, the corresponding 239,240Pu activity in 
the water is 5.3 mBq m"3 (according to the regression in 8.2.1). 
Hence, the concentration ratio at Helsingør between Fucus serra-
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Table 8.2.2.2. Plutonium-239,240 in 
Fucus vesiculosus collected at Ringhals 
1978-1981 by Hagnus Edgren SNV 
1 
1978 
1979 
M 
It 
-
1980 
II 
ft 
I* 
M 
1981 
Date 
Dec 14 
Jan 22 
July 4 
Sept 11 
rec 15 
April 2 
June 4 
July 21 
July 30 
Sept 1 
April 2 
•Bq kg-1 dry 
171 
220 
75 
80 
55 
66 
33 
180 
101 
68 
58 
Table 8.2.2.3. Plutonium-239,240 in brown algae collected at Ringhals 1978-1980 
by Risø 
mBq 239,240Pu fcg-1 R e i . S.D. 
dry weight 
115 81 
164 5% 
194 5% 
110 11% 
139 6t 
53 13% 
71 9% 
49 18% 
52 10% 
59 9% 
107 8% 
188 6% 
Date 
Sept 3, 
May 12, 
May 12, 
Nov 11, 
Nov 11, 
Nov 11, 
Nov 15, 
July 15, 
July 15, 
July 15, 
July 15, 
Oct 5, 
1978 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
, 1980 
, 1980 
, 1980 
, 1980 
, 1980 
Location 
(cf. Pig. 
3.2.1.2) 
11 
5 
11 
8 
8 
8 
9 
8 
8 
8 
12 
11 
Species 
Pucus vesiculosus 
Fucus serratus 
»
 m
 ~ 
Fucus vesiculosus 
Fucus serratus 
Ascophyllum nodosum 
Pucus vesiculosus 
Pucus vesoculosus 
Fucus serratus 
Ascophyllum nodosum 
Pucus vesiculosus 
Pucus serratus 
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tus and water becomes: 2.8#104 01 a dry weight basis (or 6»1()3 
for fresh weight). At Ringhals we estimated for Pucus vesiculosus 
the concentration ratio at 97»103/8«65 - 1.2»10* where 8.65 was 
the calculated Pu concentration in sea water at Ringhals (cf. 
8.2.1). 
In general Fucus serratus contains more Pu than Fucus vesiculo-
sus and both fucoids show higher levels than Ascophyllum nodosum. 
However, an anova on the data in Table 8.2.2.3 could not demon-
strate a significant difference between the three species. 
8.2.3. Mussels and other animal samples 
Two samples of mytilus were collected at Skagen. The mean con-
centration of 239r240pu w a s 21 mBq kg~* dry weight. Compared 
with the concentration in Fucus from Skagen this was a factor 
of five lower. The ratio between fresh weight activities was 
mytilus/fucus = 0.13. Table 8.2.3.2 shows that the Pu concentra-
tions in Mytilus collected at Ringhals since May 1978 have shown 
nearly constant values. The ratio between the dry weight activ-
ities in Mytilus and Pucus vesiculosus from Ringhals was 25/97 = 
0.26 and for fresh weight we found 0.16, i.e. similar to the 
above estimate. This should be compared with those ratios given 
in Table 3.2.2.4. We notice that Pu did not differ significantly 
from the ratios given for Co, Zr and Cs. 
Table 8.2.3.1. Plutonium.239,240 in 
Mytilus edulis flesh collected at 
Skagen in July 1981 
Date mBq kg"* dry 
jMly 23 27 
July 25 15 
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Table 8.2.3.2. Plutonium-239,240 in Mytilus edulis (soft 
tissue) collected at Ringhals 1978-1981 
Date Location mBq 239,240Pu kg-1 R e l > S > D # 
(cf. Fig. dry weight 
3.2.1.2) 
May 20, 1978 7 29 8% 
May 20, 1978 8 28 14% 
May 20, 1978 S 26 6% 
May 12, 1979 7 26 7% 
May 12, 1979 8 27 9% 
Nov 11, 1979 7 13 12% 
July IS, 1980 7 30 10% 
Oct 10, 1980 7 26 6% 
Oct 10, 1980 12 16 16% 
Sep 28, 1981 12 27 9% 
Sep 28, 1981 8 24 7% 
x 25 
S.D. 5 
n 11 
The dry weight was 15*4 % (±1 S.O.) of the fresh weight. 
Table 8.2.3.3. Plutonium-239,240 in Mytilus edulis (soft 
tissue) collected at Barseback 1980-1981 
Date Location tnBq 239,240pu fcg-1 R e i . g.D. 
(cf. Pig. dry weight 
3.2.1.1) 
Aug 13, 1980 49 40 8% 
April 7, 1981 26 45 22% 
Sept 14, 1981 24 40 22% 
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We analysed two samples of garpike liver for nlutonium (cf. 
5.8.2). But although the radiocesium content in these fish indi-
cated they had been close to Sellafield we could see no Pu in 
the samples, probably because they were too small. 
Two samples of starfish collected at Ringhals in July and Sept. 
1981 contained 130 and 73 mBq 239,240Pu kg-1 dry weight respect-
ively. The dry matter content was 39±16% (1 S.D.) in the two 
samples. 
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9 . MEASUREMENTS OP BACKGROUND RADIATION IN 1981 
by L. Batter-Jensen and S .P . N ie l sen 
9 . 1 . Instrumentation 
Measurements of the background r a d i a t i o n were made with thermo-
luminescence dosimeters (TLD's), a mobile Ge(Li) spectrometer 
sys te» |24) , a h igh-pressure i o n i z a t i o n chamber (Reuter-Stokes RSS-
111) , and a Nal(Tl) d e t e c t o r . 
9 . 2 . S t a t e experimental farms 
The S t a t e experimental farms are s i t u a t e d as shown in f i g . 4 . 2 . 
The r e s u l t s of the TLD measurements are shown in Table 9 . 2 . 1 . The 
r e s u l t s of the Nal(Tl) d e t e c t o r measurements are shown in Table 
9 . 2 . 2 . 
Table 9 . 2 . 1 . TLD-measurements of the background 
radiation (integrated over 11 months and normalized 
to iiR h _ 1 ) at the State experimental farms in 
1980/81 
Oct 1980 - Sep 1981 
nR h _ 1 
Tylstrup 7.8 
Borris 6.8 
Ødum 8 .1 
Askov 7.4 
St . Jyndevad 6.4 
Blangstedgård 
Tystofte 8.6 
Abed 8.5 
Mean 7.7 
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Table 9.2.2. Terrestrial exposure rates at ^ e State 
experimental faras Measured with the Hal(Tl) detector 
in 1981 ( tiR h - 1) 
Location March July Sept Rean 
Tylstrup 
Borris 
ødua 
Askov 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgaard 
Ledreborg 
Tystofte 
Abed 
Tornbygård 
3.1 
2.8 
4.1 
3.7 
2.0 
3.9 
4.B 
4.8 
5.0 
(5.6) 
3.1 
3.0 
4.4 
3.5 
2.0 
3.9 
4.6 
4.8 
4.9 
5.6 
3.3 
3.2 
4.6 
3.7 
2.0 
4.3 
4.8 
4.9 
5.1 
(5.8) 
3.2 
3.0 
4.4 
3.6 
2.0 
4.0 
4.7 
4.8 
5.0 
5.7 
Mean 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.1 
Figures in brackets calculated fro« VAR212). 
The Y-background measured with the Nal(Tl) detector in four groups 
of sampling stations is shown in fig. 9.2.1 from 1962 to 1981. 
The change of levels in 1977 is due to a modification of the in-
strument and of the calculational procedure^1). 
The results of ionization chamber measurements are shown in Table 
9.2.3. The results of Ge(Li) spectrometer measurements are shown 
in Tables 9.2.4 and 9.2.5. 
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Pig. 9.2.1. Terrestrial exposure rates at the State esperiaental 
faras in 1962-1976 and 197S-19S1 Measured with the Bal(Tl) c« 
rector ( KR ri-1). 
Alt i rkeby/Tornbyaard 
Abed, Blanastedeard, Tystofte 
— — Yirueaård/Ledrebore, Mim, Tylstrup 
Jyndevad, Askov, Studsgård/Borris 
Table 9.2.3. Ionization chanter 
•easurenents of the background 
radiation at th« State experimenta1 
f arias in October 1910 (»ft h*1) 
Location October 
Tylstrup 
Borris 
M u n 
Askov 
Ledreborg 
Tystofte 
Abed 
Tornbygård 
Mean 
- 13=5 -
Table 9.2.4. Terrestrial exposure rates at the State 
experimental farms estimated from field spectroscopic 
measurements irade in October 1981 ( uR h" 1) 
Location 
Tylstrup 
Borris 
Ødum 
Askov 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgård 
Ledreborg 
Tystofte 
Abed 
Tornbygård 
Mean 
40K 
1.8 
1.3 
2.1 
1.2 
1.0 
1.9 
2.4 
2.0 
2.1 
2.4 
1.8 
226 R a 
0.5 
0.7 
0.9 
0.7 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
1.2 
0.9 
232 T n 
0.9 
0.8 
1.3 
0.8 
0.4 
1.3 
1.6 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.2 
137 C s 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
3.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
Total 
3.3 
i.O 
4.4 
2.8 
3.0 
4.3 
5.2 
4.4 
4.7 
5.5 
4.0 
Table 9.2.5. Concentrations of radionuclides in the soil at the State 
experimental farms estimated from field spectroscopic measurements made 
in October 1981. (Unit: Bq k g - 1 ) 
Location 
Tylstrup 
Borris 
Ødum 
Askov 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgård 
Ledreborg 
Tystofte 
Abed 
Tornbygård 
Mean 
40K 
370 
270 
430 
410 
200 
380 
490 
410 
430 
.190 
390 
226 R a 
10.7 
13.7 
17.4 
13.3 
28 
19.6 
20.0 
17.0 
18.5 
24 
18.2 
2 3 2 T h 
11.1 
10.7 
17.0 
10.4 
4.8 
17.8 
21 
18.9 
21 
24 
15.7 
137 C 8 
6.7 
7.0 
5.2 
7.0 
9.6 
4.8 
4.8 
5.2 
4.1 
5.2 
6.0 
9 5 Z r . 
52 
37 
B.D.L. 
133 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
9 5Nb* 
59 
111 
B.D.L. 
126 
30 
B.n.b. 
59 
B.D.L. 
B.D.L. 
'J.D.L. 
*Bq m~ 
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9 . 3 . Risø environment 
The f i ve zones around Risø are located as shown in f i g . 9 . 3 . 1 . 
The r e s u l t s of the TLD measurements are shown in Table 9 . 3 . 1 , and 
the r e s u l t s of the Nal(Tl) d e t e c t o r measurements are shown in 
Table 9 . 3 . 2 . 
Fig. 9 . 3 . 1 . The environment of Risø. Locations for measurements 
of the background radiation. 
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Tab!« ».3.1. TLD-aeasureaents of the background 
radiation (Man of tvo f-aonth integration periods 
and noraalized to »II h"') in fiv» zones (I-V) around 
Mis« in 1980/81 
Risa zone Loclt ion Oct 1980 - Sep 1981 
u« h -1 
• .1 
4.0 
20.« 
0.9 
11.« 
11.7 
II 1.0 
».5 
7.4 
0.2 
1.1 
8.5 
a.3 
a.s 
a.4 
7.8 
8.1 
8.3 
8.9 
6.4 
8.0 
9.2 
8.1 
10 
8.0 
8.9 
8.3 
8.1 
8.9 
8.6 
8.8 
7.3 
8.6 
8.1 
Mean 8.4 
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Table » . 3 . J . Terrestrial espostir* rates at the Rise tones 
in IM1 aeesured with the Nal(Tl) detector ( v* h'<) 
Rise sone Location nay »uqujt Novcaber 
I t 4.4 4.4 4 . ( 
2 *.«• 7.« 7.1 
3 (1 .1 »4.1 74.S 
4 5.7 5.9 5.5 
5 10.5 10.4 10.3 
Mean 17.7 10.4 20.4 
I I 1 4.« 4 . ( 4.7 
2 5.3 S.4 5.3 
3 3.« 5.1 4.» 
4 4.3 4.4 4.7 
Mean 4.5 4 . * 4.9 
I I I 1 5.2 5.5 
2 4 . i 5.0 
3 4.5 4.0 
Mean 4.0 5.1 
IV 1 3.S 4.7 
2 4.C 4.« 
1 4.6 4.9 
4 4.2 4.5 
5 2.9 3.3 
6 3.6 4.2 
7 4.2 4.0 
Hean 4.0 4.5 
V 1 4.2 4.4 
2 5.4 5.« 
3 4.3 4.« 
4 4.5 4.7 
5 4.0 4.3 
* 6 4.7 4.« 
7 4.0 4.7 
0 4.1 4 .1 
» 4.4 4.6 
* 10 3.3 3.3 
Mean 4 
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9.4. Gylling Næs environment 
The Gylling Nas environment (a potential nuclear power plant 
site) is routinely monitored with TLD's, and the results from 
the site are given in Table 9.4.1. The locations are shown in 
Fig. 9.4.1. 
10°E 20'E 
10°E 20'E 
Pig. 9.4.1. The environment of Gylling Nas. Locations for meas-
urements of the background radiation. 
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Table 9.4.1. TLD-measurements of the background 
radiation (integrated over 11 months and normalized 
to uR h - 1) around the Gyllingnas site in 1980/81 
Location Oct 1980 - Sep 1981 
uR h_1 
1 7.8 
2 8.0 
3 
Mean 7.9 
9 .5 . Great Belt and Langeland Belt areas 
Locations on both shores of the Great Belt and the Langeland Belt 
(an international shipping route) are l ikewise routinely moni-
tored with TLD's; the resu l t s and locations are shown in Table 
9.5.1 and f i g . 9 . 5 . 1 , respect ive ly . 
Table 9 . 5 . 1 . TLO-measurements of the back-
ground radiation ( integrated over 11 months 
and normalized t o pR h~1) along the coasts 
of the Great Belt and Langeland Belt in 
1980/81 
Location Oct 1980 - Sep 1981 
wR h-1 
Røsnxs 7.5 
Reersø 8.6 
Svendstrup 7.6 
Frederiksdal 8.8 
Vesternas 
Kelds Not 9.4 
Tranekar 8.8 
Hov 7.5 
Fyns Hoved 8.0 
Knuds Hoved 8.5 
Mean 8.3 
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LO'E 11°E 20*E 
£5'N 
30*N 
15'N 
55° N 
45'N 
45*N 
30'N 
15'N 
55°N 
45'N 
40'E 11°E 20*E 
Pig. 9.5.1. The coasts of the Great Belt. Locations for measure-
mentc of the background radiation. 
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9 . 6 . The B a l t i c i s l a n d , Bornholm 
Locations on the i s l a n d o f Bornholm have been snonitored with 
TLD's in the period June 1980-May 1981. The r e s u l t s and loca-
t i o n s are shown in Table 9 . 6 . 1 and f i g . 9 . 6 . 1 f r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Table 9 . 6 . 1 . TLD-measurements of the 
background radiat ion ( integrated over 
11 months and normalized t o uR h"1) 
on the is land Bornholm in 1980/81 
Location 
Mean 
June 1980 - May 1981 
uR h - 1 
9.1 
8.1 
8.7 
15.3 
10.3 
55°20'N 
55°00'N 
10 0 
( 3 ^ 
j • 
10 20 km 
-
2 ) 
14°30'E 15°00'E 15°30'E 
Fig. 9.6.1. Locations for measurements on Bornholm. 
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9.7. Discussion 
The reported results are in reasonable agreement with those ob-
tained in 1980. 
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10. CONCLUSION 
10.1. Environmental monitoring at Risø, Barseback and Ringhals 
Grass and air samples collected at Risø in the first half of 
March 1981 showed increased levels of ^3'l due to a discharge 
of approx. 7 x io10 Bq (~ 2 Ci) from the Hot Cell facility in 
the 4-6 March 1981 period. The estimated individual maximum 
dose from the discharge was estimated at 0.036 uSv, correspond-
ing to an exposure of a half hour of natural background radia-
tion. The collective dose was estimated at 0.01 manSv. 
Traces of tritium from the DR-3 reactor at Risø have been meas-
ured in sea water collected off Risø. 
Apart froi these observations no radioactive contamination of 
the environment originating from the operation of the National 
Laboratory was ascertained outside Risø in 1981. 
Benthic brown algae, mussels and fish collected at the Swedish 
nuclear plants at Barseback and Ringhals were analysed for radio-
active pollution- Transfer factors from releases of various ra-
dionuclides to Fucus were calculated. The radioactive contamina-
tion of the marine environment due to the operation of the Swedish 
nuclear power plants resulted into doses of less than 1% of the 
background radiation to any individual eating 20 kg mussel and 
100 kg fish per year. 
10.2. Nuclear-weapon debris in the abiotic environment 
The mean content of 90Sr in air collected in 1981 was 27 yBq 
m~3 (0.72 fCi 90Sr m~3) , i.e. approximately 3 times the 1980 
level. The average fallout at the State experimental farms in 
1981 was 13.1 Bq 90Sr v~2 (0.35 mCi 90Sr km-2) or 3 times the 
1980 figure, and the mean concentration of 9nSr in rain watsr 
was 16.9 Bq 90Sr m-3 (0.46 pCi 90Sr l" 1). 
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By the end of 1981 the accumulated fallout was approximately 
1720 Bq 90sr na-2 (46 mCi 90Sr km - 2). The corresponding 137Cs 
was estimated at 2750 Bq m~2 . 
In agreement with the greater precipitation in that part of the 
country, fallout levels in Jutland were 25-50% higher than levels 
found in eastern Denmark. 
The median level of 9uSr in Danish ground water was 0.1 Bq m~3 
(2.6 fCi ^Osr 1~1). Lake water showed a countrywide mean level 
of 26 8q 90Sr m~3 (0.71 pCi 90Sr 1~1) and stream water contained 
10.8 Bq 90Sr rn-3
 (0.29 pCi l"1). 
Inner Danish surface waters (salinity - 16 o/oo) contained 29 Bq 
90Sr m"3 (0.8 pCi 90Sr l"1) and 43 Bq 137Cs in"3 (1.2 pCi 137Cs 
l"1). 
10.3. Fallout nuclides in the human diet 
The mean level of 90Sr in Danish milk was 108 Bq (kg Ca)"1 (2.9 
S.U.), and the mean content of 137Cs was approximately 81 Bq 
m-3 (2.2 pCi 137Cs l" 1). 
The 1981 90Sr and 137Cs levels were 1.0 and 0.7 times respec-
tively the levels found in mil. produced in 1980. 
The 9(^ Sr mean content in grain from the 1981 harvest was 1.00 Bq 
kg-1 (27 pCi 90Sr kg"1). The 137Cs mean content in grain was 0.88 
Bq kg"1 (24 pCi 137Cs kg"1). The 90Sr level in grain from the 
1981 harvest was 1.2 times the level found in the 1980 harvest, 
and 137Cs was 3.1 times the 1980 level. 
The mean contents of 9<^Sr and 137Cs in Danish vegetables col-
lected in 1981 were 0.38 Bq 90Sr kg"1 (10 pCi kg"1) and 0.086 Bq 
137Cs kg"1 (2.3 pCi kg"1), respectively, and in fruit 0.044 Bq 
90Sr kg"1 (1.2 pCi kg"1) and 0.09 Bq 137Cs kg"1 (2.4 pCi kg"1); 
potatoes contained 0.076 Bq 90Sr kg"1 (2.0 pCi kg"1) and 0.11 Bq 
137Cs kg"1 (3.0 pCi kg"1). 
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The mean levels of 90Sr and *37Cs in total-diet samples collected 
in 1981 were 147 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca)"1 (4.0 S.fJ.) and 93 Bq 137Cs (kg 
K ) - 1 (2.5 M.U.), respectively. From analyses of the individual 
diet components, the **®Sr level in the Danish average die- was 
estimated to be 151 Bq 90Sr (kg Ca) - 1 (4.1 S.U.) and the 137Cs 
level to be 117 Bq 137Cs (kg K)" 1 (3.2 M.U.). The levels of 137Cs 
in the Danish total diet consumed in 1981 were 7% higher than the 
levels observed in 1980, while the 90Sr content was nearly un-
changed . 
Grain products contributed 36% and milk produces 321 to the total 
90Sr intake; 17% of the 137Cs in the diet originated from grain 
products, 12% from meat, and 14% from milk products. Pish con-
tributed with 39% to the 137Cs diet intake, of this 85% were es-
timated to be due to radiocesium from Sellafield (Windscale). 
Both 9uSr and 137Cs diet levels were on the average higher in 
Jutland than in eastern Denmark. 
10.4. Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 in humans 
The 90Sr mean content in human bone (vertebrae) collected in 1981 
was about 35 8q (kg Ca)"1 (1 S.U.). 
Whole-body measurements of 137Cs have been suspended due to the 
low 137Cs concentrations in mar. The estimated level in 1981 was 
242 Bq 137Cs (kg K ) _ t (6.5 pCi ,37Cs (g K) _ 1). 
10.5. Tritium in environmental samples 
Tritium levels varied between 2.8 and 6.1 kBq m~3 in countrywide 
collected rain water and between 0.9 and 12 kBq m~3 in ground 
water. Lake and stream water contained 5.5 kBq tritium m~3. The 
tritium concentration in sea water varied inversely as the sal-
inity, 16 o/oo sea water contained 6 kBq m~3. 
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10.6. Plutonium in environmental samples 
Plutonium was determined in sea water, fucoids and mussels col-
lected in inn?r Danish waters. The Pu concentration was propor-
tional to the salinity. "Typical" Danish surface sea water 
(16 o/oo salinity) contained 8 mBq 239f240pu ni-3^  Fucoids con-
tained on the average 23 roBq 239,246pu kg-1 fresh weight and 
mytilus 3 mBq kg-1. The concentration ratios between biota and 
water were thus approximately 3000 and 400, respectively. 
10.7. Background radiation 
The average total background exposure rate measured with TLD's at 
the State experimental farms was 7.7 «R h"1. The average terres-
trial background exposure rate measured with a Nal(Tl) detector 
at the State experimental farms was 4.1 vR h - 1. These results are 
in accordance with those observed in 1980. 
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Appendix A. Calculated fallout in Denmark in 1981 
Zone mm Bq •°Sr m~* Accumulated 
precipitation in 1981 Bq 90Sr m"2 
in 1981 by the end of 
1981 
1: N. Jutland 
II: B. Jutland 853 
14.0 1915 
III: W. Jutland <931> 
IV: S. Jutland 
V: Funen 
VI: Zealand 7 0f 12.2 1530 
(810) 
VII: Lolland-Falster 
VIII: Bornholm 
Area-weighted mean 
689 
(935) 
808 
(895) 
12.2 
13.4 
-
1800 
The amounts of precipitation were obtained from ref. 9. The 90Sr 
deposition was estimated from 4.2 and appendix D. 
The precipitations in brackets were the mean of values measured 
by the Meteorological Institute at the State experimental farms: 
Jutland: Tylstrup, Ødum, Studsgård, Askov. St. Jyndevad; 
The Islands: Blangstedgård, Tystofte, Ledreborg, Abed; 
Bornholi, : Åkirkeby. 
Appendix B. Statistical information 
Zone Area in Population Annual milk Annual wheat Annual rye Annual potato Vegetable 
km^ in production production production production area 
thousands in mega-kg in mega-kg in raega-kg in mega-kg in km-
15) 1971 28) 1976 14) 1971 13) 1972 13) 1972 13) 1972 13) 1972 
I: N. Jutland 6,171 471 911 
II: E. Jutland 7,561 881 1,258 
145 155 609 14 
III: W. Jutland 12,104 687 926 
IV: S. Jutland 3,929 245 572 
V: Funen 3,486 446 393 ° 
I 
7,435 2,165* 395 
1,795 123 68 448 71 100 73 
588 47 39 
Total 43,069 5,065 4,562 593 226 709 87 
VI: Zealand 
VII: Lolland-Falster 
VIII: Bornholm 
1,270,000 people were living in Greater Copenhagen and 895,000 in the remaining part of Zealand. 
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AFPENDIX C 
For the calculation of the ^ 7Cs levels we have assumed the 
^^Cs/^usr
 ratio equal to 1.6 because that was the ratio used 
in reference 21. This .nay as is suggested from Tables 4.2.4 
and 4.2.5 have overestimated the H^Cs deposition in 1981, on 
the other hand, it may have underestimated it for the previous 
years1). {Cf. also 5.12 where predictions of 90Sr and 137Cs in 
fodder are compared with observed values in 1981). 
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Appendi» C.I. Coaparison between observed and predicted »n5r levels in environmental samples 
collected in 1981 
Sample Locat ion Unit Observed Predicted Obs./pred. Hodel in 
reference (21) 
Dried milk* 
" 
llye 
w 
Barley 
• 
Wheat 
• 
Oats 
* 
Rye bread 
White bread 
Potatoes 
• 
Cabbage 
m 
Carrot 
« 
Peas 
Apples 
Pork« 
Beef* 
Eggs 
Total diet C 
.
 p 
Human bone > 29 yr 
Whole year grass 
Pucus vesicu 
Zosters mari 
Ground water 
Summer grass 
losus 
la 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Denmark 
" 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Denmark 
M 
m 
• 
m 
B 
» 
It 
Islands 
m) 
-
Denmark 
m 
Bq 
•g 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
»
nSr 
»<>Sr 
9»Sr 
»Osr 
»Osr 
(kg Car' 
-
*g-' 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
(kg Ca)"' 
-
-
-
-
-
m-3 
(kg Ca)"' 
133 
94 
1.5« 
0.67 
1.37 
0.71 
1.19 
0.63 
1.25 
0.82 
0.47 
0.31 
0.08« 
0.0« 
0.24 
0.66 
0.53 
0.46 
0.19 
0.037 
0.010 
0.030 
0.026 
147 
151 
37 
1239 
371 
78 
0.67 
1550 
145 
70 
0.67 
0.35 
0.84 
0.42 
0.80 
0.42 
1.59 
0.82 
0.40 
0.13 
0.11 
0.10 
0.35 
0.30 
0.59 
0.23 
0.085 
0.027 
0.030 
0.043 
0.023 
171 
152 
42 
776 
480 
80 
0.33 
194 
0.92 
1.34 
2.30 
1.91 
1.63 
1.69 
1.49 
1.50 
0.7» 
1.00 
1.18 
2.38 
0.78 
0.66 
0.69 
2.20 
0.90 
2.00 
2.24 
1.37 
0.33 
0.70 
1.13 
0.86 
0.99 
0.88 
1.60 
0.77 
0.98 
2.03 
3.93 
C.3.2.1 
— * — 
C.2.2.1 
- • -
- • -
— • — 
— * _ 
— » _ 
— • — 
v * — 
C.2.3.1 
- • -
C.2.5.1 
— • — 
- • -
— • _ 
- • -
C.2.5.5 
C.2.5.1 
C.3.4.1 
— • — 
C.3.6.1 
C.4.2.1 
— •* — 
C.4.3.1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.7.1 
— • — 
C.I.4.1 
C.2.4.1 
No. 1 
No. 3 
No. 1 
No. 3 
No. 4 
No. 6 
No. 6 
No. 10 
No. 12 
No. 13 
No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 8 
NO. 10 
NO. 1 
No. 3 
No. 5 
NO. 6 
No. 3 
No. 13 
NO. 3 
No. 1 
NO. 6 
No. 1 
No. 7 
No. 13 
No. 1 
No. 3 
No. 1 
NO. 1 
NO. 3 
•Nay 1980 - April 1981 ("milk year" (21)). 
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Appendix C.2. Comparison between observed and predicted ,37Cs levels in environmental samples 
collected in 
Sample 
Dried milk* 
-
Rye 
• 
Barley 
-
Wheat 
• 
Oats 
•t 
Rye bread 
White bread 
Potatoes 
• 
Cabbage 
Carrot 
Peas 
Apples 
Pork* 
Beef* 
Eggs 
Total diet C 
m m p 
Summer grass 
1981 
* (cf. note to Append 
Locat ion 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Jutland 
Islands 
Denmark 
i« 
Jutland 
Islands 
Denmark 
n 
" 
m 
• 
• 
m 
m 
<t 
m 
ix C.I) 
Bq 
Bq 
Bq 
Unit 
137Cs (kg 
- • -
'"cs
 k9-1 
- - -
- " -
- " -
1 3 7CS {kg 
- " -
It)"' 
K)-1 
••Exclusive contribution of ,37Cs from Windscale. 
Observed 
117 
50 
1.95 
1.09 
0.92 
0.71 
0.64 
0.50 
0.75 
0.48 
0.29 
0.076 
0.148 
0.074 
0.083 
0.078 
0.095 
0.13 
0.40 
0.48 
0.029 
53'* 
7 9 " 
123 
Predicted 
116 
68 
1.02 
0.99 
0.80 
0.66 
0.81 
0.57 
0.66 
0.62 
0.34 
0.079 
0.20 
0.065 
0.056 
0.040 
0.037 
0.063 
0.48 
0.59 
0.032 
53 
85 
194 
(30% Windscale, 701 
Obs./pred. 
1.01 
0.74 
1.91 
1.10 
1.15 
1.08 
0.79 
0.88 
1.14 
0.77 
0.85 
0.96 
0.74 
1.14 
1.48 
1.95 
2.57 
2.06 
0.83 
0.81 
0.91 
1.00 
0.93 
0.63 
fallout) 
Model in 
reference (21) 
C.3.2.2 
_ • — 
C.2.2.4 
-* • — 
— * — 
- • -
- • -
— •» — 
-> • — 
C.2.3.1 
- " -
C.2.5.3 
_ * _ 
— * — 
_ • — 
C.2.5.5 
C.2.5.3 
C.3.4.2 
_ » — 
C.3.6.2 
C.4.2.2 
• ** — 
C.2.4.2 
No. 1 
No. 3 
No. 2 
No. 3 
No. 4 
No. 5 
No. 6 
No. 7 
No. 8 
No. 9 
No. 4 
No. 5 
No. 5 
No. 7 
No. 1 
No. 3 
No. 8 
No. 11 
No. 3 
No. 1 
No. 6 
No. 1 
No. 6 
No. 1 
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APPENDIX D 
dj.: 
Annual fallout rate in mCi 90gr km-2 y-1m 
Accumulated fallout by the end of the year (i) assuming effective 
half-lives of 90Sr of 27.7 y. Unit: mCi 903r km"*2. 
di(May-Aug) a n d di(July-Aug); 
The fallout rates in the periods: May-Aug and July-Aug, respective-
ly. Unit: mCi 90Sr km-2 period-1. 
The fallout rate (d^) was based on precipitation data collected 
for all Denmark in the period 1962-1981 (cf. Table 4.2.11)). 
Before 1962 the levels in the tables were estimated from the HASL 
data for New York (HASL Appendix 291, 1975)29) considering that 
the mean ratio between 9^Sr fallout in Denmark and New York was 
0.7 in the period 1962-1974. 
The di(tøay_AUg) and di(juiy_ftUg) values were also obtained from 
Table 4.2.11) for the period 1962-1981. For the years 1959-1961 
the values were calculated from data obtained from 9^Sr analysis 
of air (1959) and precipitation samples (1962 and 1961) collected 
at Risø. Before 1959, the values were estimated from the corre-
sponding d^ values assuming that the ratios di(May-Aug)/di and 
di(July-Aug)/di were constant in time and equal to the means 
found for the period 1962-1974, which were 0.54 (1 S.D.: 0.09) 
and 0.24 (1 S.D.: 0.06), respectively. 
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Append i« D. Fallout rat** and ao^ -nm ilU»d fallout (»Ci ,0Sr km'*) in Denmark 1950 1981 
Drnmark .1 ut 1 and I s l ands 
<*» *»(27.7) «*» A i ( 2 7 . 7 ) <*> A i < 2 7 . 7 ) 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
195« 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1> 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
G.021 
0.101 
0.198 
0.500 
1.901 
2.501 
3.101 
3.101 
4.302 
6.102 
1.140 
1.481 
7.428 
16.695 
10.412 
3.954 
2.145 
1.047 
1.403 
1.035 
1.647 
1.506 
0.43S 
0.192 
0.710 
0.414 
0.103 
0.384 
0.463 
0.166 
0.116 
0.353 
0.020 
0.118 
0.309 
0.789 
2.623 
4.997 
7.898 
10.728 
14.658 
20.247 
20.859 
21.787 
28.493 
44.071 
53.136 
55.679 
56.395 
56.023 
56.006 
55.632 
'..5.663 
55.951 
54.993 
53.821 
53.183 
52.272 
51.082 
50.204 
49.426 
48.379 
47.307 
46.482 
O.022 
0.114 
0.224 
0.566 
2.152 
2.831 
3.510 
3.510 
4.869 
6.908 
1.291 
1.676 
7.976 
18.453 
11.685 
4.204 
2.166 
1.176 
1.568 
1.241 
1.993 
1.726 
0.457 
0.215 
0.779 
0.452 
0.116 
0.405 
0.538 
0.174 
0.140 
0.379 
0.021 
0.132 
0.347 
0.891 
2.967 
5.655 
8.939 
12.142 
16.591 
22.918 
23.610 
24.661 
31.830 
49.041 
59.225 
61.861 
62.445 
62.048 
62.045 
61.721 
62.140 
62.288 
61.194 
59.891 
59.171 
58.150 
56.826 
55.827 
54.985 
53.810 
52.628 
51.697 
0.020 
0.068 
0.172 
0.434 
1.650 
2.171 
2.692 
2.692 
3.734 
5.297 
0.990 
1.285 
6.880 
14.937 
9.139 
3.704 
2.124 
0.918 
1.237 
0.829 
1.301 
1.286 
0.413 
' .168 
0.643 
0.376 
0.090 
0.362 
0.388 
0.156 
0.095 
0.330 
0.020 
0.105 
0.270 
0.687 
2.279 
4.340 
6.858 
9.313 
12.725 
17.576 
18.107 
18.913 
25.155 
39.101 
47.048 
49.497 
50.345 
49.997 
49.968 
49.542 
49.586 
49.615 
48.792 
47.750 
47.197 
46.397 
45.339 
44.581 
43.867 
42.947 
41.988 
41.272 
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Denmark 
di di 
May-Auql 
0 .01 
0 . 0 5 
0 .11 
0 . 2 7 
1.03 
1.35 
1.67 
1.67 
2 . 3 2 
2 .5 0 
0 . 4 7 
0 . 6 6 
4 . 2 2 3 
9 . 9 6 5 
6 .235 
2 .029 
1.049 
0 . 3 6 7 
0 . 8 4 8 
0 . 6 1 4 
0 . 9 0 8 
0 . 9 9 2 
0 . 2 5 3 
0 . 0 7 5 
0 .421 
0 . 1 5 9 
0 . 0 3 2 
0 .178 
0 .232 
0 .086 
0 . 0 6 3 
0 .214 
(Julv-Auq) 
0 .01 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 4 6 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 7 4 
0 . 7 4 
1 .03 
0 . 6 8 
0 .31 
0 . 4 7 
1 .857 
5 . 6 2 9 
2 . 5 6 8 
0 . 8 5 0 
0 . 4 1 8 
0 .141 
0 . 4 2 6 
0 . 2 7 6 
0 . 5 4 7 
0 . 4 0 5 
0 . 0 8 4 
0 . 0 3 3 
0 . 1 9 0 
0 . 0 7 5 
0 . 0 1 0 
0 . 1 0 7 
0 . 0 9 6 
0 .030 
0 . 0 2 7 
0 . 0 7 3 
Jutland 
di di 
IMav-Aun) 
0.01 
0.06 
0.12 
0.31 
1.16 
1.53 
1.90 
1.90 
2.63 
2.76 
0.52 
0.73 
4.566 
10.753 
7.170 
2.094 
0.984 
0.380 
0.910 
0.723 
1.076 
1.154 
0.262 
0.093 
0.463 
0. 179 
0.032 
0.164 
0.275 
0.087 
0.079 
0.215 
(July-Auq) 
0.01 
0.03 
0.05 
0.14 
0.52 
0.68 
0.84 
0.84 
1.17 
0.75 
0.34 
0.52 
2.052 
5.932 
2.910 
0.852 
0.496 
0.134 
0.460 
0.319 
0.632 
0.516 
0.084 
0.039 
0.219 
0.091 
0.011 
0.085 
0.098 
0.031 
0.031 
0.071 
Islands 
di di 
(Mav-Auq) (Julv-Auo) 
0.01 
0.05 
0.09 
0.23 
0.89 
1.17 
1.45 
1.45 
2.02 
2.24 
0.42 
0.59 
3.880 
9.177 
5.299 
1.964 
1.114 
0.354 
0.786 
0.505 
0.740 
0.830 
0.244 
0.057 
0.378 
0.157 
0.032 
0.190 
0.188 
0.084 
0.047 
0.213 
0.01 
0.02 
0.04 
0.10 
0.40 
0.52 
0.65 
0.65 
0.90 
0.61 
0.28 
0.42 
1.662 
5.327 
2.226 
0.848 
0.340 
0.148 
0.392 
0.233 
0.462 
0.294 
0,084 
0,027 
0.162 
0.060 
0.009 
0.129 
0.093 
0.029 
0.022 
0.075 
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